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THE STORY OF IOWA
cA. CHILDREN'S HISTORY

THOMAS P. CHRISTENSEN, PH. D.

Let every good thought and deed be recorded in the book of history.

I hear
'rho sound of that advancing multitude
Which rnon shall fill these deserts: from t he ground
Comes up the laugh of children, the soft voice
Of maidens, and the sweet and solemn hymn
Of Sabbath worshipers; the low of herds
Blends with rustling of the heavy grain
Over the (lark-brown furrow.
Written in 1832.

William Ci,llen Bryant.
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Foreword.
The first edition of The ::Jtory of Iowa appeared in 1928.
Several juvenile histories of Iowa have since been publisht, and
the General Assembly at its last session without a dissenting vote
passed a law requiring the study of the history of Iowa in all the
schools of the1 State. Clearly, Iowa has awakened to the possibilities of its own history.
It is the author's belief that ru more intensive study of the
history of the State will result in a more intelligent opinion about
all local and State affairs, and in a firmer assurance of their administration for the welfare of all the people.
The second edition is essentially a reprint of the first. Various
imperfections of the first edition have been eliminated. Some
changes and additions have been made here and there in the text,
a number of new pictures have been used, several items have been
included in the chapter entitled "Bits of Sources", and a new
chapter has been added on towns and cities.
The Story of lowci is of value lboth for tl10, home and the
school. It lends itself readily to be taught by different methods.
Many of the chapters will suggest questions for oral discussions.
Some narratives may be repl'Oduced orally, others may be used as
the basis for written exercises at the desk or on the blackboard,
or for maps, outlines, or tables. Many a lesson unit may center
around a picture. The teacher should not forget that supplementary material is within reach everywhere. The children's
minds are stored with impressions that should be related to the
topic in hand. Material bearing on many of the chapters of this
book may also be collected from the newspapers. Occasionally
local people can make valuable contributions.
The teacher of history should remember that just as '' variety
is the spice of life'' in general, so a variety of methods will frequently, even under adverse circumstances, make for successful
teaching. But interest only makes the point of contact between
teacher and student possible and this relation the mutual efforts
of both can best establish.

1-63958
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The author is under obligation to many individuals for suggestions and criticism. Some have furnisht valuable data for
some of the revisions in the text. Others have lent pictures or
plates. Special thanks are due to the Historical, Memorial, and
Art Departmen t of Iowa for the use of plates.
As the first, so the second edition is dedicated to the children
of Iowa, in the belief that an appreciatio n of the past will enable
them to see more clearly the present and to aid more effectively
in the building of the better Iowa of the future.
Iowa City, Iowa, August 15, 193L
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I.

Tihe Story of the Rocks and the Glaciers.
The earth becomes the home of man.
Before the earth could be the home of man, it had to be made
a place fit for him in which to live. The earth at first had no soil,
no plants, and no animals. T'he soil was formed by the crumbling
of the earth's rock crust. In this soil plants grew and enricht it
when they died and decayed. Animals then appeared which fed
on the plants or on one another. The animals were to be of value
to man as food and beasts of burden. When the earth had soil,
plan.ts, and animals, it was ready to be the home of man.
Early ups and doiWDS of Iowa.
Geologists, who are special students of the soil and the rocks,
tell us that millionsi of years ago Iowa lay beneath a vast sea
swarming with tiny animals, like those forming corals, and fishlike creatures called trilobites. Rivers emptied into this sea and
spread out on its bottom sand and mud which hardened into rock
strata (layers). In time the sea bottom rose and became dry land,
and the climate turned very hot. Forests of fernlike trees appeared in which huge reptiles called dinosaurs sported and
fought. Then the land sank and once more became sea bottom.
Remains of the fernlike trees changed into the kind of rock that
we now call coal, and mud and sand formed new rock strata
above the coal seams (layers). Skeletons of the trilobites, dinosaurs, as well as of the real fishes, which now inhabited the sea,
were sometimes embedded in the rock. These, remains of life in
the distant past are called fossils. Again and again the sea bottom rose and sank, and more and more rock strata and coal seams
were formed, but finally the sea bottom rose to remain dry land.

The mighty frost giants.
For some reason the climate now turned very cold and vast
masses of ice (glaciers) accumulat ed in Canada, whi,ch spread
out over the northern parts of the United States. Five times ic~
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-"'-'""""'-"-=own over.. Iowa. Twice it was covered a.1m.ost
Cold ages alternated with hot. When it was hot
plants and animals flourisht; when it was eold there were few
if any forms of life at all. Among the animals of the first hot age
were bears, panthers, horses, and large elephants called mastodons. These animals either moved away or died as the second
glacier advanced. When it also melted there was another hot
period with numerous plants and animals. The last three glaciers
covered only a part of the state. After the retreat of the last
one, about 50,000 years ago, there were fewer species
(kinds) of plants and animals than before the great ice age, and
there were no horses, dinosaurs, or mastodons.
The glaciers levelled the surface of the land, scattered bowlders, plowed out basins of later ~eautiful lakes, and formed some
of the present low hills. T,h e valuable gravel and clay deposits of
today are also products of the ice age.
A strip of land along the Mississippi in northeastern Iowa
was bu :ghtly toncht h;y thlL.ic.e. This area, therefore, shows
us how the rest of Iowa would have lookt if its surface had not
been changed by the mighty frost giants-the glaciers.

-
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The First Men in Iowa.
First discovery of America allld Iowa.
Asia appears to have been the first continent inhabited by
man. Some of the early people of Asia were a race somewhat like
the Chinese of today. Bands of them croot to North America,
perhaps by a land bridge which seems to have connected Asia and
North America in the distant past. It is thought that they moved
south along· the coast of North America and thus reacht Mexico
and South America. From the western mountains they went east
into the Mississippi Valley, and some entered the land which is
now Iowa. These people were thus the first to discover and settle
Iowa as well as North Americ.a. Perhaps they reacht America
about 10,DDO ears a o but probably they did not settle in Iowa
until several thousand years ~~r.
The moUlllds !llllld the Mound Builders.

The fil'lst. men in Iowa le_ft_no written records... exce t ao.me
crude ictures but th~ built mounds or piles of earth from
which much may be learnt about them. They are usually called
Mound Builders, but this is really not a good name for them
since the later Indians also built mounds. The mounds are found
in many of the states of the Mississippi Valley. In Iowa the are
especiall numerous on the high bluffs along the rivers and on
the banks of the lakes. There are, hundreds of them along the
Mississippi, the Iowa, and the Des Moines rivers. Some are circular, others are oblong, and many have the forms of animals. In
size the Iowa mounds vary from one to six feet in height, and
from 21 to 70 in diameter.
Many of the mounds have been studied. I ~ .several near
Davenport were opened. They were found to conta~h.ells,...
stone knives, copper axes, copper s:Q_ools and copper hemispheres.
Several of the axes were wrapt in coarse cloth, which had been
preserved by the copper. There were also pipes with beautifully
carved pictures of birds and animals. One bird had eyes of cop-
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per, another of pearl. In one mound, tablets with picture writing
were found. All this shows that the Iowa Mound Builders either
mined copper, wove cloth, and carved beautiful ornaments themselves, or else obtained these things by trading.

Large mound in southern Illinois. The Iowa mounds are smaller.

,. , Since many of the mounds contain human skeletons we may
know that the_y were burial places. Other mounds were built for
-defen§~nst enemies, and still others just for foundations for
tepee.s.
" . We do not know when the Mound Builders left Iowa. They
~isappeared before the arrival of the white men and their places
were taken by the better known Indian tribes, who perhaps killed
t~em or drove them away.

III.

Iowa Before the Coming of the White Men.
Prairies aind woods.
Let us try to picture Iowa as it was before, the coming of the
white, men between 1673 and 1833. Then as now about seveneights of its surface was prairie. On the uncultivated prairies
many kinds of wild flowers, such as violets, meadow lilies, and
shooting stars mingled with the grasses; and ,s trawberries glowed
in the June sun. Here and there were groves,. The larger woods
were chiefly along the streams where trees might better withstand the droughts. The groves and woods cons,i sted mostly of
hickory, walnut, elm, oak, sugar maple, sycamore, birch, and cottonwood. Around the trunks and branches of the trees, the, wild
grape wound its slender stems, and in the shelter of the trees
copses of raspberry and blackberry ripened their berries in sum.mer while wild plums and crabapples lent color and fragrance to
the woodland scenery in autumn. Of the plants now familiar but
not then found in fo.w a, were the red and white clovers, the va.r ious kinds of grain, and many other cultivated plants.

Animal lifre,.
H erds of buffaloes ,s ometimes containing hundreds and even
thousands of animals grazed on the wide, rolling prairies; and
there, also, smaller herds of deer and elks found good pasturage.
Colonies ,o f prairi~ dogs-unlike the dogs of the -Indians and the
white men-had their holes in the higher prairies, perhaps close
neighbors to red foxes. Numerous rattle snakes slid along in the
grass frightening quails and prairie chickens. Beavers rbuilt their
dams across many of the streams, which were well stockt vvith
fish; and opossums, raccoons, wild cats, panthers, and black bears
found food and shelter in the woods. There also the noblest native bird of early Iowa, the, wild turkey, had its, home.
Then as now spring was greeted with the song of cardinals,
song sparrows, robins, and bluebirds; later followed by the music
of wrens, orioles, warblers, thrushes, and bobolinks. The call ,o f
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the ·b obwhite was heard in the groves and the booming of the
prairie chickens on the prairie. In the cold winters the chickadee
cheered the Indian with his merry note and the bluejays added
touches of color to the winter landscapes. But the English sparrow, which is so common here now, was not found in Iowa before
the coming of the white men; nor were pheasants which are some
of our common game birds today.
'ii

~ -

Courtesy, Hist ., l\Ieru. and Art Department of Iowa.

Prairie Chickens

Climate.
The climate of that time doe,s not appear to have differed
materially from what it is now. Spring showers and sunshine
made the fertile soil produce abundantly of grass and trees. In
the autumn when the air was dry and dusty there were gorgeous
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sunsets. If there was a ''spell'' of nice warm weather after the
first "cold snap", the Indians got busy makjng a few tardy preparations for winter. According ly a period of nice weather in late
autumn is still called Indian summer. Of course, haHstorm s and
tornadoes would sometimes interrupt the usual succession of rain
and sunshine, and fierce blizzards at times swept the prairies
in winter, making the poor Indian moan and shiver in his wretched
wigwam.
The Sioux amid the lowais.

Tho not without a wild beauty, Iowa before the coming of
the white men was a lonely country. True, there were numerous
animals, but men were few. In 1 5 there were probably not
more than about 8000 Indians in what is now the State of Iowa.
Bands of the fierce Sioux· roamed over the prairies of northwest ern Iowa, hunting buffaloes on which they largely subsisted.
Their permanen t dwellings in Iowa appear to have been few. Frequently on the warpath, they fought bloody battles with the other
Iowa Indians, the Sacs and Foxes, two tribes who were closely
allied; and with tbe Tm as from iwhom the State received its name.
The Iowas were kinsmen of the Sioux-:- They were a migratory
people, but at the beginning of the nineteenth century (1800)
they had their lodges or wigwams in southern Iowa. In 1823 _a
terrible battle between the Iowas and the Sa aruLFoxes... took
p ~ a r th p.i:es.eut town of Iowaville; and the Iowas were so
1badly defeated that they ceast to play any important part in
the history of this r~ion.
The Sacs and FoX:es.

Originally the Sacs and Foxes had lived farther east. So far
as it is known the first home of the Foxes was in Rhode Island.
Later they lived in the valley of the St. Lawrence and later again
along the Fox River in Wisconsin , to which they give their name.
Often at war with the French, they were finally so reduced in
numbers that they found it advisable to ally themselve s with the
Sacs, who had formerly lived in Michigan. Both tribes belonged
to the Algonqui n Indians, to whom also Powhatan and Pocwhontas belonged.
Saukenuk.
Before the coming of the white settlers to Iowa, the Sacs and
Foxes had their vHlages on both sides of the Mississippi. There

/
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were Fox villages on the present sites of Dubuque and Davenport. The Sacs and Foxes had a large village together called
Saukenuk on the Rock River in Illinois. It is said to have been
one of the most pretentious Indian towns of the West, containing
over a thousand people. It had streets and also open spaces for
assemblies and games. Some of the houses were 40 feet widt1 and
100 feet long, divided into apartments for several related families.
There were also houses in this town for holding public discussions.
Such meetings were indeed favorite diversions of the Indians for
they loved flowery language and oratory. West of the Mississippi,
the Sacs had villages in Clinton and Keokuk counties. In 1805
the Sacs and Foxes on both sides of the Mississippi numbered
about 4600 men, women, and children.
Indian governmernt.
A group of related
Indian families was called a clan or a gens. The
clans or gentes made up
the tribes. Sometimes
the tribes united to form
confederacies. 'rhe Sacs
gentes bore such names
as bear, wolf, dog, elk,
eagle, partridge, sturgeon, sucker, and thunder. The Fox gentes had
similar names.
Since
all the members of each
clan were closely related, marriage between
the clan members was
not permitted. In peace
each tribe was ruled by
a hereditary chief, but
any brave among the Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.
Sacs and Foxes might
Musquakie squaw and papoose.
The Musquakics are a remnant of the
raise a band of warriors
Sacs and Foxes.
and go on the warpath.
Both men and women as well as the children workt. The
men hunted, paddled the canoes, and protected the home against
enemies. The women not only "kept house", but built the house.
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'I'hey made the clothing, wove mats, and raist ,c orn, beans, pumpkins, and squashes. The older men sometimes assisted the women,
but usually the men did no work "about the house". It was not
the custom in primitive society.

The chiLd:ren.
The children of the Sacs and Foxes were nurst by their
mothers until they were two and sometimes three or four years.
old. They were usually healthy and strong, but many met with
accidents and died young. Both boys and girls learnt to s,w im.
Many were as frisky as fish in water. When about six years old
the boys began to play with toy bows and arrows. A few years
later they started to hunt often under the direction of their fathers. The girls learnt house work and garden work from their
mothers. The ambitious boy wanted to be a good hunt,e r and
fighter, and the ambitious girl to be a good cook, seamstress, and
gardener.

IV.

Marquette and Joliet Discover Iowa.
The Europerun discovery of America.
We have already seen how the first men in North America
probably came from Asia. The first inhrubitants of Europe also
appear to have come from Asia. About the year 1000, A. D., the
bold Vikings living in the Scandinavian countries pusht their
dragon-headed boats across the Atlantic to North America by
way of Iceland and Greenland. Their ships continued to sail between these and the Scandinavian countries during the next five
hundred years. But since the people in Europe thought chiefly
of North America or Vinland, rus they called it then, as a cold,
distant country near Greenland, they took little interest in it.
Few, indeed, knew about its existence. Not until the time of
Columbus, Vespucius, and the Cabots, did people in Europe realize
that the North and South American continents were really a new
world. Then the Spanish conquered Mexico and Peru, the English settled the eastern coast of North America, and the French
est[Vbli:sht colonies along the St. Lawrence River.
1

The <y§.CO~
1

of Iowa, JUlll~__17, 1673 . .

Having heard of a great river to the west ·o f Lake Michigan,
the French governor at Montreal, Canada, decided to find out
more about it. For this task he chose the trader J oliet, born at
C,luebec and therefore a French Canadian; ~d the missionary
Marquette, born and educated in France. Both spent thewmter
of 1763 at St. Ignace in northern Michigan, making preparations
for the trip. A map of the region to, be traversed was made; and
two birch bark canoes with spruce and cedar framework were
built. To paddle the canoes five trusty men familiar with life in
the woods were selected. Joliet and the men drest in buckskin
:suits, but Father Marquette wore a black cloth gown and carried
a rosary. Having loaded the canoes with provisions of corn and
smokt buffalo meat, besides blankets, guns, camp utensils, instruments, and a quantity of trinkets for presents to the Indians,
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the explorers paddled out of the bay at St. Ignace into Lake
Michigan. They entered Green Bay, ascended the Fox River, carried their canoes and supplies across to the Wisconsin, and floated
down that river. On the 17th of June, 1673, they caught their
first view of the long-sougnt Mississippi River and across it they
saw the bluffs of McGreg_or in what is now Iowa-with a joy,
wrote Father Marquette in an account of the voyage, which he
could not express.

From Julegranen, 1929.

The first bit of Iowa that Marquette and Joliet saw.

The canoes were turned south. Of Indians they saw no signs,
but deer, and buffaloes were plentiful, and wild turkeys were
often seen. A big sturgeon nearly destroyed one of the canoes.
Late each afternoon they landed to prepare their meals of oookt
corn and broiled fish or meat. Then putting out the fire they
floated some miles farther on and anchored after dark at a safe
distance from the shore, leaving one of the party on guard while
the others slept. At sunrise they were under way again.

A fine speech WDJd a fine banquet.
On June 25, they discovered human footprints at the water's
edge on the west bank-probably near the mouth of the Iowa
River. Leaving the five wood rangers in charge of the canoes, the
leaders landed unarmed. They found a trail and followed it five

I
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or six miles over a fine rolling prairie to a group of three villages
inhabited by a tribe of Indians called Illini who were living west
of the river for the time being. Father Marquette knew their
language. The chief greeted the Frenchmen with a fine speech.
He said that the earth had never seemed so beautiful nor the sun
so bright or the river so calm and so free from rocks as on that
day. Neither had their tobacco ever tasted so good nor their corn
appeared so fine as when the Frenchmen came to visit them.
To make sure that the white men meant peace and not war,
the calumet or peace pipe went around, and this ceremony was
followed by an exchange of presents. Then a banquet consisting
of four courses-boiled corn, roast fish, dog, and buffalo-was
se1'ved. When the Indians learnt that the F 'r enchmen did not relish
dog meat, they at once removed it. During the banquet the
Indians were in constant attendance on their guests. They carefully pickt the bones from the fish and blew on it before placing·
it in the mouths of the Frenchmen. The co-r n was served to each
individual with a big wooden spoon.

Down the Mississippi and back.
The explorers occupied the chief's tent during the following
night. In the morning nearly 600 of the savages followed their
visitors down to, their canoes, warning them against proceeding
farther for fear that they would come to grief among hostile
Indians farther south. Not heeding the warning, they continued
down stream. Some days later they past the mouth of the Illinois
River, then that of the Missouri River. The latter river they
described as a "torrent of yellow mud sweeping in its course
logs, branches, and uprooted trees.'' Below the mouth of the
Ohio, the Indians were less friendly, but when the white men
showed the peace pipe, which the Illini chief had presented to
Marquette, they never failed to secure safe passage. 'When they
reaciht the Arkansas River they felt certain that the Mississippi
River did not empty into the Bay of California-as they at first
had thought-but into the Gulf of Mexico, and since they were
in danger of encountering both hostile Indians and hostile Spaniards if they continued farther south, they now turned their
canoes up stream. But instead of going back to Lake Michigan
by the Wisconsin and Fox rivers route, they went up the Illinois
River and across the site of the present city of Chicago.
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Death of Marquette.
At Green Bay the two friends parted having paddled over
2500 miles. Marquette remained among the Indians as a missionary. He wrote an interesting account of the trip which was publisht in the Jesuit Relations and there you will want to read it.
In the spring of 1675, "this beautiful spirit passed away from
the earth". Joliet went back to M'ontreal. He lived a long time
after and undertook several exploring trips into the Hudson Bay
country. He died before 1737, the exact date being uncertain.
Iowa had been visited by white men, but no permanent white
settler built his home in the Iowa country until more than a century later.

V.

Other E:x;plorers of Iowa.
Under Spain and France.

The Iowa country was French territory until 1763 when it
was turned over to ,Spain. From 1800 to 1803 it again belonged
to France. In 1803 it came into the possession of the United
States as a part of the Louisiana Purchase. During the Spanish
and French periods fur traders frequently paddled their canoes
up and down the Iowa rivers, but only three settlers obtained
tracts of land from Spain and none from France. The Spanish
settle ;were: Tesson. on the site of Montrose Dubuque near the
site of the city that now bears his name, and Giar on the site
of McGregor.
Lewis a.nd Clark

The Louisiana Purchase was but little known when it became
United States territory. Therefore the president at once sent an
expedition to explore it under the command of Lewis and Clark.
They started from St. Louis in 1804 and sailed up the Missouri
River, landing at several places both on the Nebraska and the
Iowa shore. Near the site of Sioux City, they buried Charles
Flo d one of the officers of the expedition, who had died suddenly. Since he was the first white man to be buried in Iowa soil,
a fine monument costing $20,000 has later been erected to mark
his grave. The expedition pusht on to Oregon, and returned in
two years by way of the Missouri River.
Pike's expedition.

Under the command of Lieutenant Pike another expedition
sent by the War Department of the United States started fr{)m
St. Louis in 1805, following the Mississippi River into what is now
Minnesota. Pike called at the Jndian villages on the Iowa shore,
made speeches and distributed presents to the Indians. Among
the presents were some American flags which he was especially
anxious to have them keep and display. The Spanish settlers
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"'"'ere visited and suitahle places for forts were lookt for. Pi];:c
thought the site of Burlington would be just fine for a fort, but
the first United States fort in Iowa was erected where Fort Madison is now located.
Keam.ey 's marches.
In th~ ~ummer of 182(}-Captain Kearney with 5 officers, 15 dragoons, one Indian guide and his squaw and papoose,
startcu from near the present site of
Omaha for Fort Snelling close to St.
Paul in Minnesota. 'l'he ur ose of the
expedition was to find a short route from
ihe Missouri River to this fort. Captain
Kearney and his men crost the Soldier,
Boyer, Little Sioux, and Des l\Ioines
rivers and marcht in a northeasterly direction towards Minnesota. 'rhe uplands
of Iowa they thought were too dry and
too hilly ever to be cultivated. Besides
the prairies here had no trees from which
the settlers could get logs for firewood and
buildings. Yet there arc now many fine
farms in this part of Iowa. Captain
Kearney and his men saw a herd of about
4000 buffaloes. They shot one weighing
1000 pounds. Herds of elks were also
seen. The expedition rea,cht Fort .Snelling safely.
In 1835 another expedition under CapCourtesy, Chamber of Commerc e, Sioux City.
tain Kearney made a long march from the
The Floyd monument.
mouth of the Des Moines River, westward
to the outlet of the Raccoon River whe,re the city of Des Moines
is 110w located and then northeastward to Minnesota. The party
spent nearly two months exploring the country between the
Boone and the Iowa rivers. Once they were attackt by a large
band of Sioux, who were angered by this invasion of their country. During the following night the soldiers hurried away and the
next day they were out of reach of the Indians. From Minnesota
the expedition returned by way of the mouth of the Raccoon to
the mouth of the Des Moines, visiting on the way a village of Sac
and Fox Indians under the chief Appanoose, near where Ottumwa
(
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now stands. These Indians had some fine cornfields under cultivation at this time.

Albert M. Lea.
This expedition is especially well known because one of the
officers, Albert M. Lea, kept a journal ·during the trip and made
a map of the country traversed. The journal with the map was
later publisht. It is the first book ever written about Iowa. Lea
tells of numerous rattle snakes on the prairies, about fine landscapes, rich soil, lakes, and streams. The region along the Iowa
River, he thought was as beautiful as any in the world. The city
Albert Lea in Minnesota, only a few miles across the northern
border of Iowa was named for this interesting explorer.
Other early visitors.
George Catlin, the famous student of the Indians, visited
Iowa about this time and likewise speaks in glowing terms of the
beauty of its landscapes. While staying at a Sac and Fox village
he painted a picture of the chief Keokuk sitting on his fine steed.
Keokuk likt the picture so well that he had Catlin paint pictures of several members of his family. Among the other noted
men who visited early Iowa were the Italian traveller Beltrami,
John J. Audubon, the naturalist who painted pictures of a large
number of American birds, and the noted Catholic missionary
Pierre De Smet who workt a short time among the Indians at
Council Bluffs.

VI.

The Fur Traders.
The fur trading posts.
The Indians soon came to rely on the white men not only for
cheap ornaments, but also for such useful articles as doth, blankets, and firearms. In ex(jhange for these goods they gave the furs
of the bear, the deer, t he raccoon, the muskrat, the beaver, the
otter, and other animals and sometimes also deer tallow, bees'
wax, and feathers. The fur traders brought their goods to the
Indian villages and sometimes even followed the Indians on their
summer and winter hunts. As the tmde grew, traJding posts were
establisht. These usually consisted of one or more rude log
buildings where the trader lived and kept his stock of goods.
There were such posts at various points in Iowa before the coming of the white settlers. Since the trading posts also became
business centers of the settlers, some of the posts grew into towns
a nd cities. Council Bluffs, Sioux: City, E ddyville, Iowaville, Muscatine, and Keokuk, were o•r iginally fur trading posts .

-
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The traders.
A large number of the fur traders were French Canadians.
Some were half-breeds, that is, of Indian and white parents. The
fur traders frequently married Indian women and lived in general
Indiian style. Some of the traders were independent, but more
were the employees of the fur companies of which the American
Fur Company, organized in 1817, stands out prominently.
About the year 1800 there was a fur trader uamed Faribault
in southern Minnesiota. He also traded with the Indians in the
Iowa country and made annual trips down the Des Moines River
to sell his ful's. During the rest of t he year-that is, when not
making his trips to Iowa-he saw no other white men than the
employees at the trading post in Minnesota.
George Davenport.
A better known fur trader was George Davenport who in
1816 came with the soldiers to F1ort Armstrong on Rock l,sland i 11
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Courtesy, Mr. Adolph Petersen, Davenport.

Davenpor t and Fort Arlllstron g in l848.

the Mis,sissappi River. He estaiblish
ading.J!osts both in Illinois
aruLin..lowa. Being a good business man, ·h is furs, featherti, bees'
wax, and de~r tallow brought good prices in St. Louis, and for
ten years he remained an independent trader. In 1826 he joined
the American Fur Company. 'l'he Indians had gre::1t, g.-9nfidence
in him. Often he rerpre,s ented them in their dealings with the
United State,s g:Q.Yernment. At one time it was said that he controlled all of the Sacs and Foxes except Black Hawk and his
band.
George Davenport was killed at his home on Rock Island by
bandits in broad daylight on the Fourth of July, 1845. The
county seat of Scott Oounty has been named in his honor.
1

''Trusting'' the lndiamis.
Eld dyville wais named for the fur trader, J. P. Eddy. The
trading post, however, on the site of the present Eddyville was
called Hardfisher because it was in the village of the chief Hardfish. Like the other traders, Eddy often s1old goods to the Indians
on credit. Kish-ke-kosh once had the following goods charged to
hiis account: broadcloth, 8 yards of ribbon, a pair of stockings,
one coffin, more ribbons, a saddle, a bridle, lard, pins, a pen knife,
a looking glass, sugar, coffoe, a parasol. T'he account o,f Neo-pope
shows that he ha,d a bad daughter. The account ran: '' powder
($7), one bolt ribbon (stolen by his daughter) . Credit of Jl coon
skins, five deer skins, one bear skin.''
The profits of the fur trader.
T'he furs were collected at the tr,ading posts and then sent
by canoe or boat to the larger trading centers at Prairie du Chien
in Wi:scousin and St. Louis in Missouri. Fl'om there they were
shipt to New York, England, and China. In the latter country
there was a special demand for otter skins.
The fur tmde was profitable to most of thos e who took part
in it. In addition to board and lodging the common laborers of
the fur companie,s re0eived from $100 to $200 a year and the
clerks from $200 to $1200 a year. These were considered good
wage1s at t:hat time. The indepeindent traiders and the fur companies often made 50 cents to a dollar on every dollar invested.
Tho the India,n s frequently bought on credit and at times owed ·
the traders large sums of money, such debts were UJsually paid
when the Indians sold their lands to the United States.
1
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Benefits an.d drawbacks of the fur t:ra.de to the Indians .
The fur traider1s supplie d the Indians witih many of their
necessit ies. Knowin g the I ndians better t h an most other white
men, they were often able to render them valuabl e aid in time of
urgent need or danger . The thought ful fur trader did not want
the I ndian braves to become drunka rds or spend most of their
time on the war p,a th since there then would be less time for
hunting . To the fur traders the "good I ndians" were the good
hunters . Yet many fur traders sold the I ndians whisky unlawfully, ch eated them in tmde, and even stirred them up against
one another and against the settlers .

VII.

The Dubuque Lead Mines.
Discovery of lea;d.

Another product of early Iowa was lead. The disco•v ery of
this~etal in the bluffs where the city of Dubuque now stands
was made in 1780 by one of the wive& of Peosta, a Fox chief. The
• India,n s began to dig out the ore or crude metal, but little was.
done until 1788 when Julien Dubuque took over the mines.

Julien Dubuque.
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The birthplace of Julien Dubuque was a little village not far
from Quebec. He attended the parochial schools of his native
village, and, like so many other,s of the French Canadians, went
West at an early age. In 1785 he was in Wisconsin at Prairie du
Chien, a frontim· town on the banks · of the Mississippi, east of
McGregor in Iowa. Hearing· of the Iowa lead mines, he obtained
from the Fox braves and chiefs the rigllt of settlement and mining
on a tract of land running 21 miles a.long the MisSlissippi and 9
miles west, including the mines operated by the Indians.
On this tract Dubuque laid
out farms and built houses
and fences. Y oyagers on the
Mississippi often stopt at the
mines. On such occasions,
salutes of welcome were fired
with a brass cannon. Among
Dubuque's signature
the famous visitors at the
mines were Schoolcraft, Catlin, and Pike. The first hvo were noted
students of Indian life.
Dubuque was both a fur trader and a miner. Twice a ye!tr
he sent 1boatloads of :furs and ore to St. Louis w'here he was known
as the biggest trader of the upper Mississippi. Ile was not a suc.cessful business man, however, for he bought so much on credit
that he could not pay his debts. To satisfy his creditors he turned
over a part of his estate to them. Even this proved a bad bar-
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gain for the creditors since it was found out after his death that
he had only least the mines and did not really own them.
Among the Indians, Dubuque was known as Little Cloud because of his black hair and small stature. They respected and
revered him and even thought him to be a great magician. To
make them obey him, he once threatened to burn the water in
Catfish Creek. The threat was carried out by pouring oil on the
creek and setting this on fire as it flowed by the Indian village.
The blaze so frightened the Indians that they were ready to do
whatever Little Cloud bid them.
There was great lamentation in the Indian village when
Little Cloud suddenly died of pneumonia. The whole population
followed him to his grave where the Indian chiefs spoke eloquently of their love and admiration for him. On the cedar cross marking the grave was written: "Julien Dubuque, Miner of the Mines
of Spain, died March 24th, 1810, aged 45 years and 6 months.'' A
J;-,ox chief ,ms later buried close by. The graves arc now markt
l)y a memorial tower.

T'he Mines of Spain.
To please the Spaniar<ls, Dubuque had named the lead mines,
the Mines of Spain. He brought in French Canadians to act as
overseers of the Indians-boys, old men, and women, who did the
work in the mines. They loosened the ore with picks and crowbars, shoveled it into baskets and carried it out thru the tunnels,
which were not more than about forty feet deep. In smelting
the ore, the Indians used such crude methods that only about 50
per cent of the metal was actually extracted. Every year they
smelted between 20,000 and 40,000 pounds.
For many years after the death of Dubuque, the Indians ·
rcfust to lease the mines to white men and workt them themselves. The ore, however, was sold to white traders who had a
smeltery• on an island in the Mississippi. Finally in 1830, the
Langworthy brothers obtained the rig·ht to operate the lead mines.
Better methods were introduced and the value of the product increast until it rcacht a million dollars per year. A frontier
town grew up around the lead "diggings", which was named
Dubuque in honor of the first white settler in Iowa, the miner
of the Mines of Spain.
The ''diggings'' were not only rough but tough. So was the
frontier everywhere. A writer on early Iowa speaks of the '' dig-

,.
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gings" as a place that could not 'be called civilized. It had had
certain dubious honors. Here the first hanging in a '' Christian-

Dubuque's tower on the banks of the Mississippi.

like'' manner in Iowa had occurred, also the first murder rising
to the "dignity of public attention" .
Dubuque soon redeemed itself. Before the Civil War it was
the leading city in Iowa, noted for its churches, schools, factories,
and its upright and progressiv e people.

•

VIII.

Early Iowa Forts.

Horne work, not home play.
Disregarding the advice of Lieutenant Pike, the first United
States fort in Iowa was built on the site of the present city of
Fort Madison where the banks of the river were low and there- 1
fore not so easily defended against the Indians. I n 1808 a detachment of 50 soldiers and their officers ascended the Mississippi River and built a temporary stockade of pickets, 5 feet high,
inclosing low barracks for the soldi01'S. Tlte stockade had two
gates, one in front next to the river and another in the rear towards the woods. On each side of the back g·ate was a store
building, one containing goods for the Indian trade and another
containing goods to be sold to the' soldiers. Outside thi<s gate, a
sentinel was posted night and day.
The permanent buildings erected a year later consisted of a
stockade 15 feet hig·h with corner block houses and more comfortable barracks for the troops. All the wo1·k in constructing
both the temporary and permanent buildings was done by the
'oldiers. Even the hauling of the logs had to be done by their
own strength alone for they had neither oxen nor horses to
lighten their labors. So the soldiers had to play horses in building Fort Madison, but it was horse work rather than horse play.
Why the Indians disliked the '' Big Knives''.
The Indians witnessed the building of the fort with scowls
and pitcful looks. Encouraged by the British, who still controlled the fur trade of the Upper Mississippi Valley, they determined to resist the advance of the· "Big Knives" as they
termed the Americans. They likt the British because they sold
them better goods than the Americans. 'l' he American blankets
were small and thin, the powder would not always explode, and
the springs in the traps were weak, making frequent repairs necessary. Then, too, the British told the Indians that the Americans
would take their lands. For these reasons they tried to prevent
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the building Q!....Fort. Madison, and when the buildings had been
completed they made several attempts to destroy the fort at the
instigation of Black Hawk, a young Sac warrior, who haid become
a chief by bravery in war.

A dan.c e that didn 't come off.
Already in 1809 Black Hawk schemed to kill the garrison.
On returning from a hunt the chiefs pretended friendship by
paying their debts to the trader at the fort. While the warriors
with concealed weapons massed by the front gate, one of the
ch icfs entered the stockade and askt permission to dance within
the gate for the amusement of the soidiers. Luckily, warning of
the true intention of this request had been given by an Indian,
who had been befriended by a trwder now at the fort. The trader
had told the commanding officer and just as the Indians were
waiting for the signal to murder the soldiers, every soldier was
under arms and the cannon, planted right in front of the .gate at
which the Indians were crowding, was ready to be fired. The
chief within the fort seeing that their plot had been discovered
waved his hand as a signal to retreat. This was obeyed with an
angry howl. None of the Indians, ,h owever, were molested. The
commanding officer thought it wise to let the savages off this time
with a scolding.

Colonel Black Hawk.
Two years passed and again Black Hawk and his warric.,.s
appeared. This time he directed the attack on the fort from a
ditch camouflaged with brush. When the besiegers had used up
their ammunition they skulkt away leaving the besieged in possession of the fort.
During the War of 1812, Black Hawk became a colonel in the
British army and wore a red uniform. He participated in several
battles against the Americans and once more besieged Fort Madison. this time with a force of 200 warriors. During the four days
the attack lasted, the besiegers shot hundreds of firebrands at the
fort, but the soldiers succeeded in putting the fires out as soon
as they were started.
Fort Madison abandoned.
'l'he next year ( 1813) the Indians came again, killing a corpontl and three privates whom they surprist outsid0 of the
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gate. Since both supplies and ammunition at the fort were low,
the officer in charge. thought only of saving his men. He ordered
a ditch to be dug from one of the blockhouses to the river, and
thru this the soldiers carried their provisions to the boats in which
they made their escape to St. Louis. ~ last men to leave the
fort set it on fire. In a short time only its two charreµ chimneys
eould be seen from the 1·ive1·. Fort Madison was neYer 1·ehuilt,
but a beautiful city bearing the same name has since been built
where stood the first fort in the Iowa country.

Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

Old blockhouse on the site of Council Bluffs, erected in 18:JS.

Fort ArlllSiu-ong.
A second fort called Fort Armstrong soon (1816) arose on
the beautiful Rock Island in the Mississippi River between the
present cities of Davenport and Rock Island. It was built according to a somewhat similar plan as Fort Madison except that the
,
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roofs of the barracks sloped inward. This would make it more
difficult for besieging savages to set them on fire. The walls of
the whole structure ,vere whitewasht, thus presenting a charming appearance to the voyager on the Mississippi. Twice it narl'owly C8capt attack by the Indians. Finally it was abandoned
and the buildings pulled down. Today the spot is markt by a
picturesque blockhouse, a vivid reminder of early Iowa. Since
1862 the_ United States has maintained an arsenal on the island
site Qf Fort A~rong.

Other forts.
Farther down the Mississippi the first Fort Des Moines was
establisht in 1834. In 1837 it was abandoned. A second Fort
Des Moines was then built in 1843 at the mouth of the Raccoon
River, and Fort DQilge (at first called Fort Clarke) arose farther
north on the banks of the Des Moines River in 1850. Another
fort was located at or near the site of Council Bluffs, and Fort
Atkinson in northeastern Iowa gave its name to the present town
by the same name. Often these forts were also trading posts,
Indian agencies, and occasionally missionary establishments as
well.

IX.

The Black Hawk War.
How it s,t arted.
Tho not fought on Iowa soil, the Black Hawk War properly
belongs to Iowa history for the war helpt to make Iowa a white
men's country in the early thirties.
The origin of this war goes back to 1804 when certain Sac
chiefs for a mere pittance sold all the lands of the Sacs and Foxes
in llinois to the United States, without clearly having· the right
to do so. Many od: the Sac and Fox chiefs, among them Black
Hawk, never ceast to protest against the unlawfulness of this
huge land grab. According to the terms of the treaty, however,
the Sacs and :B.,oxes might reside on the lands until they · were
needed for white settlement.
The lands included the large Sac and Fox town, Saukenuk,
beautifully situated on the Rock River. Close by was a high bluff
called Black Hawk's T'o wer. There Black Hawk would often sit
and smoke his pipe while he admired the beauty of the Rock
River and the surrounding country, and perhaps in his thoughts
curst the white settlers for always wanting more and more
land.
At last in 1831 Saukenuk was surrounded by the settlers'
farms and the United States government was urged to transfer
the Sacs and Foxes in Illinois to the country west of the Mississippi. To this they raist objections. But at last Keokuk consente<l
to move on and later proud Black Hawk also yielded. No sooner,
however, had the latter crost the Mississippi, than he regretted
it and propost to lead his people back to their old home in Illinois.
A clever spe,eoh and a brilliant military achievement.
The wily Keokuk in a speech to the Sac and Fox warriors
said that he, too, would lead them against the whites but-fearing defeat-on the condition that they would first put their old
men, women, and children gently to sleep in that slumber from
which there would be no waking on this side of spirit land. As
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they were not ready to g·o to such extremes, Keokuk and his followers remained in Iowa while Black H[i.wk and his warriors with
!-heir women and children crost to the east side of the Mississippi.

Courtesy, Hist., }.fem. and Art Df'partment, of Iowa

Chief Keokuk jn all his finery.
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This was in the spring of 1832. It is uncertain just what Black
Hawk had planned to do, whether he was just going back to
Saukenuk to plant crops or whether he was actually bent on
war against the whites.
The settlers were terribly frightened and both Illinois militia
and United States regulars were called out to protect them.
Among the Illinois militia captains was a tall, lanky volunteer
whose name was Abraham Lincoln and one o:f the lieutenants of
the regulars was Jefferson Davis, later president o:f the Confederate States. Other men who were to become prominent in
war and politics took .p art. Yet the war was not very creditable
to the whites. At Stillman's Run, Illinois, they captured Black
Hawk's messengers tho they had gone to the soldiers' camp carrying a white flag, the flag of peace. One o:f the messengers they
even killed. Hearing o:f this, Black Hawk surprist the soldiers
and put them to flight. The soldiers were so frightened that they
hurried off to Dixon, thirty miles away, where they threw up
earth works for protection.
This was unnecessary for the Indians were already convinced
that they were playing a losing game, especially since none of
their expected Indian allies made their appearance. It was then
the Indians' turn to run. But their retreat was not a wild flight
like that of the soldfors. The crossing of the Wisconsin River
under the direction of Black Hawk was even described by Jefferson Davis as a brilliant military achievement. First the women
and children swam across while the warriors protected them on
the nearer bank. Tlien half of the warriors crost, holding their guns above the water to keep them dry. The crossing of the other half of the warriors was protected by the first
half standing on the further bank with their guns ready to fire
at the sight of any white assailant.

A battle or a ma;ssacre?
The closing event of the war was the battle at the mouth of
the Bad Axe River in southern Wisconsin nearly opposite the
moutb. of the Upper Iowa River in Iowa. The Indians were now
thinking only of saving themselves by flight. Many of them sought
safety by crossing the Mississippi, but a large number of them
were shot in the water by the soldiers; and some of those who
succeeded in reaching the western bank, were struck down by
Indian allies of the whites-the Sioux. Among those who saved

,
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themselves by crossing the Mississippi was a squaw named Nawasa. She carried her babe in her mouth as a cat carries its
kittens. The babe's name was Two Scars. He lived to become a
chief. The battle of Bad Axe-or massacre as it also has been
called-lasted two days.

Chief Black Hawk.
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Chief Black Hawk meets President Andrew Jackson.
Soon after Black Hawk was captured and placed in irons.
These were removed at the request of General Joseph M. Street,
but the Sac chief was kept a prisoner for some time. Before he
was releast, he was taken to Washington for an interview with
President Jackson. Having eyed one another curiously, Black
Hawk was the first to speak and this wrus what he said to President Jackson: "I am a man and you are another." Soon after
he was a free man and lived his last days in Iowa. Before his
death he "dictated" his autobiograp hy, one of the few of its kind
· in existence. It was of cou:r,se no real autobiograp hy since Black
Hawk couldn't write. Some competent historians are doubtful
of its value as a true picture of Black Hawk.
Cost arui result of the war.
The Black Hawk War cost about 2 million dollars and nearly
a thousand lives. Most of the killed were Indians-me n, women,
and children. Only about half of Black Hawk's band survived the
war.
As a result of the war the Sacs and Foxes lost their Illinois
lands for good, and soon they were also compelled to sell a large
tract of their Iowa lands, known as the Black Hawk Purchase.

1
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X.

Civilizing the Iowa Indians.
A '' fence '' to keep Indians out of mischief.
Dishonest traders and even agents of the United States may
have cheated the Indians, but the red men were, nevertheless,
also benefited by their relations with the white men. Among these
benefits were the efforts of the whites to prevent Indian wars.
This was done by treaties, by establishing agencies where men
resided who supervised Indian affairs, and by fixing lines to keep
hostile Indians apart. Such a line was C'stablisht in 1825 between
the Iowa Indians-the Sioux in the north and the Sacs and Foxes
in the south. To make it a more effectful barrier, a tract 40 miles
wide along the eastern half of the line was set apart as a neutral
ground where no Indian warfare was permitted.
The scho.ol on the Yellow River.
A new tribe of Iowa Indians from east of the Mississippi
River, the Winnebagoes, were given lands in the neutral ground.
Their former home had been in Wisconsin. By a treaty in 1832
these Indians had been promist a school which was opened in
newly erected log buildings on the banks of the Yellow River,
Allamakee County, in 1835. A Presbyterian minister and his wife
had charge of the school.
Tho the children were fed and clothed as well as taught at
the school, there was but little interest on the part of the parents.
In April, 1835, there were only 6 pupils enrolled. During the two
following years, however, the enrollment grew steadily; and in
December, 1837, 15 boys and 26 girls attended. Besides reading,
spelling, writing, and arithmetic, the boys were taught gardening
and the girls sewing. 'l'he girls likt their sewing so well that
they considered it a punishment to have needle and thread taken
away from them, and the boys felt more like studying when they
had been out working a while in their gardens.
W hen the school had been going for five years, the government ordered it clost and the buildings were sold. At that time
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the!'(; wel'e four classes of whic;h th~ members of the highest class
had learnt to read fluently, spell and write well, and had begun
to study arithmetic and geography.

Joseph M. Street, a fde:nd and teacher of the red men.
One of the best friends of the red men in Iowa was General
Jose~h M. Stre@t. He was appointed Indian agent in 1827 and
was stationed sometimes at Fort Armstrong and sometimes at
Prairie du Chien in Wisconsin
until J 838 when he was giYen
elrnrge of the ne\l· Illd ian agen<:y establisht for t'he Sacs am1
J:<'oxes near 1he pl'csent cit~, of
Ottum 1ni. S1l·eet took a deep
intcl'cst in 1hc ll'elfare of the
Indian. Secinµ: t.hat as the game
animals heeame scal'cer it '"oulcl
l1e lta1·<1e1· fell' them to make
theil' liv ing- hy hrmting, he adYist tltc go.-emment to begin
teaching them fm,ming and
home' econom~· . It was under
:::;t,·cct 's Pncourngemcnt that the
school on ihe Yellow River was
opened.
Rtn·et selecte<1 the site fo1·
Gcnrral Jo~eph :'IL Street.
the new a~ene:v and had the
necessary buildings Prected-a
dwelling fo1· himself and his farni l,Y, a eo 1111 ci l house fol'
meetings witl, 1he Indians. a lll!si n ess office, n h lacl;:smith
shop, antl stahles fo1· the ,:1odc 111 t lw sum me 1· of 1839
he had one hund1·cd and sixty acl'cs of lall(1 lwoken . i'c'11 ce<1
in. and planted with oats. peas. eol'11. and potatoes. Unfortmrntely
fo1· 1he good work thus begun. Sueet soon fell sick and died on
}\[ay 5. 1840. The ] ndians proved thei 1· affcction for him by giving his widow one section (640 acres) of land and each of his
children a half section. The chief Wapello askt to he hnl'icd h,v
the side of Street. The graves of Mr. and Mrs. Street and of
·wapello may still be seen near Agency City, Iowa.
'rhe idea of teaching the Indians to help themselves, as Street
believed, has bcrn shared by others interested in the welfare and
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progress of the Indians. Since the time of Street, education, both
literary and practical, has become the chief means of making
civilized people out of the original wild and uncivilized Indians.

Father De Smet.
Long before the United States government began to maintain
Indian schools, devoted Catholic and Protestant missionarie s labored to convert and otherwise tea0h the red men. In Iowa the
Catholic missionary, Pierre Jean De Smet, establisht a mission
amonO' ~tQwatto mics on the site of Council Bluffs. Since the
Indians were soon moved away it was shortlived. Father De
Smet was then sent to the West where he blazed a trail for missions clear to the Pacific.

XI.

How the Indians Lost Iowa.
How they got it.
Before we answer the question how the Indians lost Iowa
we may ask, How did the Indians get possession of Iowa 1 The
}\found Builders left at some time or other for some reason or
ot,h er. Perhaps the later Indians drove them out. Certain it is,
the lowa Indians took possession of the Iowa country either by
expelling the former 0W11ers or just by establishing their wigwams the1·e. They just took it.

Robbing or buying?
From the time of the first white settlement on the coast of
North America. the Indians had been compelled again and again
to move farther west. The white men did not as a rule rob the
Indians of their lands, but usually paid them for it, tho often the
price paid may have been les,s than the Yalue of the land.
No part of the present State of Iowa was taken from the
lnclians without paying them for it. The Iowas gave up their
rights to their Iowa lands between 1825 and 1838, to the government oJ the United States. In 1825 the southern tip of the present
J,ee County was set asicl(' to be property of the half-breeds, children of white fathers and Indian mothers. 'l'his land at last fell
into the hands of white settlers and the half-breeds derived little
henefit l"n>m it. Other lands in \\·estc1·n lowa \\·ere dispost of to
the United States in 1830 for pm·poses of Indian settlement; and
as the result of a treaty in that year, the Pottawattam.ies were
moved into lowa where they remained until 1846. Not until 1832
were any Indian lands in Iowa sold for white settlement.
Iowai land at 12 cents an acre.

In September, 1832, Keokuk, Pashepaho and other chiefs and
warriors of the Sac and Fox Indians met at Fort Arm.strong with
General \¥infield Scott, the G~ernor of Illinois, and representatives of the United States, to arrange for the ,s ale of 6,000,000
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acres of Indian lands along the western banks of the Mississippi.
This tract was later known as the BJack Hawk Purchase, tho
Black Hawk did not have any part in selling it. He had been
depost in favor of Keokuk as a result of the Black Hawk War.
'l'he Indians agreed to transfer this tract of land to the United
States upon the following terms:
The United States government was to pay the Indians f ,20,000
a year for 30 years, supply them with 40 kegs of tobacco and 40
barrels of common salt a year for 30 years, besides furnishing
them a blacksmith.
The United States further agreed to pay $40,000 which the
Indians owed the traders Farnham and Davenport and to deliver
provisions consisting of beef, pork, flour, and salt to the Indians
the following April.

Indian cessions. 0?-n you name all the rivers 1

Of the 6,000,000 acres, 256,000 acres were given to Keoku1~
and his warriors for remaining faithful to the United States and
two sections of land to the interpreter, Antoine Le Claire.
After the treaty of 1832 the Sacs and Foxes excepting Keokuk and his band were moved west to the valley of the Des
Moines River where we have seen Street begin to teach them
agriculture. Keokuk and his people sold their lands in the, Blaek
Hawk Purchase in 1836 for about 75 cents an acre. The next year
m.ore land to the west of the Black Hawk Purchase was sold to
the United States and in 1842 the Sacs and Foxes dispost of
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the rest of their lands in the Des Moines River valley. They
agreed to leave the State by 1845 and to go to Kansas where
the United States government gave them other lands and built
houses for them.
A few Sacs and Fo,x es (now called Musquakies) returned to
Iowa in 1859 and bought lands in Tama County. There they
have since remained unwilling to adopt the ways of civilized men,
but faithful to the customs of their fathers. They are the only
Indians now living in Iowa. In 1880 they numbered 355 people.
The Sioux did not sell all their lands in northern Iowa until
1851. Not until then did the white men own all of Iowa. It has
been estimated that they purchast it at an average price of 12
cents an acre.

XII.

Settling the Sac and Fox Purchases.
Squat ters.
Before June, 1833, there were only a few white people in
Iowa. These were traders, soldiers, and miners. After 1830 the
mines of Dubuque wel'e WOl'kt by white men. Some of the
traders lrnd built cabins and claimed the right to possess the
ground upon which they stood; but before the United States
bougiht the land of the Indians, such traders could not own their
lots or farms, sii-ice the Indians were not allowed to sell land
directly to the settlers. Only the Uniten States could legally buy
of the Indians and sell to the settlers.
'l'he land in Iowa was so productive that settlers ventured
across the Mississippi alreauy in 1832 and stakt off farms. But
they were driven out by the soldiers and their ciabins in some
instances destroyed. Before the wild land could be sold, it had to
_ b..f surveyed. Since this would take several years, the goverrnment
permitted the settlers to go upon the unsurveyed lands and lay
out arms, which wel'e called claims, because tlie land could only
~med-not owned-until it was surveyed and purchast. The
settlers who held claims were called squatters. A large number of
the squatters were from the Southern and the New E'ngland
states; but by far the largest number came from New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois. Only a few of the
early settlers were foreign immigrants.

Rollim.g into Iowa.
'There were no railroads at that time in the West, but steamboats plied the rivers and the Great Lakes. The fare, however;
was high and the ,s ettlers were mostly poor. Therefore, many of
t,h em maide the trip to Iowa in covered wagons, containing provisions for the journey. household goods, and the family's cash,
safely hidden away in clothes or blankets. The cattle were driven
before the wagons. Some drove oxen, others travelled bster with
horses. The older boys sometimes rode the horses not hitcht up
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to the wagons. It was great sport for many of these youngsters to
travel day after day in this way. The fathers and mothers may
not have enjoyed it so muc:h for the future was uncertain, but all
tried to be hopeful. When they reacht the Mississippi, wagons,
ca.ttle, and horses were loaded on ferries and taken across. Ferrying was a profitable busine,s s for some of the people in the
towns on the Mississippi before the river was spanned by bridges.

Clubs haro on claim jump~s.
When a suitable tract of land had been found, the bounda.r ies
were markt iby blazing trees, driving sticks, or 1placing rocks
to show that it had been claimed. Rude buildings were constructed and a patch of ground ~ultivated. Thus the squatter
establist his right to the ,c laim until it could be purchast. It
might consist o.f 80, 100, but not more than 320 acres. The squatters protected themselves a,gainst greedy settlers who might try
to "jump" their claims by forming land clubs and claims associations. If a man tried to, "jump" a claim lawfully held by a
squatter according to the rules of the land club, the members, of
the club would drive, the "claim jumper" off, and if he hwd
built a cabin, they might burn it.
The first and the second Black Hawk Purchase soon filled
11p with squatters, but not a single one could own his farm before
1838. By that time the land had been surveyed and the first land
sale was held in Burlington the ,s ame year. T'o prevent speculato,r s
from buying the claims made more valuwble by the squatters' improvements,, the land clubs sent representatives to see that all
claims were sold to the squatters who already had made their
homes upon them. The price per acre was $1.25, payable in_hard
cash-paper currency was not always accepted.
The land sale at Burlington in the fall of 1838 lasted two
weeks. About 2,000 men camped in and around the t9wn during
the sale. In 1839 there was another land sale in Dubuque. Later
there were sales in F airfield, Iowa City, Chariton and Council
Bluffs.
1

At the flash of a gun.
To keep the squatters from entering the eastern pa.r t of the
Sac and Fox purchase of 1842, soldiers ,vere stationed on the
borders -o f this tract. It was thrown open for settlement at mid night April 30, 1843, by the dis0harge of firearms. People along
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the border, who had heen waiting for the signal, then rusht
ahead on foot or on horseback eager to be among the first to get
a good farm stakt of.f. Before sundown the next day, at least
J .000 settlers had markt off claims in what is now W:1pello
County and several new towns had been laid out. A similar scene
occurred when the western half of the purchase was opened to
settlers in 1845.
To give the settler more time in which to pay for his claim
and also to protect him against "claim jumpers", Congress passed
a preemption law in 1841. 'l'his gave the settler the rig1ht to enter
a piece of land of not more than 320 acres by registering the
claim at the land office and by making a small payment. He
was then given a period 0£ years in which to pay the rest. A still
better law was passed in 1862, the Homestead Act, which gave
away farms to the settlers on the conditions that they lived on
ihem 5 years, improYed them, and paid a small fee.
By 1850, settlements had been strung out across the southern
part of Iowa. and some were found all along the eastern banks
of the Missouri. Large sections of the northwestern part of the
State. however, remained unsettled until long after the Civil War.
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Sioux City in 1855. Is the slearnrr a sidewhcelcr or a slernwheeled

XIII.

Iowa As a Territory.
Necessity for government.

Government is necessa1-y to e~1courage indust1-y, transportation, education, and morals, and also to protect people and property against evildoers. The Indians had laws according to which
they were ntled by the chiefs and their advisers. When the white
men 1.'.!lfilll-to the lead mines near Dubuque, they made laws which
they ]22-'0mist_to ohe)·. The.,· hangecl the man who had killed a
fellow miner. The man was guilty of the crime for which he suffered, but those ":ho hangel1 him had no real m1thority to punish
him. Onlr a lawfull)· made g-oYernment has suC',h authorit)·.
The lowa country had no goYernment in 1833, tho the first
settlers began to arrive in that year. In 1834 Congress made Iowa
a part of the Territory of Michig·an. The Black Hawk Purchase '

Tho •rorritory of lowa, 18:l8-184G.

was then divided into two counties, one called Du Buque and
the other De Moine. Each county also constituted a township.
The first two counties were soon divided into several.
When Michigan became a state in 1836, the Territory of Wis-
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cousin was formed out of the remainder of the former Michigan
'rcnitory. From 1836 to 1838 Iowa was a part of the 'I'erritory
of Wisconsin, and Burlington in the Iowa country became the
capital of the Territory of Wisconsin in 1837.

Uncle Sam, a big kind brother.
The next year there were 22,859 people in that part of the
tcrritor.Y ,rhich was west of the :Mississippi. They askt Congress
to organize this into a new territory to be called the Territory of
Jowa. Congress did this in l.§fil3. The Territory of Iowa included
not only all of what is now the State of lowa, but also that part
of Minnesota east of the Mississippi and those parts of North and
South Dakota east of the Missouri and the White Earth rivers.
Congress gan the President of the United States the power to
appoint officers for the new 'l'en-itory. He QllllOinted Robert
Lucas of Ohio governor and other 'l.'erritorial officers and judges.
Since these officers were appointed by the President of the United
States, their salaries were paid by Congress. The governor appointed some of the county and township officers and the rest
were elected by the people. Congress also gave the people the
right to elect a legislature or
group of men to make laws
for the Territory. But the
h11n; must be acceptable to
Cong1·ess, and might be vetoed
by the goye1·nor. Certain
things, the 'l.'en-itory was forbiddc11 to do. It could not ,
for instance, pass a law taxing the land of non-1·esidcnts
higher than that of residents
and the property of the Uniteel Statl'S could not be taxccl
at all.
Like a big ki.nd !brother,
Congress helpt the young
Territory in many ways, giving it $20,000 and a section of
iand for public 1mildings, $5,000 for a library chiefly for
the use of the lawmakers, be-

Courtesy, Hist. , Mein. and Art Department

of Iowa.

Governor Robert Lucas.
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sides building the first roads. A delegate represented Iowa in Congress, but he did not have the privilege of voting.
The Legislative Assembly-the Territorial lawmaking bodywas made up of two houses, a council and a house of representatives, the council consisting of 13 members and the house of 26.
From 1837 to 1841 they met in Burlington and made laws concerning punishment of offenders, schools, roads, protection of the
claims of the squatters, and many other subjects.

The "Honey War".
'l'he Territory of Iowa inherited a quarrel between the State
of Missouri and the 'l'erritory of Wisconsin concerning the southern boundary of the Territory. The disputed area was a strip of
land running from the Mississippi to the Missouri about 14½
miles wide. The people who settled on this tract thought they
were in Iowa, but in 1839 the officials of a northeastern county
in Missouri tried to collect taxes in Van Buren County of Iowa.
The settlers refust to pay and threats of an appeal to arms were
made on both sides. The governor of Missouri called out 1,000 ·
men to aid the tax collectors, and an equal number of Iowans were
soon in readiness to drive out the Missourian invaders. The outlook for a peaceful settlement seemed dark. 'Dhe Iowans even arrested a Missourian sheriff and brought him to Burlington. Luckily better council then prevailed and the troops were sent home.
Iowa and Missouri agreed to let Congress fix the true boundary.
lJnable to do this satisfactorily to both parties, the matter was
turned over to the United States Supreme Court, which drew up
the present southern boundary of Iowa, granting her most of the
disputed land.
When the dangel' of war was past, many were dispost to
laugh at the whole rnai.tel'. Some called it the "Honey War'' because there were bee-trees on the tract which both the Missourians and Iowans wanted. 'But the dispute was really serious. Such
border disputes have o-f ten been the cause of bloody wars. Iowa
and Mi$souri led in the better method of adjusting them.

A nerw capitol.
In 1839 the Legislative Assembly appointed three commissioners to select a site for a new capital, which was named Iowa
City and located on the Iowa River in Johnson County. The surveyers began work on the first of July, 1839. The sale of the lots
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Ll'ought in $22,871, which was used for building the new 'fenitorial capitol, finisht at a cost of $123,000. The street leading
east from the capitol was named Iowa Avenue. It became the
finest boulevard in the city. The street to the right of the capitol
was called Washingt on and the one to the left Jefferson.

j Ralph g-ains his freedom.

'fhe Supreme Court of the 'ferritory of lowa consisted of
three judges. The Chief Justice was Charle Mason. He made a
notable decision in the case of Ralph, a negro slave, whose master
in Missouri had permitted him to leave the state to earn $550 to
huy his freedom. Ralph "·cnt to lmrn and workt there awhile.
by fo1·ce,
"\Vhen his master tried to bring him back
Halph 'brought his case to the
,1ttention of the c,ourts in Io,rn,
and Chief Justice ::\1ason decided that since Ralph was not
a. fngitive slave hi~ master
eould not force him to return .
.Jtobert Lucas was succeed]841 by Jolm CI1amhc1·s
in
ed
of Krnt ucky as 'l'cl'l'ito1·i;1 I go,·rrnor of Iowa. His term l,1sted
tllltil 1845. He was follo,red h)·
James Clarke, a natin' of
P('nns,dnr nia, whose term nrn
ont in 1846 when lo11·a hccam c
a stall'. When you rernemhe1·
the home states of the till'('C
'l'en·ito1·ial govcn101s. you 11·ill
also know the ,home sh1tes of
;1 large number of the ea1·lr
('hiC'f .Ju~tiee Charles 1\Iaso11.
pionpc1·s of Iowa.

.. /
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XIV.

Iowa Becomes a State.
Dispute over boundaries.
The population of Iowa grew rapidly during the Territorial
period. In 1840 it was 43,112 and in 1846, 102,388.
Already iJ1 1839 the first proposal to make Iowa a state WttS
made. Nothing came of this. It was again propost both in 1840
and in 1842 and with similar negative results. The people of the
Territory were satisfied to be under the fatherly guidance of Congress and had no desire for statehood since that would mean more
salaries to pay and therefore higher taxes.

.,,
Proposed boundaries for Iowa.
What other towns had been settled, laid out, or incorporated before 1846?

With a population of about one hundred thousand, the people, however, felt strong and wealthy enough in 1844 to ask Congress for statehood. Congress was also willing, but disagreed
with the people about boundaries. The people wanted the Missouri for the western boundary and also a part of what is now
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Minnesota. Congress 12.ropost to run tl1e western boundary about
a hundred miles east of the Missouri River. This the people refust to accept and ,so the matter dragged on mitil December 211_
1846, when President James K. Polk signed the bill admitting
Iowa to the Union with its present boundaries.

Another set of proposed boundaries for Iowa.
Note the central location of Dubuque.

Low salaries.
Under their first state constitution, adopted in 1846, the people of Iowa could elect or provide for the appointment of all its
officials, state and local, and would be represented in Congress by
two senators and several representatives, but they also had to pay
the salaries of their officers except those of the National senators
and representatives. S.ince there were still many poor people in
the State, the salaries, of the State officials were made so low
that some thought capable men wouldn't run for office. The governor's salary was $1000 a year, that of the secretary of State was
$500, and that of the State treasurer $400. There was no lieutenant governor.
No banks but sand banks.
The constitution of 1846 limited the indebtedness of the State
to $100,000, and restricted the establishment of banks. The only
bank in Iowa during the Territorial period had failed, and banks
in other states had issued paper money which could not be redeemed in gold or silver. For these reasons the poor farmers in
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Iowa thought it better not to have any banks at all. Ansel Briggs,
the first State governor, declared that the only kind of banks the
people of Iowa believed in were sand banks-well tilled.
Every white male citizen of the State, twenty-one years or
older, was made a voter. But free negroes were excluded from
voting.

Dispute over senators.
To be a State senator or a State representative one had to
he a voter and at least twenty-five years of age. The first session
o-f the State legislature, the General Assembly, as it was called,
met in fowa City on the third day of December. 1846. The senate
had nineteen members and the house of representatives had forty.
They disagreed about the election of United States senators and
none were elected until 1848. Augustus Caesar Dodge and George
W. Jones were the first Iowa senators in Congress. Both were
Democrats.
Jones remained in the Senate until 1859 when he was appointed minister to New Granada ( now Columbia). He returned
to the United States in 1861. The Civil War was then raging and
being a leading Democrat, he was suspected of disloyalty and imprisoned. He was releast the next year and went to live in Dubuque, Iowa.

.,

Seillator D odge sawed his own ~od.

Dodge was a senator until 185~ when a Whig. J a.mes Harlan,
succeeded him. Once in the Senate a fellow senator spoke disres.p ectfully of common labor saying that it was degrading. Senator Dodge answered: "I tell the sonator in the presence of my
father who will attest its truth, that I have performed, and do
perform when I am at home, all of those menial services to which
the senator has referred in terms so grating to my feelings. As a
general thing, I saw my own wood and do all my own marketing.
I never had a servant of any color to wait upon me a day in all
my life. I have driven teams, horses, mules, and oxen and I considered myself as respectable then as I now do . ''
Dodge spoke in the presence of his father who was in the
Senate at the same time. From 1855 to 1859 the yotmger Dodge
was minister to Spain. He returned to the United States to live in
Burlington, Iowa.

"•

XV.

Democrats, Whigs, and Republicans.
W hy we have political parties.

Political societies or parties are found in most if not all
civilized countries. The political parties in ancient Greece and
Rome fought bloody battles, modern parties-in England and
United States at least-have changed their tactics to the more
harmless word and pen-fights. Political parties are believed to be
necessary. They bring matters of public interest to the attention
of the people and direct reform movements to make life better
and safer. A great drawback to political parties, however, is that
the victorious party has often been unfair to the smaller or defeated party.

Whigs wanted banks.
The Territorial officials of Iowa were mostly Democrats and
most members of t he Territorial legislature were likewise Democrats. The Territorial governors, Lucas and Clark, were Democrats and so were the first two State governors, Briggs and Hempstead, but Chambers, t he second Territorial governor, was a ·whig.
The two great political parties in early Iowa were thus the Democratic and Whig parties. We have already learnt something about
the difference between those parties. Since there were more
Democrats than Whigs, the constitution of 1846 was to the liking
of the Democrats who thought Iowa would be better off without
b9-nks. Against this were the Whigs who believed banks would
hasten pI'osperity. More Whigs than Democrats also were oppost to slavery. This, however, was not of so much importance
to the State as to the United States, since slaves could not be
owned lawfully in Iowa. In the fifties there were a few people
in fowa who belonged to the Liberty and the Free Soil party, both
anti-slavery parties. When the Kansas Nebraska Act had been
passed by Congress in 1854, some dissatisfied Democrats and more
Whigs joined the anti-slavery parties and formed the Republican
l)arty. This party elected James Vv. CTrimes goYernor in 1854.
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Constitution of 1857.
The result of this political overturn was the constitution of
1857-;-which, with a few changes, is still in force. The new constitution changed the term of State officers from four to two years
awl-it- added.. a lieut,mant governor to the number of State of.
ficers. The State representatives were henceforth to be chosen
for two years and State senators for four.

Courtesy, Hh,t. 1 Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

James W. Grimes.

Contrary to the constitution of 1846, the constitution of 1857
permitted banks to be organized. It had provisions for free State
supported schools, and it transferred the capitol from Iowa City
tQ Des Moines leaving the old capitol to the State University,
which the constitution states must remain in Iowa City.

XVI.

Pioneer Farming.

Bumper crops.
"t
The pioneers-the first white settlers-broug ht with them
seeds, horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, chickens, ducks, geese, and a few
'+- implements. The prairie was broken with a breaking plow-different from the "st irring plow"-drawn by several teams of
oxen guided with a long whip. The man who held the plow, did
not drive the oxen; an extra man was required for that. It was
hard enough for one man to hold the breaking plow, cutting the
roots of grass and shrubs and turning the furrow. The first crop
was often corn. Sometimest it yieldefl from 15 to 20 bushels an
acre the first year. One of the most profitable crops was spring
wheat. Large crops of oats and potatoes were also 1·aist and
some Chinese sugar cane, buckwheat, rye, and hal'ley. ln good
years corn would yield on an average of about 50 bushels, sometimes over 100 bushels, and potatoes yielded from 300 to 400
bushels per acre.

A PlONLLR BREAKING PLOW.
The Invention and lm pro\·emenl of lhe plow 11 on., of the truly 11rn,t acbi PvPmenh or man .

The few implements which the pioneers carried with them
consisted mainly of plows, harrows, spades, shovels, axes, and
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hoes. Some of the early plows were made of wood with iron
mouldboards. Corn and grain were planted or so-w ed by hand.
The grain was cut with a ''cradle'' and sometimes thresht with
ilails or trodden out by oxen.

Cattle and hogs ru:nning all over.
Since there were few fences, cattle and hogs were turned
loose on the prairies. Tn order that each man might know what
animals belonged to him, he had them markt by making slits
in their ears. The cattle marks were registered so that stray
animals could be returned. Different farmers were not allowed
to use the same marks. Both cattle and hogs in pioneer days
were rather thin and long-legged. You perhaps can guess why
hogs then were called "prairie rooters'', and "hazel nut splitters''1
Early Iowa bought food.
For some years the pioneers had to import such food products
as butter, pork, and cheese•from the states· to the east. The first
exports from Iowa farms were s:h ipments of corn and wheat sent
hy boat to St. Louis. Later, especially after the railroads had
been built in the fifties, such shipments, to which were then added
cattle and hog·s, were sent east. Surplus cattle and hogs could
also be dispost of to emigrants, of whom a great many passed
thru Iowa in covered wagons on their way to the far West.
Rail fences a;nd hedges.
In the fifties great interest was aroust in better farming
thru the establishment of State and County agricultural societies.
The farmers began to read papers pu:blisht especially for them,
aiid they introduced better breeds of horses, cattle, hogs, and
sheep. New varieties of grasses and fruits were successfully tried.
As rail fences were costly and wood was also becoming scarcer.
some farmers grew hedges, which would '' turn cattle'' tho not
always the "fence despising hogs" of those days. Hedges added
to the beiauty of the landscapes. In southern Iowa there were
miles and miles of them and some have survived to the present
time.
Labor saving machinery.
Iowa was settled just at the time when labor saving machines
were introduced on American farms. Only two years before Iowa
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Qcgan to be opened for settlement, a reaper was patented by an
American inventm·. This machine cut and 1·akt the gl'ain into
bundles to be bound by hand. Mowers and threshing machines.
had come into use earlier. It was some years, however, before
these machines were used on Iowa farms, partly for the l'eason
that the farmers were too poor to buy them. But by 1857 many
Iowa farmers had become wealthy enough to buy these and other
machines such as horse rakes, horse cornplanters and cultivators,
corn shellers, wheat drills, and many others. Some had wind
, mills for pumping water.
At the same time mol'e attention was also given to feed' ing the stock, rotation of crops, shrubbery about the house, and
better Yegetable gardens.

Holidays foc all.
'l'he State and County agricultural societies did rnueh to eneom·age these improvements. Their annual fairs were gTeat holidays for all classes and ages of people, not the least for the children. The first state fairs were held in Fairfield and Muscatine,
to which the farmers brought their stock, grains, and vegetables.
Manufacturers exhibited tools and machinery. There was also
a woman's department with jams, preserves, and fancy needle
., work. The horse races were of special interest to many, and the
merry-go-round drew crowds of children and young people.

XVII.

The Schools Before 1857.
Small beginning,s.
A large number of the pioneers of Iowa had received an
elementary education and some haid attended higher schools suc,h
as academies and colleges. They wanted their children to have
the same school advantages, and schools were provided for even
before Iowa became a Territory, first elementary schools, then
high schools and colleges.
Berryman Jenning·s taught a school at Nashville in Lee
County, as early as l 830. Since there was no organized government then in the Iowa country, no taxes could be levied and the
parents of the children to be taught had to provide schools for
them themselves. The building in which Jennings taught was a
log cabin. About the same time I. K. Robinson taught a school
on the site of Keokuk. When Iowa became a Territory in 1838
there were between 30 and 40 such schools where children learnt
to read, write, and "reckon". and perhaps some geography and
American history.

Congregational church in Denmark. Denmark academy was opened
in this building in 1845.
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All children to be educated.
The members of the Legislative Assembly passed a law in
l.839 providing for the education of all citizens in the Territory
between the ages of four and twenty-one. The law was easily
• -1
passed. It was much more difficult to form school districts, build
school houses, and hire teachers. A school commission was also
appointed for the Territory to collect information about schools
~
in other parts of the United States. With this information before
them, the members of the Legislative Assembly made better
l' school laws. The constitution of 1846 contained a provision for
the establishment of schools which should he in session for not
~ less fhan three months each year. By 1857 there were 3,300
school districts, but several hundred of these had no school. Some
country schools then had frame or brick one room buildings, and
several cities had larger buildings constructed of sawed lumber
or bricks.
Little ones went to school in summer, big ones in winter.
Nearly all the schools in Iowa before 1857 were ungraded.
Each school year was divided into a summer term and a winter

Prom Andreas 's Ill. Hist. Atlas of Iowa.

Spri ngclnlc Seminary in early days.
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term. The summer terms were taught by women and the winter
terms at first usually by men. The younger children went to
school in the summertime while the older children and sometimes
the young men and women attended in the wintertime. Few
schools ha<l libraries but most had a copy of Webster's dictionary. Even text books were scarce. Sometimes children would
bring Bibles and almanacs, which they expected the teachers to
use in teaching them to read.

Few high schools.
West of the Alleg·hanies there were no high schools before
-1845. Iowa had only three puhlic schools in 1856 which could he
classified as high schools. These schools were in T~pton, Dubuque,
and Burlington. But since there was a strong demand for high
school education, the churches founded a number of private high
SQhools called by various names such as academies, seminaries,
institutes, lyceums, and colleges. Of these schools, Denmark ""
Academy at Denmark, Leei County; and Howe's Academy at 1
:Mount Pleasant in Henry County had long and notable reco 1·ds.
Springdale Seminary was first a Quaker school. Later it became
a public high school and one of the best in the State fo r several
decades.
Need of m01I1ey.
One of the chief obstacles to echrnational progress in early
Iowa was the lack of money. There was little property besides
the land which could be taxed and the land tax did not yield
much. Happily for the settlers west of the Alleg·hanies, Congress
had been aware of that since the first settlements were made in
the West, and to help them, gave every sixteenth section in each
township of public lands to the schools. The land was sold and
the money thus obtained put out at interest. Only the interest
,\as used for the schools. Some of the Iowa school lands wc1·e
sold before 1857, but since land was cheap, the interest of the
money obtained in this way. together with the amount paid out
of the taxes, was not enoug·h to pay the school expenses. Parents,
who sent children to the public schools, therefore, sometimes had
to pay "rates" (tuition).
Study and play .
There were neither so many books nor so many subjects
taught in the early schools as now, but, in spite of it, the children
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Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

Denmark Academy.

Rear wing (to the right) built in 1848 . Main building dedicated in 1868. Whole structure destroyed
by fire in 1924. A new public high school nam ed Denmark Academy High School has later
been erected on the site.
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of that time learnt to read, write, and do problems in arithmetic
well. Many of the early teachers were among the prominent men
and women of the Territory and the State.
Proba,bly the children in the early schools in Iowa had as
good a time at their study and play as children have now. Some
of their games were the same as those now played, porn, porn,
pullaway, for instance. A very exciting game then common, but
apparently not played now, was called "hull pen". The lla.Y of
football, baseball, and basketball had not yet arrived.

A State university.
Several higher schools founded before 1857 by the churches,
later rankt among the leading eolleges of the State. The
ere
v.
State University was establisht by the General Assembly in 1847,
but it was not opened for instruction until 1855. During the
Territorial period there was no permanent Territorial superin-

,..
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Fil-st buildings of the State U11i,·ersity of Iowa.

tendent and no county superintendents. Neither were there any
county superintendents before 1858, but since 1846 Iowa has had
a state superintendent of public instruction.

Better schools.
The year 1856 is very important in the history of Iowa
schools, because a commission of three was then aP'pointed to
make recommendations for better schools. One of the commissioners, tho not an Iowan, was Horace Mann, sometimes called
the father of the American public schools. 'l'he report of the com-
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mission was publisht the same year. Among other things that the
commissioners recommended were :
(1) Publie schools for all the children of the state to be supported by taxing the property of the state; and
(2) Better trained teachers.
These recommendatio ns were used by the General .Assembly
in passing new and improved school laws.

XVIII.

The Early Churches.
Bringing good cheer.
Scarcely had the first claims been stakt off and the first
towns laid out before missionaries and ministers from the home
states of the pioneers began to fomn congregations of Methodists,
Presbyterians, Catholics, Baptists, and others.

Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

Keoi,auqua Congregational church, built 1848.

Because so many congregations were small and most of the
members poor, one minister often had to serve several, and sometimes many congregations. In getting to the different places, he
might have to walk, but usually rode, and therefore often was
ealled a circuit rider. He not only preacht and taught Sunday
8chool but visited the sick and brought good cheer to many a
lonely farmstead.
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Sunday schools and Sunday school libraries.
The ministers were just as much interested in Sunday schools
as in churches and these usually appeared at the same time that
the churches were formed. T'o get books for the children, Sunday school libraries were placed in the churches, and to arouse
more interest in Sunday schools, picnics and conventions were
held, attended by both children and grown-ups.

Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

Keosauqua M. E. church, built 1851.

Just as the first schools were log cabins, so were some of the
first churches. In a few years the log churches gave way to
buildings made of sawed lumber or bricks. Some of these buildings were so well constructed that they arc still standing. In the
country the different congregatio ns often had to use the schoolhouse for their Sunday meetings. Where there were several congregations in one school district, each congregatio n was g·iven
one or two Sundays a month for its services.

Quiet Sundays.
'l'he churches wisht to have quiet Sundays and partly thru
their influence the Legislative Assembly in 1843 passed a law
forbidding noisy demonstrati ons on Sundays especially if they
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interfered with church services. The churches were also anxious
to further the cause of temperance. For this purpose they organized temperance societies whose members pledged themselves
not to drink intoxicating liquors. Children, too, at an early age
were encouraged to take this pledge.
Some of the strongest supporters of elementary schools were
members of the churches. They were so determined in this matter
that they sometimes organized schools before public schools could
be formed. Some of these church schools later became public
schools while others continued to be managed by the churches.

Courtesy , Hist., Mem. and Art Depa1·tment of Iowa.

First Catholic church in Dubuque.

A big- brother of the c~urches.
The churches were not supported by the Territorial, State,
or National govertnme1~, bnt the churches in the home state of
the pioneers acted as the big brother towards the young churches
by sending them trained ministers and sometimes money for
buildings.
The churches having the greatest number of members in 1860
were the Methodist, the Presbyterian, the Catholic, and the Bap~
tist. Among the churches with smaller membership were the
United Brethren. the Christian , the Quaker, the Episcopal, and
the Lutheran.

XIX.

Home Life of the Pioneers.
Most of Iowa settled.
By 1840, the white man's settlements had reacht as far west
as Ottumwa and Iowa City. During the next ten years settlers
had stakt off claims as far west a8 the middle of the State ; and
in the southern part, across to the Missouri. Again ten years
later, white settlers had penetrated into most parts of Iowa exce:Q!, the extreme northwestern counties.

Crude amd neat log cabins.
We have seen how most of the settlers during this time
'' rolled into Iowa'' in covered wagons or journeyed by steamboat carrying with them a few household goods and agricultural
implements. Since the pioneers preferred to locate along the
' streams where there was "wood and water",/ most of the early
Iowa homes were log cabins. These consisted frequently of just
one room. The walls were made of logs flattened on two sides
and notcht or noosed at the end to fit into one another in the
corners. Moss, clay or mud was used to fill the cracks. The roof
was made of bark or a kind of rough boards called clapboards.
Some ai. the neatest cabins ~ roofed with handmade shingles.
Instead of glass, oiled paper was sometimes used for windows.
The wooden chimneys and fireplaces were plastered with clay ·to
prevent them from taking fire. Even door hinges and locks were
made of wood and wooden pins took the place of nails. A log
cabin could be built without hammer and saw, only an ax, an
auger, and a log chain were needed.
The door was opened with a latchstring, which was pulled
in when one entered the cabin and pulled out when one left it.
With the latchstring· ou.t the door could easily be opened from
the outside. This gave rise to the saying: My lat~hstring is out
to you, which means that you are welcome.
The floor of a log cabin might consist of earth or clay. A
better floor was made of split logs or puncheons. The space be-
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Abner Kneeland 's home near Farmington. Built in the thirties.

tween the J'oof and the ceiling· was called the loft. 'l'o reach it
one had to crawl up a rough ladder. This mig·ht be just pegs
clriYen into an upright pole. The children often slept on the loft.
The pioneers considered a cabin tolerably well furnisht if
it had some stools, a table, and one or two bedsteads, made by
the settlPt' perhaps of green wood. A long-handled frying pan, a
co-ffep pot. a kettle, and a Dutch oven, which was a kind of iron
box with a lid. made up the fo;t of common household utensils
in the humbler homes.

All kind:s of corn breaid.
Food might at times be scarce, but there never was famine.
Game supplied the early settler's table with meat, and wild berries, crabapples, and plums varied his otherwise monotonous diet
of cornbread and corn mush. Corn, one of the first crops, was
easily raist and wielded well, and the pioneer housewife was
ingenious in the ways she used it. Of corn or corn meal she made
corn dodger, Johnny cakes, pones, corn bread, corn mush, and

L
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hominy. Corn could be crackt, ground, or shaved off thin-if
it was soft or had been softened-with a plane. Out of such
shavings a kind of "woolly" cake was made. The "wool" consisted of bits of cob and hulls sticking in the crust.

Pioneer wheat brtead m d sweets.
In a few years wheat bread was on the pioneer's table. It
was made of good wheat, but it turned black when ground in the
poorly equipt mills of those days. Naturally the bread made from
it was also black, but the pioneers thought it tasted better than
it lookt. Only a little butter and cheese could be made for some
years, and where there was a demand for such delicacies, they
had to be imported from the East. Sugar maples and bees supplied the pioneers with sweets, so relishing for the buckwheat
pancakes, which soon came to be a common article on the pioneer's breakfast table.

No store clothes e.xcept for " swells " .
Much of the clothing used by the pioneers before the Civil
War mas made in their homes. They raist flax for summer clothing and wool for winter garments. The flax was pulled and made
into linen by several processes of working it up and cleaning ii!.
The wool was carded and spun and the yarn made into stockings
and cloth. The pioneer mother also sewed the clothes. '' Store
clothes", in the early days, were thought only for the "swells",
but in a few years the settlers in Iowa began to buy their cloth
and even ready-to-wear clothing. The girls were then proud of
their calico dresses and the boys thought their blue woolen suits
with double rows of brass buttons on the coat, lookt very fine,
as indeed they did.
" Shaking and working."
There were doctors, but no dentists for some years in the
early towns. Being out of reach of the towns, many an isolated
squatter's family had to make the best of it and nurse and cu.re
its own sick. For the less seriom; ailments, this could be done
by using various home remedies. When there were epidemics,
the settlers were in a sorry plight. In the late thirties many had
the ague so badly that it was said they divided their time between "shaking and working". In the forties and fifties a great
number fell victims to the dreaded diseases, cholera and small
pox.
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Those good old times.
From this account you may have concluded that the pioneers
led a ve1·y sad and hard life. But they were really happy, because they often had genuine good times. They went to church
and Sunday school. The boys and men did stunts while waiting at
the mills to have their g·rist ground. The women had quilting bees
and embroidered beautiful samplers. Young and old attended
the spelling schools, singing schools, and public debates. Boys
and men fisht and hunted. Wolf hunts were especially .exciting.
1,Jyen out of their work, the pioneers derived much enjoyment.
Few would miss a house raising. Then there were flax pullings,
Jrnsking· hees, mil splittings, and log rollings, and frequently the
work in the daytime was followed by a party in the evening.
Sitting on the logs at log rollings. jokes ,1·e1·e told-like the later
T,incoln storic,:. .An espeeially goo cl joke rnri clr cwryhody "roll
,Jff the logs".

Few, but well-thumbed books.
Bibles might be found in the humblest cabins and they were
read diligently by young and old. Then as now fairy tales,
~<\csop 's :B'ables rind Pilg1·im 's Progress were read wi.th avidity
hy hook-loving boys and girls. The local papers, and other papers
publisht for the whole 'l'erritory or State. furnisht the different
members of the family a constant supply of reading matter.
Before the Civil War there were only a few short raih·oads
iil Iowa. Saddle hOJ·ses, stages, rind steamboats were slow means
of traYel and this tog·ether with the widespread poverty made
1he piomen-; home-staying folks. Those who did travel would go
to the East ancl Yisit friends and relatives "back home", or go
out WPst in search of cheape1· lands and greriter opportunities.

In Colonial style.
As the eril'ly settle,·s niis1 better arn1 larger nops. they
were enabled to build mo,·c comfortable homes and furnish them
with more conveniences. All the homes of the early pioneers were
not log cabins or sod houses. Good house,; built of natural rock,
bricks, or sawed and finisht lumhc1· might ha,·e been seen in
the towns already in the thirties and fo1·ties and Ruch houses were
also occasionally seen in the country. Some of them were built
in beautiful Colonial styles. Those still standing are easily recog-
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nized by the multi-paned windows, green shutters, and ornamental doorways.

Farm scene near West Liberty about 1870.

XX.

Transportation Before the Railroads.
Buffalo trails used by Indians and hunters.
The buffaloes followed paths across the pra1r1es and thru
the woodlands. These paths were also used by the Indians and
thus began the first roads in Iowa. When the trader later arrived
with his ,b eads and blankets for barter with the Indians, he, too,
travelled along the well-beaten, rutworn trails. Of more importance, however, were the rivers which became the great highways
of early travel and trade.

I

Rivers a.s highwayis.
Marquette and Joliet paddled up and down the rivers in
canoes. The explorers Lewis and Clark and Pike used long keel
boats, made like the common rowboats, but propelled by poles.
When the white settlers began to pour into Iowa, steamboats
already plied the large river~ making trips as far as St. Paul,

Courtesy, llfr. Adolph Peters en , Davenport.

A steamboat on the Mississippi.
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Minnesota, on the Mississippi; and as far as Great Falls, Montana,
on the Missouri.
Frequently the settlers built :flatboats of green wood, loaded
them with their corn, beef, and pork, and sent them ,d own to St.
f;ouis or New Orleans, where cargoes and boats were sold. The
men in charge would then have to make their way back on foot
or by steamboat.
Besides the Missouri and the Mississippi rivers, the Iowa,
the Cedar. and the Des Moines were at one time important highways of travel. On the Cedar, steamboats ran as far as Cedar
Rapids, on the Iowa as far as Iowa City, but rarely above the
city of Des Moines on the Des Moines. The coming of the first
steamboat was an event which the settlers and residents of the
towns along the way never forgot. '' 'rhe whistle called young and
old to the landing place. They literally swarmed over the boat
and there was not a nook or corner which did not receive attention.'' Some steamboats were stern-wheelers, others were sidewheelers. Several decks were common. 'J'hey can-ied freight and
passengers both up and down the rivers. In wet weather when
the poor roads of early Iowa were especially bad, the steamboats
were likely to be crowded with passengers.
The people of early Iowa considered the Des Moines River
of so much importance for transportation, that the Legislative
Assembly in 1846 askt Congress for a grant of land to improve
the river with locks and canals as far as the city of Des Moines.
The grant was made by Congress and accepted by the General
Assembly in 1847. The §tate spent several hundred thousand
dollars of the money obtained from the sales of the land and then,
because of the growth of railroads, abandoned the p1·oject in
1858.
Roads and ferries.

Since river transportation only meant accommodation for the
towns along the navigable streams, the settlers had to turn their
attention to the building of roads. Where the Indian trails c.o uld
not be used, the white men ''blazed'' new trails by marking the
trees or even by plowing furrows from town to town. About
1840 a man was hired to plow a furrow from Dubuque to Iowa
City. If rivers had to be crost, a place must be found where the
channel was shallow enough to be forded. Deeper rivers were
erost by ferries-large flat boats on which travellers could cross
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with their goods, cattle, and rigs. A ferry man had to buy a
license from the government, and he had to operate his ferry at
definite hours so that travellers would not be kept waiting too
long.
To aid the Territory of Iowa, Congress built a military road
from Dubuque to the Missouri boundary. This road had bridges
and was better graded than most of the other early roads which
consisted mainly of tracks across the country worn deeper and
deeper until finally abandoned and new tracks alongside the old
were started.
At one time there was much interest in plank roa.ds. These
were built like present day corduroy roads across swamps. A
plank l'oad was built westward from Burlington and many others
were projected. Had it not been for the coming of the railroads,
more plank roads would undoubtedly have been built.

'·

Letters C. 0. D.
E.xcept along the rivers, mail, freight, and passengers in early
Iowa were carried by stages. When the roads were impassable to
the stages, postriders took their places. Twenty-five cents was
charged for delivering a letter weighing one half ounce. The
amount was frequently paid by the receiver, since it was often
uncertain whether the letter would be delivered.
' 'Jerkies' ' a.nd cooches.
The stages ran according to schedules, like the trains of today, arriving and leaving the towns along the route at definite
hours. Some, of the stages used farm wagons with springs and
white muslin tops. Buggies called ''jerkies'' might be seen on
some routes, but the most popular Yehicle was the brightly
painted and closed Concord coach. It would accommodate from 7
to 9 passengers, but frequently carried more. When crowded
some rode on top with the baggage.
The Concord coach was drawn by four horses. "\Vhen approaching a town the driver sounded a horn, crackt the whip
over the horses, and swung up to the station at a run. Passengers
were received or let off, the names on the letters addrest to
people in the town read out loud, horses perhaps exchanged, the
long whip crackt again, and the coach was off for the next town.
The fare for passengers averaged about 7 cents per mile.
Mem hers of the legislature were carried free of charge. The
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stage business was profitable. It is thought that the Western
Stage Company, which operated many routes in Iowa, made about
$100,000 in one year. Stage coaching continued in Iowa until
after the Civil War.

XXL

The Underground Railroad.
Slaves in free Iowa.
A large number of the early settlers of l owa were from the
Middle and the Southern states. While there were people among
them who believed in slavery, few slaves were ever held in Iowa.
They could not be held legally fo1· Iowa was free territory according to the Missouri Compromise. the Organic Law of the
Territory. and the State Constitution.
The Democrats were in control of l owa m1til 1856. This
meant that they could easily have the legislature pass the laws
that they wanted. 011e of the laws passed by the 'l'efritorial
legislature forbade free negroes to stay in Iowa unless they could
furnish a $500 bond as a guarantee for their good behavior. This
made it difficult for them to live in the Territot·y. Most Democrats, furthermore, believed that slaves who escapt into Iowa
should be returned to their owners . . 'l'o aid a fugitive slave they
considered about as bad as ajding a thief.
Among· the settlers from the Northern states were certain
.Abolitionists who thought slavery was a great sin. The small
nnti-slaYery party called the l·'ree Soil P arty whieh opp ost 1he
extension of slavery to the tP1Titories also had adherents in Iowa.
'l'his principle was adopted by the Republican Party, formed in
lowa between 1854 and 1860. The Republican Party attracted
Abolitionists, l!.,rce Soilcrs. and some ·whigs and Democrats. Its
memhci·s frequently aided fug1.ti ,·e sla Yes on their way thru Iowa
to Canada, usually by way of Chieago. 'l'his ,vas ca ll ed operating
an Underground Railroad.

Aiding fugitiV'e slaves.
Among the most determined Abolitionists in Iowa were the
Quakers at Salem, Henry County; Springdale in Cedar County;
and Earlham in Madison Com1.ty; the New Englanders at Denmark in fjee County, and at Oi·innell in Poweshiek County. As
the strug·gle over slavery waxt fiercer the people in these and
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other Iowa towns joined efforts and regular routes came to be
establisht. One led thru Tabo,·, Earlham, Grinnell, and Springdale to Clinton; another thru Denmark to Burlington, and a third
from Denmark thru Salem and Crawfordsville to Muscatine.
From the river towns in Iowa, the fugitives were hurried on to
Chicago where ship passage could be obtained to Canadian ports.
None were more ingenious in helping fugitive slaves than
the Quakers. It is said that a Quaker once cli-ove a surrey filled
with negro fugitives from New Uarden to Denmark in open daylight past friend and foe and unsuspected by all. The negroes
·,1 ere drest like Quaker women. At another time a slave hunter
►·

)

Reverend Asa Turner, an Iowa abolitionist
Courtesy, Hist ., Mem. and Art D epartment of Iowa

stopt at a Quaker home where two fugitiYe negro women were
staying. The owner of the house met 1he slave hunter at the
door. The. latter askt if there were any slaves there and the
Quaker, evading answering dieectly, replied that he kept no
slaves. When the slave hunter askt to look thru the house. the
Quaker askt if he had a warrant and when the slave hunter admitted he didn't, the Quaker said: "Then thee canst not enter
my house!" Meanwhile the Quaker's wife had thrown a feather
bed over the fugitives and appearing at the door upbraided her
husband for not letting the stranger in since they of course kept
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110 slaY('S. Th e slaYe hunter searcht the house, but did not find
the slaves.
If the slave catche1·s could prove in court that the fugitives
were actually slaves, they would he returned to their masters and
those who had helpt them might then be fined. For aiding· 10 fugit ivcs a fine was once impost 011 the Salem Qmikers. 'l'he fine
was paid, hut that did not cool the ardol' of the Salem Quakers
to help black men and women to freedom.
The Abolitionists were muth censured for aiding fugitives.
\Vhen they were reminded that it was unlawful, they remonstrated that the laws could not foi·bid them to do acts of mercy
and kindness. So the Undel'g-l'ound Railroad continued in opera-·
tion until the Civil War put :in encl to American slavery.

John Brown and the Coppoc boys .
John Brown was one of the most active Abolitionists in the
United States. He aided many fug-itins from Missouri and Kansas who usually passed alo11g the l'outes of the Underground Railroad in Iowa . He had many friends at the Underg-round stations
especially at Taho1· ancl nt Springclak During- the· wintrr of
1857 arnl 18!18. Brown a1Hl his men -,tayed in Spl'ingclalc where
they pn'pared for the attnek on tlw l ' nitecl States arsenal nt
Hal'pe1·'s Ferry. Two Springdale boys, the b1·others, Edwin and
Barclay C'oppoc:. took part 01· were neal' at the time of this ineident. Edwin died manfully on the scaffold, but Barclay sucec•edetl in making his escape hack to Springdale. The goYernor
of Viqdnia askt Governor Samuel J. Kirkwood of Iowa to deline him up to the Virginia authorities, but this Governor Kirkwood refnst since the J"cquisition papc1·s wei·r 1101" in conect
form. ·when the papers had been made out in due form, Kirkwood tonsented to the arrest of Bm·clay, hut he had already left
Lowa and was not captured.

XXII.

The Regulators.
Gamblers, counterfeiters, and horsethieves.
When Iowa became a part of Michigan Tcrrito ry, judicial
districts. counties, and townships were formed with officers to
protect people against lawbreakers. These officers were the constables and justices of peace in thr towni'lhips and the sheriffs
and judges of the dist1·iet courts in the eounti0s and the judicial
clisti-icts. 'l'he early townships and eounties were large. This of
eourse made it difficult for the offieers to do thei1· duty . They
were fr( quently intimidated hy bold criminals, and so were the
.im·ies. Sinee thcr-e we1'(' frw strong- jails tlw eriminals were
l1old and the result was tlrnt nli1ny offrll(l(•1·s against tlw
criminal laws were not punisht.
Before the Civil vVar, life and prop('rty W(•1·c less secure
than now. Criminals we1·e more numerous. and the opportunity
fo1· fights more frequent, beeause> so many eaJTiecl firearms . Even
hoys often eanied pistols. whieh of course mP,rnt many serious
brawls and accidents.
The classes of criminals who infrstecl eal'ly Jowa W(•re ehiefly
gamblers. counterfeiters, and ho1·sethicYes. In 1·esisti11g arre>st
they often became murderers 11s well. Countc1·fciting was easy
at that time fo1· there was no unifor m U11itt•d States pape1· money,
as 110w. but nume>rous kincls o[ paJ>c1· hills issued by state and
p1-ivatc banks.
'rhe most obnoxious class of (•l'iminah; to the settkrs were
the .horsethieves. One nm unclr 1·stand that poor settlrrs hreame
desperate when their valuahlc horsrs we1·e stolen, and that they
resorted to rxtraordinary means when they saw thr thirYrs acquitted by eowardly judges and juries.
1

1

Red beans for whipping.
At Bellevue, Jackson County, there was a band oI outlaws
in the late1· thirties, who passed counterfeit money, stole horses,
and committrd mm·dcrs. The people finally determined to get
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rid of them, and a i-eg11lar battle took place in which several
were killed on both sides. Six of the outlaws made their escape,
but 10 were captur'ed. The people decided to vote on whether the
captives should be whipt or hanged. Instead of paper ballots
white and red beans were used in voting. The red beans were for
whipping and the white for hanging. The result of the voting
was 38 white beans and 42 red. One of the outlaws, who thus got
off easy with a whipping, is thought to have lived to take part
in th e murder of ('reorge DaYenport on the Fourth of July, 1845.
Several organizations were
formed in the fifties to rid Iowa
of criminals . A Vigilance Committee having· a membership of
700 was formed by citizens in
Jackson, Jones, Clinton, Scott,
Cedar, and Johnson counties.
The Committee hanged several
criminals, two at different
times on the same tree.
Other organizations with a
similar purpose were the Regulators. Like the Vigilance
Committee, the Regulators did
good work in bringing criminals to justice, but innocent
Courtesy, Mr. Adolph Petersen , Davenport people sometimes fell victims to
them also, because the organizaEarly courthouse in Davenport.
tions were used to avenge private grudges of their own members.
Criminals, it is said, even sometimes turned Regulators.

Brave McConough.
The activities of the Regulators ended under dramatic circumstances. The neighbor of a certain Canadian, McC'ollough,
living in Cedar County had been killed by the Regulators who
suspected him of having committed some misdeed. McCollough
e
believed that his neighbor was im1ocent and openly said so.
carea nothing for the threats of the self-appointed administrators
of justice. When an armed band of them came to his house he
met them at the door g1m in hand and informed them by firing a
warning shot that he meant to defend himself. Then he told them
that of course they could easily shoot him, but before they could

.
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shoot him he could shoot one 01· two of them. The Regulators
knew that McCollough was a sm·e shot. They hesitated, then
turned their horses and rode off. Soon after they disbanded for
o-oo . From being a criminal-hunting organization, the Reg'lllators had become lawless themselves and a menace to public
peace and order.
As court was held more regularly and juries and judges
became more fearless in doing their duty, the need for Vigilance
Committees and Reg11laton, ceast to exist.

XXIII.

Iowa in the Civil War.
Why the war broke out.

Brown's Raid at Harper's Ferry and th·e election of Lincoln,
hastened the outbreak of the Civil War. When Lincoln refust
to give up the Union forts located in the Southern states, Jefferson Davis, president of the Confederacy, ordered the attack on
Fort Sumter, a Union fort located in the harbor of Charleston,
South Carolina.
The firing on Fort Sumter, April 12, 1861, was the beginning
of the Civil War, which thus immediately grew out of a dispute
as to whether the Union forts in the seceded states should remain property of the Union or be turned over to the Confederacy.
More remotely the cause of the Civil War was the controversy
over whether slavery should be permitted in the territories of the
United States. Seven Southern states had already seceded when
the bombardment on Fort Sumter was ordered. The fort was
captured by the Confederate troops, and Lincoln called upon the
governors of the loyal states to furnish 75,000 militiamen to put
down the rebellion.

Soldiers mo:r,e plentiful than money.
The militia in Iowa is made up of all able-bodied men between the ages of 18 and 45, but usually there are only a few
men actually organized into squads and companies. Iowa had no
organized militia in April, 1861, tho the governor, fearing war,
had recommended the organization of some companies. There
were, however, a few private companies of militiamen in Dubuque, Davenport, and Burlington, which were known by such
names as the Wide-Awakes, the Little Giants, the Zouaves, the
Blues, and the Greys. They had bright, gaudy uniforms and their
drills were witnessed by throngs of spectators. These play soldiers
now had a chance to become real soldiers and t hey eagerly grasp t
the opportunity.
Within four days after the firing on Fort Su.mteF, Governor

.
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Samuel J. Kirkwood of Iowa, received the following telegram:
"Call made on you by to-night's mail for one regiment of militia
for immediate service.'' The messaige was received at Davenport.
The Governor was then living on a farm near Iowa City. Tho
there was a railroad at that time between Davenport and Iowa
City, there was no telegraph between the two cities. A messenger
therfore had to carry the telegram to Governor Kirkwood. First
he doubted that so many men could be raist, but he soon found
out that ten times as many young men were ready to enlist for
the defense of the Union. The difficnlty: was not to get men but
to get money to buy uniforms and to provide camps for them,

Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

~ o r Samuel .T, Kirkwood,
war _governor of Iowa 186Q-l864.

until they were accepted by the Union, after which time the expense o.f keeping them in the field would he bome by the United
States government.
The General Assembly of Iowa Yoted to borrow $800,000 for
war purposes. It proved a difficult task for Iowa to obtain this
loan, partly because of the opposition of some Democrats, who
duTing the war were called "Copperheads". Only a part of the
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$800,000 was actually obtained, and so the State had to depen<i .
on patriotic individuals and societies, as well as upon its own \
treasury for the means of temporarily equipping the troops.

Iowa fights.
The President of the United States had askt for one regiment
of infantry-about 1000 men-for three months' service. The
First Iowa Infantry assembled in Keokuk, and was sent to the
battlefront in Missouri, where they fought and won the battle of
Wilson's Creek. The re,giment was mustered out of service some
t ime after the close of the
three months, but most of
the soldiers enlisted again
in other regiments, a large
number becoming officers.
In all, Iowa furnisht 48
regiments of infantry, 9
regi ments of cavalry, and
4 batteries of artillery to
the Union armies. The
total number of Iowa
troops in the Civil War
was about 80,000. One
regiment was composed
mainly of colored troops,
another was made up of
temperance men. None of
the soldiers in the Greybeard Regiment were less
than 45 years of age. The
foreigners in the State
formed some special regiTwo Iowa Civil War soldiers.
ments. There were both
Irish and German regiments, but they did not contain all the
Germans and the Irish who enlisted in Iowa, since they also
joined other Iowa regiments. Between 60 and 70 per cent of the
Jowa troops were young men not more than 25 years of age.
Some were mere boys, only 14 or 16 years old, and a few were
as young as 10. The youngest boys usually served as drummers,
orderlies, and cooks. They could not legally enlist without the
consent of their parents.
Most of the Iowa troops, except about 4,000, who were

,
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~rafted, and the three months' men of the First lowa Infantry,
enlisted as volunteers for three years' service. E,x emption 'from
military duty was granted to conscientious obj ectors-those
whose religion forbade them to bear arms-, but they might be
required to do work about the camps and hospitals or to pay $300
to be used for sick and wounded soldiers. Drafted men were also
permitted to hire substitutes.
The Iowa troops fought in many of the bloody battles of the
war. They took part in the battles of Shiloh, Jackson, and Chattanooga, helpt to take Vicksburg, and marcht with Sherman to
the Sea. Of all the Iowa soldiers in the war, 2,153 were killed.
1.Q,_216 died in hospitals from wounds and sickness, and about
10,000 were discharged because of sickness and bodily injuries
received in the service.
The women's wo,rk.

•

The Iowa women rendered noble service during the war.
Not only did they at times take men's places in field and workshop, but no sooner had the war started than they began to organize to relieve the suffering of the soldiers in the field and the
hardships of their families at home. Soon every Iowa town had
a Soldiers' Aid Society. These societies were first formed under
the direction of Mrs. Annie Wittenmyer. A State Sanitary Commission was formed in 1862. There was some jealousy between
these Aid Societies and the State commission, and finally the
commission came to direct most of the relief work. The State
Sanitary Commission cooperated with a Federal Sanitary Commission and a iState Christian Commission joined efforts with a
similar Federal Commission.
The sanitary commissions collected food, clothing, and hospital supplies for the soldiers. They lookt primarily after the
physical needs -0f the soldiers. The Christian commissions on the
otheP hand, provided for the spiritual welfare of the soldiers.
This was done by visiting the hospitals and camps and distributing Bibles, books, newspapers, delicacies, and, in general, bringmg good cheer to the boys "in the Blue". Money was obtained
for these commissions thru private gifts, by holding sanitary
fairs, and thru various other means.
The people of Iowa felt it their duty to care for the children
whose fathers lost their lives in the defense of the Union. The
project of a ~oldiers' Orphan" Home was brought forward at a
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convention of the Soldiers' Aid Societies in 1863. The State was
favorably dispost an<l a temporary home "·as csiablisht at Farmington and later permanent homes in Cedar Falls and Daven1iort. The home in Cedar Falls was clost in 1876, but the one in
Davenport is still in operation.

Fear of Indians and border ruffians.
While the State of Iowa was not on the battle front, it was
nevertheless necessary to protect the northwestern and southern
boruers. Bands of Sioux had murdered settlers in northwestern
Iowa during the years preceding the Civil War. In the Spirit
Lake Massacre occurring in 1857, @Iowa settlers had lost their
lives. During the Sioux Outbreak of 1862, across the Iowa-Minnesota border, a.b out 700 settlers were killed. Consequently there
was a general feeling of insecurity among the people in this part
of the State and a Northern Brigade of about 250 men was
formed to protect them against Indian uprisings. Stockades or
forts were built at Correctionsville, Cherokee, Peterson, Estherville, and Chain Lakes. 'rhis proved an effective protection
against Indian raids, none of which actually occurred.
On the southern border there was a fear of "border ruffians"
from Missouri. A mounted Southern Brigade was therefore organized to police this border. Minor disturbances occurred from
time to time during the war, murders were committed and buildings were burnt, but nothing in comparison with what took place
in the states where the battles between the Union and Confederate forces raged.

War debts.
War is the most destructive and most costly undertaking· of
man. The Union had a huge war debt in 1865 of nearly three
billion dollars. The State of Iowa spent over a million dollars
for military purposes from 1861 to 1865 and had a State debt of
over $600,000 at the close of -i'i:e war. This was not paid until
,1883.

Cl

XXIV.

The Railroads.
How railroads help.
Transportation has always been one of the big problems for
the State of Iowa. Hence all the requests upon Gong-ress to aid
the Territory and later the State in building roads, bridges, locks.
deepening rivers, and constructing railroads. Without rapid
means of tra11sportation, the Iowa farmers would have difficulties
in marketing their products and this again meant difficulties in
paying for their farms and in making improvements.

;,

Growth of railroads, amid cheers of the people.
For inland traffi·c the railroads are the best means of communication. The men who developt the locomotive, therefore, are
true benefactors of Iowa. Before there could be railroads, the
steam engine had to be invented, and it had to be adapted to
moving vehicles. James Watt greatly improved the older e1igine, which could be used for little else than pumping· water.
George Stephenson adapted Watt's improved steam engine to
moving a wagon, that is, he made the first locomotive. Railroads
could then be built, but the first trains only had a speed of about
4 miles an hour. In other words, they did not move faster than a
man can walk. Wlien a speed of 15 miles an hour had been attained, great improvements were thought to have been made in
railroading·.
The first railroads were built in England a.ibout a centuTy
ago, and soon after in eastern United States. The early settlers
in Iowa had seen railroads1 in the East and were convinced of
their great value for Iowa. They frequently dis.cus,t rapid transportation in the thirties and forties., and Congress was askt to
give lands to aid railroad companies. The Mississippi and Missouri Railroad Company was organized in 1853 to build a railroad
from Davenport to Council Bluffs, a distance of 311 miles.
The work grading the track was begun in September of the
same year. "As Mr. Le Claire, who was selected to perform the
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ceremony of removing the firtlt ground. came forward, pulling off
his coat and taking the wheel-barrow and spade, he was greeted
by a most tremendous and hearty cheer.'' Antoine Le Claire was
a government interpreter of Indian and French descent. He had
built the first house in Davenport, which was used as a depot
when trains began to run on the new railroad. The first locomotive in Iowa was ferried across the Mississippi River to Davenport
in 1854 and named Antoine Le Claire.

First locomotive in Iowa, named Antoine Le Claire in honor of a noted
resident of early Davenport.
....

The first trains in Iowa City and Council Bluffs.

By 1856 the road had been completed as far west as Iowa
City. The first train enter~d the city on the first day of that year,
followed two days later by a celebration in honor of the event.
The later fifties were years of crop failures and for this reason
they were difficult years for the railroad builders. The Civil War
followed. In 1865 the first railroad in lowa had reacht Kellogg,
forty miles east of Des Moines. The same year the company
building it failed, but its property was purchast by the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific Railroad Company, which built the road
to Cnuuci) Rb.iffs. The first train on this road entered that city
on .May 12, 1869, amid the cheers of its citizens who came out in
large numbe;s to the grounds where a temporary depot had been
erected, accompanied by representatives of civil societies, a band,
and an artillery squad with a gun. This railroad across Iowa wa:s
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connected with the Union Pacific Railroad and fo1•:·1ed a part of
a continuous railroad from New York City to Saii: Francisco .
.., Meanwhile other lines had been built across the State and the
Mississippi River bridged. In 1859 there were about 500 miles of
track in Iowa. After the Civil \,Var railroad building· was pusht
Yigorously so that the State by 1870 had four east and west trunk
lines and a total mileage of about 3,000. The north and south lines.
were built more slowly, but in 1880 three such lines may be distinguisht. The period from 1890 to 1904 was one of great development. The mileage of the State doubled, and interior railroad
centers such as Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, Oskaloosa, Fort Dodge,
and Waterloo became prominent. Branch lines were built and
the transportation system of Iowa became one of the best in the
country.
Already in 1893 every county in the state was spanned by
rails. Only one county seat of the 99 was then without a railroad, and in that county, Pocahontas. there were fou1· lines.
In 1915 there 'were 22 steam railroad companies with a total
mileage of 10,493 in the State besides several intel'Urban lines
..., with several hundred miles of track.

"~

Gifts to the railroa;ds.
The people of Iowa were so anxious to have railroads built
that the General Assembly repeatedly urged Congress to give
tracts of government lands for railroad construction. Grants of
land were made by Congress in 1856 and 1864. Congress gave the
1
lands to the State and the State gave the lands to the railroads
>- ·on the condition that the roads were to be built within a definite
time and that in general they were to be subject to government
reg·ulation. The total amount of land given to railroads in Iowa
was 4,069,942 acres or one-ninth of all the land in the State. The
.. total cost of building a mile of railroad in the late fifties was
ahout $15,000. In addition to the government land grants, the
-~ railroads also received large gifts of money from townships,
... counties, cities, and individuals.

"•

Not all wanted railroads.
There was some opposition at first to the construction of
railroads in the State. A Muscatine lawyer admitted that railroads mig,ht be successfully operated in some places, but not in
Iowa, because Iowa would always be a farming state and livestock
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could not be carried on railroads the long distance to the eastern
markets. Neither did he think flour could be carried so far on
shaky trains unless it were packt in barrels as strong as pork
barrels, but they wouldag)o expensive that the transportation
of flour in railroad trains would be unprofitable. Then, too, the
stage drivers were against railroad building because it threw them
out of employment, and some farmers thought the railroads would
deprive them of markets for their surplus horses.

Courtesy, Editor of the Rock Island :Magazine.

A modern express train.

Improvements in safety and comfort.
'l'he growth of the railway system in Iowa has not only been
markt by the extension of tracks and the multiplication of locomotives and cars, but also by devices for ·the safety and comfort
of crews and passengers. Steel and concrete bridges have replaced the older wooden bridges. Some roads are now dou·oletrackcd. Air brakes and improved systems of signaling have
been introduct. Firmer road beds are being constructed and steel
passeng·er coaches are rapidly replacing the older types of wooden
coaches.
At night it is a beautiful sight to see a passenger train with
the lights lit, round a curve. The engineer who guides such a
train carries a responsibility comparable to that of a sea captain.
lt is a noble task to steer a big locomotive with a long string of
cars. but it is a still more heroic performance to save a train
from destruction, especially at the risk of one's life. Such a deed
was done by a young girl in Iowa named Kate Shelley.
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A brave girl.
In 881, when fifteen years old, she was living with her
widowed mother near Moingona in Boone County. Her father
had been killed in a railroad accident. On the night of July 6,
there was a terrific rain storm. Honey Creek, a little stream near
which the Shelleys were living, became a raging torrent and
broke down the railroad bridge not far from Shelley's cabin.
The storm had awakened the family. They saw that it would
soon be time for a freight train to pass. In a little while they
heard it crash into the creek. Kate lit a lantern and went out.
he saw the en!Pneer clinging to a tree on the opposite side. He
assured her of his safety and begged her to hur1.'Y on to Moingona
to warn the coming passenger train. In order to do that she had
to cross the bridge, 50 feet high and 400 feet long, over the Des
Moines River. The Hght in her lantern blew out, but Kate faced
the wind and the rain and walked thru a mile of woods to the
bridge, which she crossed crawling on her hands and knees.
Reaching the Moingona telegraph office, she roused the operator
who flasht the warning· to the coming train. When it had pulled
up to the depot, the passengers crowded around the heroine to
thank her for their lives. The General Assembly at its next session voted her a gold medal and $200 in money, and in 1901 when
bridge was built at this point across the Des Moines River,
it was named the Kate Shelley Bridge in her honor.

XXV.

Grangers, Greenbackers, and Populists.
The negroes are enfranchist.
The Civil War prevented the breakup of the Union and gave
the negroes the 1ights of citizens including the right to vote a;nd
to hold office. In Iowa the negroes were given the r ight of voting in 1868 and the right of election to the General Assembly in
1880. The colored population in the State had increast during
the war, but still there were only about two thousand in 1865.
'' Nothing more picturesque, more idelig·htful, more helpful. ''
Hard times, except when there were wars in Europe increasing the demand for American goods, followed the Civil W ar. The
vast military expenditures of the war caused continued higher
taxes, both to the State and the Union. Furthermore, farmers
who had bought land or made improvements when money was
p lentiful found it hard to make both ends meet when money became scarcer.
To improve the conditions of the farmers, a few government
clerks in Washington, D. C., organized a society called the Grange.
The members were called the Grangers or P atrons of Husban dry.
Both men and women and even children, were admit t ed t o membership . The Gran ge imed
at enriching the life of the
farmers thruout the United
States by fostering community activities such as debatin g
clubs and literary societies.
0£ these H amlin Garland, the
Iowa author, said that th~y
were to h im '' a most grateful
relief from the sordid loneliness of the farm,'' and that
OLD BRI C K CAPITOL. D ES N O IN ES.
'' nothing more picturesque,
Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art D epartment
of Iowa.
more delightful, more helpful
has ever arisen out of AmcriFirst capitol of Iowa in Des Moines.
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can rural life.'' 'l'Jrn Grangers also tried to improve the lot of the
far_me;rs by establishing cooperative stores, elevators, and warehouses, and by uniting them for political action so that laws could
be pa,s sed for their ,benefit.
The first local Grange in Iowa was establisht at Newton,
May 2, 1868, and the second at Pottsville in October, 1869. A
larger number appeared in the early seventies. Grang·es were
formed in nearly all the states of the Union as well as in some
foreign ccuntries. --After 1876 the movement declined. In 1885
there were only 8 local Granges in the State.

Remaking the railroad world.
T'h e Granges in Iowa and surrounding states compelled their
legislatures to enact laws forbidding the railroads to charge what
seemed unfair passenger fares and freight rates. These Granger
Laws had such a far-reaching effect that they are said "to have
remade the railroad world". They establisht definitely the principle that the railroads are half-public and only half -private, and
therefore must be controlled by the State and the railroad companies acting together.
The farmer:rs liked the Greenbacks.
As has already been pointed out, the United States had a
hug·e debt at the close of the Civil War amounting to about three
b illion dollars. A part of this money had been borrowed from
the people by issuing United States notes (money bills) which
were g-reen on on<' side and therefore called greenbacks. After
th·e war Congress passed a law for the withdrawal of these notes
by offering to pay their face value in coin. But by withdrawing a
part of the money in circulation, money would become scarcer
and prices still lower. For this reason the farmers organized the
Greenback Party which opposed the withdrawal of the, greenbacks, besides favoring various other reforms. In this the Greenback Party was partly successful and most of the greenbacks still
circulate as money. Soon the party gave way to another party
called the Populist Party, of which many Grangers and Greenbacks, however, became adherents.
WoruJd " free silver" mean pros perity?

The Populists in general advocated the same reforms as the
Greenbackers, government ownership of railroads, telegraphs and
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General James Baird Weaver.

telephones, income taxes and
direct popular election of
United States senators. The
most favorite refo1·m measure ·
of the Popu1ists
'' free
silYcr" by which is meant tne
coinage into dollars of all uncoined silYcr (bullion) taken to
the United States' mints. Free
silver, it was thought, would
produce a plentiful supply of
money and thus help to pass
prosperity around. Against this
opinion many held that "free
silver" would be detrimental to
the business interests of the
country. So, while many farmers and la borers were Populists,
many business
men were
against Populist reforms.

A friend of man.
Greenbackism and Populism were especially strong in the
South and the West. Iowa, which for over a quarter of a century
after the Civil War, was largely a farming country, had many
· Greenbackers and Populists. One of the most noted of their
leaders was the Iowan, James Baird Weaver. He was born in
Ohio, but came to Iowa with his parents ,while it was still a territory. Here he attended school taught in a log cabin. As a
young man he carried mail, studied law, and made a trip to California during the gold rush. He assisted in o?ganizing the Republican Party; and when th Civil War broke out, he was chosen
first lieutenant of a company of volunteers. At the close of the
war, he received the honorary rank of brigadier-general. Having
served a term in Congress, he was nominated for pre,sident in
18 by the. GreenbaclL.Party ; and again in 1892 by the Pon_ulist
Part . Tho he received over a million votes. the Democratic candidate, Grover Cleveland, was elected. During the campaigns he
made extensive speaking touTs thru many parts of the country
addressing large audiences of Greenbackers and Populists, gaining immense popularity with the common people.
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. Another Democratic governor.
Tho the Greenbacke1·s and Populists had representatives in
Congress, and in the General Assembly of Iowa, they were not
a i ~ muster strength enough to elect presidents of the United
States1 nor governors of lowa. The Republicans elected all the
presidents of the United States between 1860 and 1900 except
Grover Cleveland and all the governors of Iowa from 1854 to 1900
except Horace Boies who was chosen governor hy the united
forces of Democrats and Populists in 1889.

Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

Governor Horace Boies.

In the political campaigns the Republicans would also bid
for Greenback and Populist Yotes by letting their candidates for
office support the measures ·of these reform parties. This was
particularly true of Govel'nor William Larrabee who was a st1·ong
advocate of government regulation of railroads, and the author
of an authoritat ive work on the same subject.

XXVI.

The Foreigners.
Immigration and emigration.
All thru the history of the United States there has been
migration of peop1'e from the Atlantic states and from foreign
countries to the Western territories and states. The pioneers of
Iowa, were a part of this westward movement, some making
permanent homes in, Iowa, others staying only a short time before they continued the march westward. A large number of
Mormons who had been cruelly forced to leave Missouri and
Illinois made settlements in Iowa in the forties and fifties, but
most of them soon left the State to settle permanently in Utah.
During the gold rush to California, a number of Iowans went
there, some staying, others returning. Oregon at the same time
received many settlers from Iowa. There was also emigration
from Iowa to Kansas and Nebraska and later to the Dakotas and
Canada. Since the eighties and nineties, a steady stream of
wealthy fowans have gone to California where they have organized to perpetuate the memories of Iowa.
Despite this emigration the population of the State has been
constantly growing. It is now (1930) about two and a half million. The increase is due to more births than deaths and to immigration from other states and the European countries. The immigration from the home states of the pioneers continued until
after the Civil War, whereas the immigration from Europe was ess
pecially strong during the· three decades following the war period.
America letteTS.
So important for the development of the State was this immigration considered, that a State Immigration Commissioner was
appointed in 1860 and a Commission of Immigration formed in
1870. This Commission distributed pamphlets in the eastern
states and in the countries of northen1 Europe, describing the
most convenient routes to Iowa, its fertile lands, its climate, its
government, etc. Another important method of encouraging im-
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migration to Iowa from Europe was the "America letters", which
the foreigners already in the State sent to· their relatives at home.
T'o the people in the European countries where the price of good
land was very high and where it was considered a great honor to
be a landowner, it seemed almost like a fairy tale to hear that
good land in Iowa was sold for $1.25 an acre or even given away
as homesteads. And compared with the wages paid in Iowa, particularly during the p.eriod of railroad construction, the wages
paid in Europe were extremely low. Thus while religious and

Courtesy, Holst Printing Company, Cedar Falls.

Ellis Island, the present immigrant station in New York City.

political persecution sometimes drove European immigrants to
Iowa, more came attracted by high wa,ges and cheap, fertile lands.
Others again may have come just in quest of adventure .
There were foreigners among the first settlers in Iowa, but
there was no larger immigration from Europe until the forties
and fifties and the heaviest European immigration did not occur
until in the seventies, eighties, and nineties, after which time it
rapidly declined.

All sorts of peo1ple make a world-and a state.
Most of the foreign immigrants who have come to Iowa were
from northern Europe. They were British, Germans, Scandinavians, Bohemians, Hollanders, Swiss, and Belgians. The Scotch,
the Irish, and the Welsh, at first made up the largest part of the
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foreign immigrants; later the Germans and the Scandinavians
were the most numerous.
The British, among whom we may also include the Canadians
who have come to Iowa, were all English-speaking·, tho some of
them, particularly the Welsh, also spoke their own native tongue.
This made it easier for them to associate with the native Americans in churches and societies. Often they were not thought of
as foreigners at all.

An English colony.
An interesting English settlement in Iowa was founded by
the Close Brothers, wealthy Englishmen who bought large tracts
of land in Plymouth County. This land was laid out into farms,
which ,vere improved with buildings and then rented out to English immigrants. Young Englishmen came to this settlement from
England to learn farming. As true Englishmen they had fox
hunts, played cricket, organized an English amusement club, and
an English church where prayers were offered up for Queen
Victoria.

Courte!-:y, l\fr. Adolph Petersen, Davenport.

Turner Hall in Davenport, a German gymnastic hall.
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A ne,w Schleswig-Holstein.
The Germans in Iowa have come from all the twenty-six
states which ma.de up the former German Empire, but the immigrants from northern Germany were far in excess of those
from southern Germany. The northern Germans were mostly
Schleswig-Holsteiners, Mecklenburgers, and Hannoverians. Immigration from Germany to Iowa rose rapidly in the fifties, the immigrants settling in large numbers in the towns along the Mississippi and forming settlements in many parts of the State, especially in Dubuque and Scott counties. Nearly all the land in Scott
County was bought by German farmers and so many SchleswigHolsteiners settled there that it has been called a new SchleswigHolstein. The Germans organized German churches, both Catholic and Protestant, ancl numerous societies. '!.'hey were particularly enthusiastic about their singing societies and their gymnastic societies. Scores of German newspapers were publisht in
Iowa, mostly weeklies but also some dailies. German became the
most - popular foreign language in many Iowa high schools, and
thru the influence of the Germans it was also taught as a foreign
languag·e in some elementary schools. German Lutherans built
colleges in Clinton, Dubuque, and Waverly.
Bohemians or Czechoslovakians.
Immigration to Iowa from Bohemia (C:;-:echoslovakia) began
a little later than from Germany. Tho many of the Bohemians
speak German, they are by race and language more akin to the
Russians. The Bohemians formed rural settlements in Johnson,
Linn, and other counties. Many of them located in Cedar Rapids,
where they formed churches and fraternal societies and establisht
newspapers. The beautiful little town of Spillville in ·winneshiek
County is largely inhabited by Bohemians. There, it is said, the
Bohemian musician, Anton Dvorak, wrote one of his fine musical
compositions.
The Hollanders at P,ella.
The H ollanders in Iowa are racially akin to the Germans and
their language is much like Low German. They are frequently
called Dutchmen, but they prefer the name Hollanders themselves, tho t h-eir language is called Dutch. The story of t he first
Hollanders in Iowa is unusually interesting partly because it recalls the story of the Pilgrims in Plymouth, New England; and
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partly because it has been so well told by historians who are descendants of the pioneer Hollanders. At the time of the Pilgrims,
Holland (or the Netherlands) was the most hospitable country
to religious refugees in Europe, but during the first half of the

From De Volks vriend, Sept. 19, 1895.

Dutch pioneers in northwestern Iowa.

nineteenth century the Dutch government persecuted Separatists
as England formerly had done. A group of these Separatists decided to emigrate; and under the leadership of their minister,
Henry P. Scholte, they came to Iowa in 1847, locating in Marion
County, where they founded the
town, Pella. A prosperous settlement soon grew up around
this town. The Hollanders of
Pella later founded new settlements in Sioux County. 'fhere
they laid out Orange City and
other smaller towns. Dutch
newspapers were publisht at
Pella and Orange City and a
Dutch Academy was located at
the latter place. The Iowa Hollanders organized a number of
congregations of the Dutch Reformed Church, but unlike the
From De Volksvri end, Sept. 19, 1895.
Germans only a few cultural soHenry Hospers, one of the founders
cieties.
of Orange City.
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New Sweden in Henry County.
About the same time that the Hollanders stakt out farms at
Pella, a Swedish settlement was planted (1843) at New Sweden
in_ Henry County. The leader, Peter Kassel, wrote so temptingly
of his new Iowa home that many other Swedish immigrants soon
joined him. One group missing the right road to New Sweden,
travelled as far as Boone County, where they began the second
Swedish settlement near Swede Point. The name was later
changed to Madrid. Large groups of Swedes located in Des
Moines and Sioux City. Several fine Swedish churches we,r e built
and Swedish newsp,apers were publisht in both of these

Courtesy, C. A. Hultquist.

Swedish Lutheran church in Swedesburg, the little town
with the "big brown church".

The Norwegians in De~ah.
A small Norwegian settlement had been planted on Sugar
Creek in Lee County already in 1840. It never became very large.
Not until between 1849 and 1860 was there any considerable
Norwegian immigration to Iowa. A carav an •Of 50 OX teams carrying immigrants under the direction of their pastor, Reverend
Claus Laurits Clausen, arrived in Mitchell County in the spring
1
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of 1852. Later comers built homes in Worth, Winnebago, and especially Winneshiek County. Norwegian Lutheran colleges arose
in Forest City and Decorah. At the latter place one of the most
widely i·ead N01·\\·egian newspapers in the Uniter! States, DecorahPosten ( the Decor·a h Post), is still publisht.

Courtesy, .}'res. Oscar L. Olson, Luther CoUe-ge.

Oldest building ou the Luther College campus.
Built in 1865. Rebuilt 1889-1890.

N orweg-ian ' 'Friends ' '.
Then' is a beautiful sto1·y of a sma ll µ:1·oup of Norwegian
Friends (Quakers) who emigT11tcd to l owa and set tled in H amilton County. 'l'hey named thei1· settlement Stavanger after a Norwegian town by that naml'. The Noi-wegian ]1'riends wel'e soon
in close association with the American FriC11ds in Iowa., and in a
:few years there was some emigration from the Stavanger settlement to other Friends settlements in Iowa.

Danes at Fred:sville~the villag e of peace.
The last group of Scandinavians to form settlements in Iowa
were the Danes. In the later sixties the Danish immigrants began
to settle in Grundy and Shelby Counties. The settlement in Shelby County centered a.round the village Elk Horn and soon spread
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into Audubon County. A Danish folk high school arose at Elk
Horn and later a college in Des Moines. The Danish immigrants
in Grundy County built a little village which they called Fredsville, meaning village of pea,cc. A crcamcr,Y ,ms built there 111
1883 for which a Danish immigrant, J. Slifsgaard, had imported

Courtesy, Holst Pi-inting Compa11y, Cedar Falls.

The first folk high school in }Jlk Horn, built in 1878.

a cream separator from DcnmaYk the prcyious year. Only a few
people in lowa at that time had seen such a machine. A later
chai·acteristic Dm1ish settlement grew up around Ringsted in
Emmet County. Like the Swedes and Norwegians, the Danes
have esta blisht many Lutheran and some Baptist, Methodist, and
Adventist churches. But the Danes have org·anized more literary
and gymnastic societies than the other Iowa Scandinavians.

The Hebrews.
'l'he Jews or Hebrews constitute one of the small foreign
groups. Among the earlier Jews in the State were immigrants
from Germany who spoke German in addition to Hebrew. Later
Jewish immigrants have come largely from Russia. The first
Jewish organization wasi formed between 1855 and 1858. Des
Moines now has the largest Jewish congl'egations in Iowa.
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The Hungarians platrnned to build a city, but didn't.
The beginnings of a Hungarian settlement was made in Decatur County in 1850. The settlers were Hungarian fugitives who
had been compelled to leave their country after an unsuccessful
revolution. They dreamed of founding a beautiful town, which
they wisht to call New Buda. It was never built, but the name
is perpetuated in one of the townships of Decatur County.
Peaceful Amana.
The Germans formed several cooperative settlements in Clayton County and one in Iowa County. The Clayton colonie,s lasted

\Jiew al f\mana, Iowa

View in an Amana village.

only a fow years, but the Iowa County colony is still flourishing
and is one of the most unique communities in the United Srtates.
It is called Amana or the. Community of True Inspiration. Its
origin dates back to 1714. Until 1843 the members of the community lived in Germany. Then going to the United States they
settled first near Buffalo in the State of New York. In 1854 the
community purchast about 3,300 acres of meadow and woodlands
along the Iowa River east of Marengo. There they built seven
small villages: Amana, East Amana, West Amana, South Amana,

----
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Middle Amana, High Amana, and Homestead. Most of these
villages are located in Amana Township. The Amana people are
in some ways like the Quakers. They do not believe in taking
oaths, nor in wars, and they dress plainly. Only a few live on
farms, nearly all are groupt in the seven villages. Most of the
houses are unpainted. The Amana people, however, are not
without a sense of beauty, for they have lovely gardens with an
wbundance of bright flowers.

Icaria, a French colony.
A French cooperative community existed near Corning,
Adams County, from 1853 to 1895. These people had come from
France and first lived in Nauvoo, w:hich they purchast of the
Mormon Church, another cooperative community but of American
origin. The Frenchmen called their colony Icaria. Their membership dwindled and finally in 1895 the society was dissolved.

XXVII.

Improvements in Farming.
Many inventions.
Before the settlement of Iowa, farming· had been carried on
with a few simple tools for hundreds and thousands of years.
Few improvements of these tools had ever been made, and few
new ones had been invented. But just about the time that the
pioneers of Iowa stakt out their claims on the Sac and Fox
purchases, European and American mechanics began to invent
numerous useful farm machines, which, because they made it possible for a man to do more work with the same or even less effort,
were called '' labor saving''. 'l'he first of these were threshers,
reapers, and improved plows. Soon there were also corn planters,
grain drills and seeders, potato planters, rakes, reapers, threshers,
corn shellers, and fanning mills. Since nearly all of these were
drawn by horses a.n impetus was at the same time given to the
raising of more and better horses.
The wonderful gTain binder.
The most useful of all these labor saving machines was probably the American grain binder, now in use all over the worl~.

A grain binder in operation.

The first machines for harvesting grain were made in England
about a century ago. In 1831 two, Americans patented reapers.
A third, Cyrus McCormick, Staunton, Virginia, patented a reaper
in 1834. It proved practical and the inventor decided to locate a
reaper factory in Chicago, as this city was close to the great
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Western grain fields. In 1848 McCormick manufactured 500 machines and from that time on the manufacture of harvesti.ng
machinery increast by leaps and bounds. The early reapers were
both used for cutting hay and grain. Later types of reapers cut
the grain and raked it off into bundles or sheaves. which were
deposited on the gr01111d and bound by hand. This was very ha.rd
work because the men had to hurry to keep up with the machines
and inventors were soon at work to lighten the work of the
binders. The Marsh hanester appeared, proYided with a platfol'm an which two men 1stood and bound the grain as fast as it
was cut. McCormick then improved his reaper by an automatic
attachment to bind the bundles with wire. Farmers, however,
complained that the wire in the straw was harmful to the cattle
and bits of wire getting into the grain threw sparks while grinding, sometimes setting the mills on fire. These drawbacks were
overcome in 1872 when two inventors almost simultaneously invented twine binding attachments, utilized later by the McCormick and the Deering harvester companies. By 1880 the grain
binder was complete as it exists today except for minor improvements such as the bundle carrier.

Bugs and beetles cause haro times.
Labor saving machi.nes were sold in lowa during the fifties
and sixties. Hundreds and thousands of these machines found
buyers in the late sixties and early seventies. Some were sold on
credit. In years when locusts, chinch bug·s, and potato beetles
injured or destroyed the crops, many farmers had difficulty in
meeting the payments on the machines. But the new machinery
lightened their work and promoted prosperity in the long run.

Conservation of the soil.
Iowa soil was so productive that the pioneers gave little attention to the problem of conserving· its fertility. But smaller
yields made it evident that something must be done to conserve
fertility. So while farmers bought full-blooded stock and laibor~ving machinery, they also turned their attention to the value
of fertilizers, rotation of crops, and drainag·e. Instead of leaving
old straw and barnyard manure to rot around the barns, it was
scattered on the fields, and instead of planting wheat in the same
field year after year, clover followed wheat; and corn, clover.
The acreage of cultivated land was improved by ditching and

/
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tiling. The first tiles in Iowa were laid in Des Moines County in
the year 1857. Large areas of swamp lands have since been reclaimed by tiling and in this way farmers have increast the
producti-ve land area of the state.

Better butter makes better times.
For several decades wheat was one of the principal cro_JJs of
the State. Qf the ten large wheat producing sitates in the Union,
fowa rankt second in 1869 with an annual yield of nearly 30
million bushels. Ten years later Iowa rankt fifth and in twenty
years more, tenth. While the wheat crop was decreasing the
farmers developt other lines of prod11ction such as fruit growing,
bee keeping, the raising of hogs, horses, and cattle. In the fifties
cheese factories began to be built and in the early seventies
creameries. As wheat growing decreast the production of cheese
and butter increast. One of the first creameries in Iowa began to
be operated in Manchester, Delaware County, in 1872. Iowa butter was awarded the gold medal at the World's Fair in Philadelphia, 1876. The butter was made by vV. S. Carrington at Strawberry Point, Clayton County. "That", Gyrenus Cole truly says
in A History of the People of Iowa, "was worth more than making a speech on the hustings [political platforms] or enacting a
law in congress." In 1880 one third of all the butter made in
factories in the United States was produced in Iowa.
Creameries or butter factories.
'11 he pioneers had made cheese and butter mainly for their
own use. What little they couldn't use at home, was sold to the
merchants. But mixing the butter made in lthe different farm
homes lowered the quality of the resulting product. Sometimes
indeed it wa,s little better than grease, and, therefore, sold for
only a few cents a pound. "\Vith the estaiblishment of creameries,
the milk was taken to the creamery to ''set'' until the cream had
risen and could be skimmed off, after which the milk was returned to the farmers; or the milk was "set" at home, skimmed
and only the cream sent to the creamery or butter factory. Since
the milk had to ''set'' 24 hours, it often soured before being
skimmed, and this made a poor feed for the calves. It was evident
that a machine which could separate the cream. from the milk as
soon as it had been milkt, would be a great benefit to the farmers. Such machines were first manufactured in Sweden and Den-
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mark. A Danish immigrant living near Cedar Falls brought with
him one ofthe first cream separators used in the State. Several
makes were soon manufactured in the United States. Then, a few
years after the introduction of the cream separator, a professor
in the State Agricultural College of Wis:consin invented an apparatus by which the amount of butter that could be made from
a definite amount of milk could be determined. It was called the
Babcock tester in honor of the inventor. With the separator and

An early creamery. Modern creameries are built of brick or cement blocks.

the tester, creameries became more efficient and multiplied rapidly. The number of fowa creameries increast from 449 in 1879 to
725 in 1896 and cheese factories from 52 to 71. Many of the
creameries were cooperative, that is, owned jointly by the farmers,
and all profits going to the patrons.

Barb wire.
A great improvement was made in fencing during the seventies. The pioneers had made several kinds of fences-rail fences,
board fences, ditch and wall fences, and hedges. Tho hedges and
board fences have not entirely gone out of use in all parts of the
State, none of these ea.r ly fences were satisfactory. They would
not alwaJiS "turn" cattle nor the "fence despising" hogs. A
great blessing to the farmers, therefore, was the invention of
ba.r b wire, in which several Iowa mechanics had a prominent
part. When the practicability of this fencing material had been
demonstrated there was a big demand for it and a number of
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factories were bnilt in sevend states. '!'hey combined and raist
the prices. 'l'he farmers in Iowa then formed a protective asociation and began to manufacture barb wire themselves. In the end
the competing factories lowered the price and the fa1,mers' association disbanded.
"\Vith better fences there was more interest in gardens, orchards. and lawns. These could now be protected against the
stock. 'l'he result was more beautiful farmsteads.

Societies to help the fanners.
Many of the improvements on Lowa farms during these years
were prompted by farmers' duhs, the Granges. the Farmer's
Alliance ancl other fa1ml'1·s' Ol'ganizations. The County ag-ricnltural societi.es put on c·ounty tail's where there were departments
for not only the farmc'rs. hut manufacturers, housewives and
children. 'l'he State Agricnltural Society conducted the State
fairs. A State ho1·ticulturnl societ)', orgm1ized in ] 866, developt
interest in gardens ancl orchards. A State department of agriculture was organized in 1900. It supplai,ted the State Agricultural Society, which ceased to exist after forty years of activity.
'rhe newest farm organizations are the F'a rm Bureau, the Farmers' Union, and the Four H clubs.

XXVIII.

Manufacturing and Mining.
Few factories in olden times.
Two hundred years ago there were but few lal'ge factories
nnywhcre. Nearly every article of dress, food, furniture and tools,
was made at home or in shops where only the master workmen,
a few journeymen (mechanics) and apprentices (learners)
1rn1·kt. ::,,.real'l,1' cvc1·,1·t hing had 1o he clone by lurnl ll'ith the aill
of a few simple tools. The most i 11tricate machinery then in existence was the windwill, the spinning wheel, the loom, and the
steam engine, which, however, could only be used for pumping·
water. ln 1769 J ames Watt improved the steam engine so that
it would turn wheels. Soon after came the inventions by English
mechanics of spinning machines and power l ooms. Cotton and
woolen factories then arose in England and the United States.

irtesy, Hist., Mem. and Ar t Department of Iowa.

First saw mill in Wapello county. Built in 1844.
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When agricultural labor saving machinery was invented, still'
more factories were built.

Saw mills, grist mills, and other mills.
Tho the settlers on the Sac and Fox purchases frequently
sawed their own boards and ground their own meal or flour, the
need for saw mills and grist mills was so great that many were
soon in operation along the streams. They were the first factorie<i
in Iowa. Others were blacksmith and carriage shops, which in
some instances grew into larger establishments. Still other early
factories were breweries and woolen mills. But for more than a
quarter of a century no other industry than agriculture grew to
any great extent. In 1860 there were only 6,307 persons employed
in Iowa factories, but during the nexti ten years this numberrose to 25,032.
Rafting WiiscOlllSin logs to Iowa saw mills.
This great increase in manufacturing was due to the growth
of new industries such as railroad repair shops and the manufacture of agricultural implements, but especially to the develop-
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Courtesy, Chamber of Commerce, Clinton.

J;'ormer lumber district in Clinton

ment of the small grist mills into flour mills, and the multiplication of saw mills, and other wood industries in the larger towns
on the Mississippi River. W hile the earlier mills had been driven
by water power, these later factories were frequently equipt with
steam driven machinery. The wheat ground into flour by the flour
mills came largely from the Iowa wheat fields and much of the
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fl.our was shipt to the East. The saw mills sawed log,s cut in Minnesota and Wisconsin. These were tied into big rafts and floated
down the Mississippi where the mills were strung along the banks
way down to St. Louis. Some logs were rafted in the forties. In
1865, W. J. Young of Clinton began to use steamboats to guide
the rafts down the river. Immense quantiti.es of logs were floated
down to the Iowa towns, Dubuque, Clinton, Davenport, Muscatine, Fort Madison, and Keokuk, during' the seventies and eighties. Most of the logs rafted to Iowa, were white pine, a kind of
wood which is easily world and yet is very durable when kept
dry. In the seventies and eighties there was a good market for
both rough and finisht lumber on the Iowa farms where the old
log cabin and sod houses of pioneer days wci·e replaced by frame
houses. In the early nineties there was a mar.\ t decline in the
lumber industry due to such causes as low prices on farm products and the growth of saw mills closer to the northern pineries.
Already in the eighties the appearance of the chinch bugs in
the Iowa wheat fields gave the fl.our industry a severe setback.
Several mills were closed. But both the manufacture of lumber
and flour have continued to be impcrtant Iowa industries.

Cheese and butter factories .
We have already noted the rapid rise of cheese and butter
factories during the seventies and eighties,. So many of them
were built that their number at the close of the century exceeded
that of any other industry in the State excepting the printing
and publishing business.
Packing houses.
The large number of cattle and hogs kept on Iowa farms offered special opportunities for packing plants. The pioneers had
begun in a small way. They not only slaughtered cattle and hogs
for their own use, but prepared some meat products also for the
market. In the seventies there were packing houses in Iowa with
a capacity of several thousand hogs a day. In the eighties the
packing house industry in Sioux City had grown to the extent of
making that city one of the five leading centers for the packing
industry in the United States.
Breakfast foods .
The manufacture of breakfast foods is another of the leading
industries of Iowa. Its largest center is Cedar Rapids. A dour
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Scotchman, Qe_or.ge Dougbs, later associated with John Stuart,
brought to Cedar Rapids the Scotch methods of making oatmeal,
which they advertised under the American name of Quaker ats.
The first oatmeal factory at Cedar Rapids was built in 1873. Two
years later a seven &tory brick building was put up for the mill,
and cquipt with the most improved machinery. 'l'he capacity of
the mill was then a.b out 600 barre1s of oatmeal per ·day. Other
cereal foods were later manufactured, and the industry has grown
to be of international significance.

From Iowa Reform, July 12, 1909.

Former Schiller piano factory, Davenport.

Pearl butto(l)JS.
A lesser industry, but one of special interest, is the manufacture of pearl buttons. This industry was introduced by J. F.
Boepple, a German immigrant from Hamburg, where he had
learnt the trade of button making. One day while out fishing
he examined some of the fre,s:h water mussels and thought that
they contined mother of pearl of a superior quality. He had the
shells examined by experts who confirmed his belief as to their
value for fancy buttons. Boepple then began the manufacture of
pearl buttons. Several factories: were built, most of which were
located in Muscatine.
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$133,000,000 worth of manufactures in 1900.
Dubuque and Davenport we1·e at first the leading manufacturing centers in Iowa. But in 1900, Des Moines had more factories than either of these. Other leading factory towns at that
time were Burlington, Sioux City, Ottumwa, Cedar Rapids, Keokuk, Muscatine, and Clinton. The total number of employees was
about 50,000 and the total value of the products was nearly $133,000,000. In 1925 the total value of goods manufactured in Iowa
was close to $800,000,000.

Lerud, zinc, and iron.
Tho not one of the leading mmmg states, Iowa has many
valuable mines. It has already been noted that the le.acl mines in
Dubu9.ue, Clayton and Allamakee counties, dl'ew some of the
finst settlers who smelted lead ore by a very wasteful process in
which only 50 per cent of the lead was extracted. By the use of
the cupola furnace 65 to 70 per cent could be extracted, but the
0

.l!'rom Andreas's Ill. Hist. Atlas of Iowa.

South Park Coal Mine near Des Uoines about 1870.
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introduction of the blast furnace enabled the miners to take out
all the metal. The most productive pe1,iod of lead mining in Iowa
was probably from 1834 to 1849. Zinc ore began to be mined in
1860. In 1901 Dubuque and Allamakee counties produced 350
tons of zinc and 13,800 of lead. Allamakee also produced a few
thousand tons of iron. None of these metals are now (1928) mined
in Iowa.

Coal and gypsum.
Soft or bituminous coal began to be mined in the thirties, but
only for local use. In 1850 only 1500 tons were produced. But
from 1860 onward, the development of the coal mines was rapid.
The annual output in 1860 exceeded more than a million tons
and four times that amount five years later. Coal was at that
time mined in 25 Iowa counties, chiefly in Monroe, Polk, and
Appanoose.
Other valuable minerals found in Iowa are gypsum, clay,
limestone, and sandstone. The latter two kinds of stone have
been quarried for building material since the earliest days of
white settlement. 'T he pioneers made bricks. Beginning with the
seventies there was a growing demand for drain tiles, which
was met by the enlargement of the older brick yards and the
establishment of new ones.
Fooling the: people some of the time, but not all the time.
About the time of the founding of Fort Dodge in 1850 a kind
of stone called gypsum was discovered there which turned hard
when expost to the air. Little use was made of it, however, until after 1868, when certain impostors from the East played a
trick upon the whole American people. These fellows bought a
block of the mineral, which they had made into a huge statue, and
buried it near Cardiff, in the state of New York. In digging a
well, the owner of the land brought the statue to light again.
Instantly there was an nation-wide sensation. Sightseers flockt
to New York to see the "Cardiff Giant", thought to be a petrified man from p1·ehistoric times-times long before the Mound
Builders. Learned men even wrote treatises on the find, spinning
theories as to its origin. Others refust to be misled and pro- •
nounced the whole affair a bold trick. But perpetrated by whom?
The answer came from an editor at Fort Dodge to whom the
''Giant'' recalled the purchase of the gypsum block only a few
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months before. He wrote an article on the whole affair and expost the impostors. But they cou1d not be punisht because they
were guilty of no criminal offense, and, besides people had no
business being so credulous.

A happy effect.
On fowa industry the trick had a happy ·effect. It called
attention to the rich layers of a mineral which could be made
-into stucco or plaster of Paris, a substance used for coating or
plastering the walls of houses. In 1871, Webb Vincent, S. T. Mer.servey, and George S. Ringland formed a partnership for the
purpose of grinding and preparing the gJ7psum for plaster. 'l'heir
mill was the first of its kind west of Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Fort Dodge stucco was used in the new State House ( capitol)
then being built in Des Moines. Tho there was not yet demand
for gypsum, several other mills were, built. In the nineties, whole
trains loaded with stucco- were daily sent from Fort Dodge to all
_parts of the country. The supply is well-nigh inexhaustible. It has
been estimated that at the present rate of production it will last
for 300,000 years. It is the most valuable deposit of its kind in
the United States. In 1900 there were 1,200 men employed in the
_ .stucco mills.

I

XXIX.

Graded Schools, High Schools, Colleges,
and Special Schools.
A new school law.
In 1856 a commission was appointed to recommend changes
in the school laws of Iowa. It consisted of Amos Dean, F . E.
Bissell, and Horace Mann. Dean was the president of. the State
University of Iowa, Bissell was a judge, and Horace Mann, an
educator-sometimes called the father of the American public
school because of the improvements in elementary education
which he advocated while living in Massachusetts. The recommendations made by the commission were followed by the lawgivers of Iowa, and a free public school system was establisht in
1858.
.

Free schools supported by public taxatioo.
W hile the schools before 1858 had been open to all children,
rieh or poor, they were not wholly supported by public taxation.
>- Parents had been required to pay rates ( or tuition) when the
taxes were not sufficient to pay the expenses of the school. The
school law of 1858 provided definitely for free, tax supported
schools for all persons of school age. It thus laid the foundation ·
for our present public school system.
Grading.
Before 1858 little attempt had been made at grading the
pupils. Grading began when the pupils in each school were di-vided into two, three, or more departments. These were later
ridi,,ided into grades such as we have them in schools of today.
>'~fost of the teachers before the Civil War, had been meJ;1.1 ; and
1hcy continued to be in tbe majority some time aftel'. But in
1886, not quite one fourth of the public school teachers of Iowa
were men.

Longer school years.
The school year was shorter then , than now. In 1876 the
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aYerage school year was about six months, but ten years laterit wns seven months long. At first the school year was divided
into a summer term, a fall term, and a winter term. In summer
and ,fall, the younger children attended; and in winter the older
boys and girls and frequently some adults. Usually the winter
school was taught by men, hut the summer and fall terms were
nenrly always taught by ,rnmen.

Training of teachers.
Some of these teachers had received all their education and
trnining for teaching in the common schools, while the better
trained teachers had studied at academies, seminaries, or colleges.
Many of these early teachers were expert penmen and prided
themselves upon their perfection in spelling. Only a few subjects
were taught-reading. writing, arithmetic, geography, and United
States history, but they were usually taught well, tho by different methods from those in Yogue now.

Games.

There were probably now mol'e children's games than in the
1f1ays of • the pioneers. ''Blackman''. '' drop the handkerchief''.
and many other games were now all the go. They also played
ball, tho differently from now. Little attention was given to organized play or gymnastics befo1·e 1900.

More improvements.
Improvements were constantly made in methods, equipment.
and buildings, during the last twenty-five years of the century.
In 1896 a law was passed by the General Assembly which permitted the districts to furnish free text books to the schools and
in a few years one half of the counties had availed themselves
of this privilege. The General Assembly also passed a compulsory school law in 1896, bidding all children between the ages of
7 and 14, if physically and mentally fit, to attend public school
or some other school of a similar kind for a certain time each
year. Most of the children of school age, however, at that time
were already attending school.

First Io,w a high schools.
There were pr;:, ,-.,ti.;al1v 'iic 'high· -;ebools in Iowa, nor anywhere else in tr,r, "y\tet:t, ~iro,·e J85G. ,'i_,1 i-Ju:t ·year a high school
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was establisht in Chicago, Illinois; another in St. Louis, Missouri;
and a third in Tipton, Cedar County, Iowa. During the following
twenty years there was much interest in high schools and a few
were establisht in the State. In 1871 there were 40 graded schools in Iowa, which had courses above the common branches, but only
23 could be said to have real high school courses. The subjects
taught in these high schools were English, Latin, German, French,
mathematics, general history, and such scientific subjects as geol-

Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

High School, West Waterloo. Good type of high ~chool building about 1900. 'l'o the.
is a still earlier example of school building.

ogy and astronomy. More scientific subjects were added towards
the close of the century and less attention was given to Latin.
The subjects were also arranged in courses and the students were
permitted to choose the courses that they wanted to study.

The State University.
Many of the graduates of the high schools became public
school teachers. Others later attended denominational and State
colleges. The State has founded and supported three colleges:
the State University o.f I-o-r.v'il!, th'e' lb-wa'.C'()l.lt;ge of AgTiculture and
Mechanic Art;s,. 3.1'1.d'.t~e-Jirtd s~~i e :'J;'~•E(c£.ei•{Coprge. The United
1
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States gave the State two townships of government land for a
university at the time that she entered the Union. Already in 1847
the (}eneral Assembly passed a law for the establishment of a
~t!!,te University at Iowa City, but it was not opened for instru.J
tion until 1B55 and little was done until after the Civil War. F6~
several years, it was little more than a high school. In the late
sixties and seventies, new departments were added and the attendance increast. At the beg·inning· of the present centm·y, the
university had 165 professors and instructors and over 1500 students of both sexes. The university trained teachers, engineers,
doctors, and lawyers.

Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Departmnet of Iowa.

First building of Towa State College, Ames.

A school for farmers and mechanics.
The United States also gave the State of Iowa lands for au
agricultural and mechanical college. The whole land grant for
this purpose amounted to over 200,000 acres. The State College
of Agricultural and Mechanical Arts was located at Ames in 1868.
It consisted at first of only two departments: one in agriculture
and one :in mechanical arts. Since 1887, an Experiment Station
has been conducted in connection with the college. Several new
departments were added, and at the beginning of the present
century it had an attendance of over 1,200 students of both sexes.
The chief purpose of the State College is to train scientists for
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l<'rom The Old Gold , 1907.

Normal Hill (now College Hill), 1907.
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agriculture and manufacturing, and to teach farmers, mechanics,
miners, and manufacturers better methods of work.

A school for teachers.
When the State orphanage at Cedar Falls was clost in 1876,
the General Assembly decided to use the vacant building for a
State Normal School. It was opened in 1876 with five instructors
and 27 students. At first it offered courses only for elementary
school teachers, but in 1887 courses designed especially for high
school teachers were introduced. In 1901 there were over 2,000
students in attendance, and 356 pupils were enrolled in a train-

Homer H. Scerlcy ab out 1900.

ing school organized like a public elementary and high school
where the normal students practist teaching. The Normal School
grew to be a college and its name was changed to Iowa State
Teachers College in 1909. President Homer H. Seerley became
the head of the institution in 1886 and served as such until 1928.

Schools point to1the way of a better lift.
The three State colleges: arc not solely engaged in training
for the professions, such as law, medicine, teaching, and such
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other practical pursuits as farming and engineering. They aim
also at teaching truth, beauty, and nobility in all human affairs.
This, indeed, may be said of all schools, public or private.
Schools, for the blind, the d eaf, a111d the dumb.

When one recalls, that about a quarter of a century passed
before very much was done by the State for those having defective hearing or sight or otherwise needed special training, one
feels especially thankful and proud of all that has been done
since. The work of teaching th-e deaf and the blind in Iowa was
begun privately 'b y kind-hearted individuals. Reverend William
E. Ijams opened a school for the deaf at Iowa City in 1854, and
Samuel Bacon taught a school for the blind at Keokuk in 1852.
The next year he removed his school to Iowa City, and the same
year it was taken over by the State. IE: 1862 the College for: the "'
Blind was permanently located at Vinton. The school for deaf
mutes had become a State institution in 1855. It was removed
to Council Bluffs in 1869. Reverend Ijams continued his connection with it until 1863. In 1909 a law was passed by the General
Assembly which makes the attendance of blind and deaf children
in Iowa between the ages of 12 and 19 compulsory at these schools
unless excust. The graduates of the school for the deaf may continue their studies at the National College for Deaf Mutes in
Washington, D. C.
In 1893 Linnie Haguewood, a deaf, dumb, and blind girl from
Delaware County, was admitted to the College for the Blind. A
special tutor was required to teach her. So the General Assembly
made an annual appropriation of $500 for this special purpose,
and Linnie learnt to speak, read, write on a typewriter, and do
fancy work. She is sometimes spoken of as the Helen Keller of
Iowa.
IndU1s.trial schools.

The blind and the deaf in spite of defective senses often have
very alert minds and good character. The most unfortunate boys
and girls are those who have moral or mental defects. 'ro care
for them the State maintains two Industrial Schools, one for
boys and another for girls, and an Institution for the Feel:>leminded. Before the openj 1g of the Reform School at Salem, Henry County, in 1868, juvenile offenders had been kept in the State
Penitentiary at Fort Madison. It was a happy change for them
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to be transferred to the school at Salem, located in the midst 0£
a settlement 0£ Quakers, who took a friendly interest in the
school. There were departments for both boys and girls. The
boys' department was moved to Eldora, Hardin County, in 1873,
and later the girls' department was transferred to Mitchellville,
Polk County. In 1884 the names 0£ these schools were changed
from Reform Schools to Industrial Schools. Children in these
schools study the same subjects as children in the public schools,
but practical subjects are strest. About three out 0£ every four
who enter the Industrial Schools become useful and worthy men
and women:
The Institution for the Feeble-minded was opened at Glenwood, Mills County, in 1876. This school aims at training such
children who because 0£ defects in body or mind can not learn
anything in the public schools. Their teachers say that they like
"noise and show". Some do well in music and gymnastics, but
only a few in arithmetic.

The State school fund.
All the schools 0£ the State are supported by public taxation,
interest on the funds obtained thru the sale 0£ land grants, and
certain fines . The State school fund in 1925 amounted to nearly
$5,000,000. The interest on this money is annually apportioned
among the public schools 0£ the State.

XXX.

The Growth of the Churches.
Bishops 00' no btshop,s.
During the last quarter of the nineteenth century three of
the largest denominations~the .Methodists, the Baptists, and the
Catholics~formed congregations in all the counties of tJhe State.
Other large denominations., but not so extensively organized, were
the Presbyterians, the Lutherans, and the United Brethren. Still
smaller denominations: were the Episcopalians., the Adventists, the
Universalists, the Reformed Church, the Amishites,, the: LatterDay Saints, the Quakers, the Christian Scientists, the Unitarians,
and the Jews. With respect to government all these churches
may be divided into two classes: those which have bishops and
those which have none. The Catholics, the Episcopalians, and the
Methodists, have such officers, whereas most of the others have
not. 'l'he bishops are supervisory officers like the superintendents

From Andreas' s Ill. Hist. Atlas of Iowa.

Penn College, Oskaloosa, in the seventies.
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in the schools. The churches having no bishops believe that each
congregation should be allowed to rule itself and that therefore
there is no need of bishops.
For purposes of supervision, gathering statistics, as well as
mutual aid and encouragement, the various denominations form
dioceses, presbyteries, synods, associations, or districts, which
hold larger meetings called conferences or conventions, not unlike legislatures and congresses.

Church a:nid state are s,erparated.
The ministers and other officers of the churches in the United
States are paid by the church members, and not, like the teachers
in the public schools, by the states. In Europe and South America
the salaries of the ministers are paid by the state ( or government). In such countries the church government and the state
government are united. In Iowa, as well as in the· other American
sta.tes, church and state are separated and each person is free
to support the church he pleases.
New churche,s,.

.Some of the churches built before the Civil War are still
standing and in use, but a large number of the earlier churches
have been replaced by more substantial structures of greater
artistic beauty. A large number of churches and parsonages were
built during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. In the
country they were usually
built of wood, in the cities of
brick or natural stone. Since
the World War there has
been another era of church
building and Iowa has today
a large number of lovely
church buildings.

The churche s foster
,educatiolll.
The last quarter of the
nineteenth ,century was one
of great interest and activity
in church work. Nearly all
the denominations were growing. Sunday schools, acad1

Modern Catholic church.
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emies and colleges were establisht with enthusiastic s111pport by
most of the denominations. The Lutherans and especially the Catholics also built parochial schools which were organized like the
public elementary schools. The children who went to parochial ,
schools were not required to go to pulblic elementary school, but
they frequently attended the public high school after graduating
from the parochial school.

Educating the !heart.
Nearly all the denominations had Sunday schools, taught
often by the fathers, mothers, and older brothers, and sisters of
the children. Some churches also had classes for the adults. The
Sunday schools gave an important part of the education of the
children. Often it was said that the 1S unday school educated the ,.
heart while the public school mainly educated the head. The text
used in the Sunday schools was the Bible, and the great lessons
they taught, were right and noble ways of living. Much was done
to make the Sunday schools attractive. In the nineties, for instance, Children's Day had come to be generally observed by the
Sunday schools of some denominations. Like the public schools, _
the Sunday schools were graded and otherwise organized under
supervisors and superintendents.
A few denominations had special kinds of relig·ious schools.
The Adventists have Sabbath schools on Saturdays instead of
Sunday schools on Sundays. Some of the foreign denominations
in addition to Sunday schools
also had vacation schools where
both religion and the foreign
language of the denomination
were taught.
Churches promote higher
education.
One of the finest contributions which the churches made
to culture in Iowa was the
higher church schools: academies, normal schools, and coll eges. W ith the exception of
the State University these were
at first the only higher institu-

Modern Protestant church.
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tions of learning in the State. They became to some extent models
for the State colleges. 'fhere are today (1927) twenty-three Senior
colleges and some Junior church colleges in Iowa.

Prohibition, Americanization, and hospitals.
The churches in other ways made their influence felt. A
large number of church people were Prohibitionists. The growth
of the prohibition movement in Iowa was consequently largely
due to the churches.
It was also the churches that began the work of Americanization among the foreigners. ·while this work was chiefly
of a religious character, it served to bring about sympathetic
relations between foreigners and natives.
The churches were pioneers in the hospital movement. Early
Iowa hospitals were generally under some order of Catholic sissters, and some of the best hospitals in the State today are conducted by the Catholic Church. Recently Methodists, Presbyterians, and Lutherans have also built hospitals in the State.

Missions and international good will.
The missions of the churches among the Indians and in foreign countries are another noteworthy feature of church work.
In the eighties there was an Indian school in West Branch, Cedar
County, under the management of the Quakers. These as well as
members of other churches were the special friends of the Indians. The foreign missions gave the churches an interest in good
relations between other countries and the United States, thereby
promoting international peace and good will.

Adhm-ein.ts of three world faiths.
At the close of the nineteenth century the five leading denominations in Iowa in order of membership were the Methodists,
the Baptists, the Presbyterians, the Lutherans, and the Catholics.
In 1925 the census takers in Iowa counted only adherents to
the largel' world faiths. Of Iowa's two and a half million people
about twelve thousand declared themselves to be of Jewish faith,
two hundred thousand were of unknown faith, more than a third
of a million Catholics, and nearly two million Protestants.

XXXI.

Home and Social Life of the Eighties
and Nineties.
Better homes.
The settlers on the Sac and Fox purchases had passed thru
the strenuous pioneer period before the Civil War, and many of
them were already then living in well-constructed houses often
built in beautiful Colonial styles of architecture. In the northern
and northwestern parts of Iowa, on the other hand, there were pioneers living in log houses and dugouts as late as the early
eighties. Nevertheless, in the eighties and nineties there was a
"- good deal of comfort and wellbeing thruout the State in spite
of some destructive hailstorms and droughts.

A typical homo of tho nineties.
Note the tower, the big window panes, the wide porch. This house also
has a basement affording roo1n for a furnace or other central h eating plant.

More comforrt and conveniences.
The houses built during these decades were larger and more
substantial than those of the pioneer period. They had wider

~
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porches, but usually no blinds. Instead of blinds the newer
houses had screens. Even the humblest homes had at least mosquito netting, something which even the best homes of pioneer
days had not had. Most of the homes of this period were still
heated by stoves o,£ which there were usually at least two, a cooking stove and a heater. Towards the close of the century furnaces
were coming into use, making it possible to heat the whole house,
even the guest room, formerly so cold and clammy in winter. Oil
lamps had replaced the more primitive methods of lighting. City
homes were equipt with gas and electric lights. Carpets, not even
the old-fashioned rag carpets, had yet gone out of use, but rugs
were coming into favor. In music-loving homes there were organs
and occasionally pianos. Other musical instruments were perhaps more common than now, but there of course were no victrolas and radios.
Labor saving machinery in the home.
The change from hand labor to machine labor in the homes
did not keep pace with the rapid rate at which labor saving machinery was introduced on the farms and into the factories. Yet,
a large number of machines which lightened the load of the housewife came into use during the latter half of the nineteenth century. Sewing machines were found in most homes and knitting
machines in some. Homemade clothes for men went out of fashion
as did also homemade underwear and homelmit hosiery. The
washing machines of this period were hand washers, which meant
lighter work for the women, but not for the men folks, especially
the big boys, who frequently had to turn them. The first clothes
wringers and mangles too made their appearance at this time.

Decorations and furniture.
Enlarged photographs, views, and landscapes hung in frames
on the walls. Art calendars were beginning to appear. Photograph albums frequently adorned the parlor center tables. E,v en
in t he humblest homes, there was at least one rocker-an American invention by the way-but seldom enough for all, and the
furniture in general was more attractive than in earlier days.
The change from hand work to machine production had made this
possible. Abraham Lincoln and William B. Allison, the iowa sena tor, both learnt the trade of cabinet making. Cwbinet makers
then workt in small shops, A generation later they either oper-
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ated factories themselves or were employed m them tending
machines.
F ew libraries but mruny newspa;pe'l1S.

There were not so many dailies as today, but there were as
many if not more weeklies, eagerly read in both rural and urban
homes. Among the immigrants there were also many foreignlanguage newspapers and religious periodicals. As even in pioneer days not a few Iowa people in both town and country were
readers of the National magazines. But there were few public
libraries except in the schools.
:Pootr roads k ept folks at home.

Life then was more at home than now. Iowa was well supplied with railroads, but not much progress had been made in
improving the common roads. Some of the cities, however, had
paving, usually of wooden blocks or brick. A large number of
farmers and business men drove to church and took joy rides in
elegant top buggies and surreys. I n the nineties the bicycle came
into ,general use, both in town and country. The bicycle was the
forerunner of the automobile, which uses the same kind of pneumatic tires.

Gala -dayis.
Community life was mainly under the direction of the
churches and the fraternal societies. Some towns had opera houses
where good and bad talent performed, but in either case not
without much opposition to such entertainments from some of the
churches. Ladies aids' sociables, church suppers, and so, forth,
were popular community affairs, as were also the installation of
officers and anniversaries of fraternal societies,. Agricultural
fairs and circuses afforded real gala days, and enthusiastic crowds
cheered lustily at the increasing number of baseball games.

XXXII.

-

The Temperance Movement.

Strrunge c.u:stoms.
A story is told about vVestern pioneer life which sounds
strange today. A farmer ran out of whisky and went to his neighbor to borrow some. The neighbor said that ,there was to be a
prayer meeting at his houS'e that evening and therefore he would
need all that he had.
During the early days of the history of Iowa, most people
drank beer, whisky, and other strong drinks. Such liquors were
so a-at the ,grocery stores. Some grocers even gave it away to
attract customers.
First governor of fowa against the liquor traffic.
About a hundred years ago temperance societies began to be
formed in the United States. R obert Lucas, the first Territorial
governor of Iowa, was president of one of the first temperance
societies organized in Iowa. The laws of the T·e rritory forbade
t he sale of intoxicating liquors to the Indians· at all times and
to white people on Sundays. Most of the ea.r ly churches were
ag~ t the liquor traffic and aroust such a feeling against it,
that the people of Iowa in 1855 passed a law which forbade the
sale of intoxicants. 'T here was a majority of 3,000 in favor of this
law, which shows the rapid growth of the temperance movement
in early Iowa.
Wine a.nid beer again permitted to be soM.
In the fifties there was a grertt inrush of foreign immigr ants
into Iowa: Irish, Germans, and Scandinavians. They thought differently about temperance and liquor selling than did the members of the temperance societies. T'o many of the foreigners it
seemed that men of character would not, tho they had the freedom to do so, drink to excess, and therefore moderate drinke;rs
should not be forb idden the use of into·x icants tho persons of
weak character abust their personal freedom. Then the political
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parties began to take sides, the Republicans favoring the foreigners and the law of 1855 was so modified that saloons were
permitted to sell wine and beer but not stronger intoxicants.

Many temperance societies.
But this modified Jaw was not well enforced, and the temperance people desiring to see the State entirely "dry", were not
idle. More temperance societies were organized in the State, bearing such names as the Sons of Temperance, Good Templars, the
Blue Ribbon, and especially the Iowa branch Qf the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union. Aided by many of the churches
these societies labored persistently to educate both young and
old to see that intoxicants were dangerous not only to the savage
Indians, but to civilized men as well. Boys were encouraged · to
take the temperance vow and societies to promote sentiment
against intoxicants were formed among the children by some
churches.

From photograph owned by Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

Mrs. Annie Wittenmyer, a noted Jowa woman
who was the firnt preFi(1eut of the vV. C. 'l.'. U.

A majority of 30,000 for prohibition.
The prohibitionists or temperance people now having enrolled both men, women, and children in their ranks, again made
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an attempt to close the saloons in Iowa of which there were over
900 in the early eighties. The Republican Party in spite of its
former stand now took up the caus.e of prohibition and two successive sessli.ons of the General Assembly passed a resolution for
an amendment to the State constitution forbidding the manufacture and sale of intoxicating· liquors within the limits of the State.
When this measure was submitted to the people for approval,
there was a majority of 30,000 for prohibition. It was a great
victory for the prohibitionists, and great was their consternation,
therefore, when the Supreme Court of Iowa declared the amendment unconstitutional because of certain errors, which had been
made in its passa.ge by the General Assembly. The court decision
was a victory for the anti-prohibitionists. But the Republicans
had promist to champion the cause of prohibition, and, still having a majority in the General Assembly, enacted the Clark Law
"½'.hic.h prohibited the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors,
and thus, in spite of all, Iowa became a prohibition state.

Prohibition thru education.
I n some counties the law could not be enforced. In other
counties the violators of the la-w were fined and sometimes imprisoned. Many unpleasant episodes occurred, and at least one
man lost his life while attempting to enforce the law.
A growing number of people were coming to believe that
prohibition should come about gradually, thru a process of education. In 1886, the effects of narcotics (tobacco) and stimulants
(intoxicants) began to, be taught in the public schools of Iowa.
This did not mean that actual prohibition was taught in the
schools, but children found out just what bad effects intoxicants
have on the body and the mind. This helpt them later as adults
to vote more in accordance with the facts of the problem.
The Mulct Law.
The difficulty of enforcing the Clark Law brought about the
defeat of the Republican Party in 1891, the frvst time in Iowa
after the political overturn in 1854 when .the Republicans came
into power. The Democrats then modified the Clark Law in 1894
so as to permit the voters in the counties and larger cities to,
have saloons if a majority of the people voted for license. This
modification of the Clark Law was called the Mulct Law.
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The automobile, a new ally of prohibition.
In the present century a new ally of the prohibitionists appeared in the shape of the automobile. The rapidly increasing
number of motor cars, requiring drivers with steady nerves, tends
to make prohibition a necessity. In 1919 a prohibitory amendment
to the State constitution was submitted to the voters of Iowa.
It was lost by a majority of only 932 votes, but an amendment
to the United States constitution two years later made prohibition
nation-wide and thus the saloons in Iowa were finally clost and
whatever liquor traffic there may be, except for medicinal and
sacramental purposes, is now illegal.
1

XX.':III.

The Woman's Movement.
A man's world.
Less than a hundred years ago only a few boys and no girls
at all went to high school and college. There were no, women
teachers except in the primary schools, no women spoke in public, and few women wanted to, because it was against the customs
of those days.
Women preacher's and r,efonnem.
About the time that Iowa was settled, women preachers appeared in a few of the smaller churches. The Quakers, the Protestant Methodists, and the Adventists, for instance, permitted
women to preach. T'he parents of Susan B. Anthony were Quakers. Several of these women preachers became ad,nocates of woman's rights. They demanded that girls should be admitted to the
high schools and colleges and to choose other occupations besides
housekeeping. Some of these leaders also became active workers
in the cause of negro freedom and in the promotion of temperance.
Should women vote?
When the negroes, many of whom could neither read nor
write, were given' the right to vote and hold office after the Civil
·w ar, the suffragists askt that women should be given the same
privileges. But the opposition to women voters was too strong
among the men voters for such a change. Besides, it was oppost
by many women.
Girls admitted to Iowa high schools and coUeges.
In Iowa, all thP- public high schools and colleges have always
been open to both sexes, and both men and women taught in the
pioneer schools, tho there were at first more men that women.
During the Civil War Iowa women served as nurses in the army
hospitals and a still larger number took the place of men teachers
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in the public schools. These women teachers retained their places
in the schools after the war and soon the women teachers outnumbered the men teachers.

Miss Su.sam. B. Anthony lectwes in Iowa.
In 1844 the question of giving women the right to vote
came up for discussion in the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Iowa. Several of the noted women leaders lectured in
Iowa during the follo,w ing years. One of these was an Iowa
woman, Mrs. Amelia Bloomer of Council Bluffs. So much interest
was aroust that there were good reasons for believing that the

From a photograph owned by the Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa..

Mrs. Amelia Bloomer.

General Assembly would enfranchise the women. To help in the
cause Miss Susan B. Anthony came to Iowa several times and
lectured to large audiences in a number of towns.
In 1870, when a resolution was introduced and passed by
both houses of the General Assembly to enfranchise the women of
Iowa by an amendment to the constitution, the victory seemed
certain. But the resolution was not passed by the succeeding
General Assembly and therefore lost. The question was brought
up several times later. Sometimes the House would be in favor
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of it, sometimes the Senate, and sometimes even both, but never
two succeeding General Assemblies, until 1916 when a suffrage
amerndment was presented to the voters. It was then voted down
by a majority of 10,000.

Suffragists and anti-su.ffragi:sts.
The opposition to woman's suffrage continued to come from
both men and women. Some men feared that the women would
not have time to care for the children and do housework if they
were to vote and "mix up in politics". And since many women
shared this view too, there were thus both suffragists and antisuffragists.
The opinion, however, that both men and women should vote
and hold office g,·adually prevailed. Women were sometimes appointed as government clerks and librarians by the Governor and
in 1880 they were given the right to vote at school elections.
W ~en were frequently elected county superintendents. Both
the present (1930) and the former State superintendent were
women. F'inally in 1921, all American women were given the suffrage on the same terms as men thn1 an amendment to the constitution of the United States.
The Iowa Federation of Women 's Clubs.
The woman's movement aimed at the general betterment of
the lot of women. During the nineteenth century many women's
clubs and societies were formed, some for charitable purposes,
others for amusement, or to promote cultural interests. These
local organizations formed the Iowa Federation of Women's Clubs
in 1893. The Federation meets biennially. At the close of the
century there were 198 clubs with a membership of 7,000.
Among the foreign women, there were numerous clubs and
societies. And the colored women, too, organized local societies,
which were federated into a State organization.

XXXIV.

Progressives and Conservatives.
T'he Democrats again in power.

Only once since the political overturn in 1854 has Iowa had
a Democratic governor. Due largely to disagreement among the
Republicans over the prohibition question, the Democrats succeeded in electing Horace Boies in 1889. He was reelected again
two years later, but at the end of his second administration the
Republicans once more returned to power.

The Capitol of Iowa since 1886.

William B. Allison, thirty-six years in the Senate.
All the Iowa National senators and most of the Iowa Congessmen elected or appointed since 1854 have been Republicans.
Of the senators William B. Allison served the longest. He, was
elected to the Senate for the first time in 1872 to succeed James
Harlan, who had been one of the strongest supporters of Abraham
Lincoln. Allison died in office in 1908, having served 36 years as
senator. He was the joint author of the Bland-Allison Act. It
directed the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase a definite
amount of silver each month to be coined into dollars. This law
was a compromise measure for it did not satisfy the Silverites
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who wanted all the silver, brought to the United States mint,
coined, nor the opponents of free silver who were against an increase of the silver currency. But it was thought the best currency law for the whole country at that time, and Allison wisely
- supported it.

Courtesy, Hist ., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.

James Harlan, U. S. senator from Iowa, 1855-1865.

Colonel HendeT'Solil, Speaker of the House of Re·presentatives.
Four years after the election of Allison to the Senate, Colonel
David B. Henderson, a Republican, from Dubuque was elected
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Congressman. He served until 1902, when he refust .to be reelected.
1899 he wa~ elected Speaker of the House of Representatives, and reelected two years later without opposition,
both Democrats and Republicans voting for the kind-hearted
Scotchman, who was said to be so overflowing with good fellowship that he fairly radiated goo -i will to all-men, women, and
children. No other Iowan has been Speaker of the National
House of Representatives.
A call to arms.

CongTessman Robert Gordon Cousins, a native Iowan, representing an Iowa district, electrified Congress on March 21, 1898,
by a speech on the destruction of the Maine in the harbor of
Havana, Cuba, then a colony of Spain. It was suspected, tho
never pro,ved, that the Spaniards were guilty of t his misdeed.
Wishing both to punish the Spaniards and also to aid the Cubans
in gaining independence, Congress declared war on April 25.
1898. The brief struggle clost in August of the same year, with
the result that Cuba became an independent republic under the
protection of the United States; and the Philippines, Porto Rico,
and other Spanish islands became possessions or colonies of the
United States.
lOiWMll.S

s.en.t to the :Plhiliprpine Islands.

Four infantry regiments of Iowa militia each consisting of
1,336 men, and two light batteries of artillery were called to the
colors. The General Assembly voted $500,000 for war purposes, of
which but about $150,000 was actually used. Only one of the
Iowa regiments, the Fifty-Second, which was sent to the Philippine ls,lands, was on the battle front. Only one of the Iowa
soldiers was killed in battle, but about 200 died of disease. During the war a hospital opened in Des Moines was maintained
jointly by the State and Federal governments.
Shaw, a defender orf the go1d stamda:rid.

The Governor of Iowa at the time of the Spanish American
War was Leslie M. Shaw, who had won distinction as an opponent
of free silver and a vig"Orous defender of the gold standard. In
1902 he became Secretary of the T'r easury.
Once Shaw wrote an article on money for Youth's Cornpanion.
He began by telling the story of the little girl who was to define
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salt. She said it was something that made potatoes taste awfully
bad when one didn't put any on them. You can easily imagine
how money likewise might be defined. In the article Shaw then
went on to tell how the economists define money. You will learn
that when you come to, study economics.

Wilson, th.e friend of the farmer.
At the time of Shaw's appointment to this position, Iowa had
al~dy another cabinet member in the person of James Wilson
who had been made Secretary of the Department of Agriculture
under President William McKinley. As Secretary, Wilson made
his Department serve the interests of the farmers as no other of
his predecessors, and he was so useful a man to President McKinley, that it is said whenever the latter was in doubt about anything, he usually sent for the ''canny'' Secretary Wilson.
1

Progressives amd Conservatives .
About the beginning of the present century the Republicans
and Democrats began to be groupt _as Progressives and Conservatives. There were progressive and conservative Republicans, and
progressive and conservative Democrats. And the Progressives
and Conservatives of one party often cooperated with those of
the other. The Conservatives wanted matter s left as they were
and generally oppost changes in the government. The existing
high protective tariff they believed benefited directly American
manufacturers and indirectly the American farmers and laborers.
The Progressives-who like their predecessors the Greenbackers
and Populists demanded changes or reforms~favored free silver
and a low tariff because they believed such measures would directly help the farmers and laborers, and indirectly the manufacturers. Soon the Progressives became more pr ogressive and
demanded popular election of United States senators, a F'edera1
i.Q.come tax, stricter regulation of the railroads and large corporations, and many other reforms.
1

1

The Iowa idea.
Allison who remained in the Senate until 1908 was rather a
middle-of-the-road politician than a definite Conservative or Progressive. His colleague, Jonathan P. Dolliver, entered the Senate
as a Conservative but became a Progressive. In 1908, Allison
was succeeded by Albert B. Cummins, the only man elected
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Albert B. Cummins.
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Governor of Iowa three times. He was also the first senator from
Iowa to be elected by popular vot~. As a member of the General
Assembly and as Governor he had been a leader of the Progressives in Iowa. He supported the "I_owa idea", which was simply
a demand for a low tariff and reciprocity (friendly trade relations) with Canada. The tariff was reduced, but Canadian reciprocity failed.

-

The Esch-Cummi'.ll!s Act.
Both as' Governor and Senator, Cummins helpt to pass- important railroad legislation. While he was Governor, the taxes of
the railroads in Iowa were greatly increast. As a United States
Senator, he was one of the authors of the Esch-Cummins Act
which guaranteed the railroads 5½ per cent on the value of the
roads and permitted t h em to combine the roads into 18 or 20
systems. In a speech at Des Moines, President Harding of the
United States pronounced this act a work of real statesmanship.
But there was a great outcry against it by people, especially the
farmers, who said that the law simply guaranteed capitalists a
definite income on their investments in the railroads. Such people
now regarded the former Progressive, Cummins, as a Conservative and said they loved him for what he had been.

Farm relief.
The land boom and a mushroom growth of badly managed
banks after the World W a.r brought on hard times for some-not
all-Iowa farmers. Their demands for farm relief were soon
vigorously voiced in Congress by one of Iowa's present (1930)
senators, Colonel Smith W. Brookhart. A farm relief bill was
passed by Congress, but vetoed by President Coolidge on the
ground that itJ was uneconomical. Many friends of the Iowa
farmers now therefore advocate State improvements in banking
and in methods of agriculture, reform of the, tax system, and the
establishment of more factories in Iowa, as means by which the
Iowa farmer might be lifted out of "the, slough of despair".

XXXV.

Iowa in the World War.
Iowa Militia consisted of 3,500 men.
In 1916 the organized militia or guardsmen of Iowa consisted
of three regiments of infantry, three machine gun companies, three
batteries of field artillery, four troops of cavalry, one company
of engineers, one ambulance company, one field hospital company,
and the necessary sanitary troops attacht to each command. The
peace strength was 3,500 and the war strength about twice that
number.

Villa's raid.
On June 18, 1916, it was reported that the guardsmen of every state would be called to the colors at once by the President
of the United S>tates to patrol the Mexican border where a raid
had recently been made into New Mexico by Mexican bandits
under the command of Villa. The bandits had killed several
American citizcns--7 soldiers and 12 civilians-in Columbus, New
Mexico.
Iowa guardsmen. on. the, Mexican from.tier.
In accordance with the call of the President, Governor
Clarke issued the formal call to the Iowa guardsmen to meet at
several designated cities. All finally assembled in Des Moines,
where on July 4, 1916, there were 5,000 men at Camp Dodge,
which had been named after General G. M. Dodge of Civil War
fame. About three weeks later the Iowa guardsmen were in camp
on the outskirts of Brownsville in Texas. The camp was '' ideal
except for the cactus". The first job, therefore, was to clear away
enough of the cactus to make room for the tents.

A hum.came blows down the mess homes.
There was no fighting along the border during the eight
months that the Iowa guardsmen were in T·exas. The most exriting episode was a hurricane which blew down their tents and
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messhouses. The excitement was intense. When the storm abated,
the Iowa boys set to work to restore their camp, and in a few
days all traces of the disaster had been obliterated.
I March, 1917, the last of the Iowa guardsmen returned.
They had received valuable training for the greater service, which
were soon to perform. It was indeed the belief that they
th
would soon be. called on for this greater service which had been
one of the reasons for their encampment on the Mexican border.

United States enters the Wor1d War, April 6, 1917.
When the guardsmen returned, the World War had been raging nearly three years. The unrestricted submarine warfare by
the Central Empires, resulting in the torpedoing of American
ships and loss of American lives, brought the United States into
the conflict. Congress declared war on April 6, 1917.
Iowa votes money and men.
The question of defense was now uppermost in the minds of
all. Adjutant-General Logan ordered the National Guard in Iowa
recruited to full war strength and the General Assembly made
$265,000 available for its use, annually. All men between the ages
of 21 and 31 were required by the United States to register for
military service. The age. limits were later extended to 18 and
45. From these registrants the greater number of the American
and Iowan soldiers who served in the World War were drafted.
Together with the United States regulars and the National Guard
or state militia they made up the great American army which
fought with the Allied soldiers in Europe to make the world
"safe for democracy", as it was then said.
Camp Dodge, a city of nearly 2000 buildings, rose as if by magic.
One of the 32 training camps for the guardsmen and the
drafted soldiers establisht by the United States was located at
Camp Dodge which had been the training grounds of the Iowa
guardsmen prior to this time. In the early summer of 1917 it consisted of only a few buildings. Before October a city of nearly
2000 buildings had sprung up. Besides barracks and messhouses,
there were recreation centers of the Young' Men's Christian Association, the Knights of Columbus, and the Lutheran Brotherhood, a library building ,several small parks, and a staff hospital,
covering 40 acres. Drafted men not only from Iowa but also the
surrounding states here assembled for military training.
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Fine colOI"ed troops.
A smaller camp for the training of negro reserve officers
was located at Fort Des Moines, also in the neighborhood of the
State capital. It was the first of its kind in the United States.
Those who saw these officers in training there, thought they had
never seen men with finer soldierlike bearing. A large number of
white Iowa men were in the training camp for reserve officers at
Fort Snelling, Minnesota.

Iowa goes over the top.
The only all-Iowa regiment-made up largely of veteran
guardsmen-was the 168th United States Infantry, consisting of
3,600 men. It became a part of the famous Rainbow Division of
which it constituted abo11t one-fourth of the total strength. Under the command of Colonel Ernest R. Bennett, the regiment
passed in review before Governor Harding and his staff and
thousands of citizens on the State Fair Grounds in Des Moines
in August, 1917. "Every heart swelled with pride in the fact that
the young men of the state were splendidly fit physically, as they
were known to be mentally and morally, for the great emergency
to the meeting of which they had been called to the colors". On
September 9, the regiment was entrained for Long Island, New
York, on its way to France. There Colonel Bennett was succeeded
by Colonel Matthew A. Tinley who led the regiment on the battle
line. It was the only large distinct unit of the State in the war,
the other Iowa troops being scattered thru many organizations.
The Iowa boys were in the fighting lines on the Marne and on
the Meuse; in the St. Michiel Salient, in the Argonne Forest, before Sedan, and before Metz.
Private Merle D. Hay.
One of the first three American soldiers to fall in France was
Private Merle D. Hay of Company F, Thirteenth Infantry, American Expeditionary Force, a part of General Pershing·'s army. His
home was at Glidden, Carroll County. The principal thorofare
between Camp Dodge and Des Moines has been named Merle Hay
Road in his honor.
Everybody did his bit.
While the soldiers drilled in the training camps or fought
in :B'rance, the folks at home did their "bit" to win the war by
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cooperation in production, by the purchase of War Stamps and
Liberty Bonds, and by plain, common hard labor. Such mottoes
as these were often heard or seen on posters: '' Raise more potatoes and lower the cost of living", "We did our bit; do you do
yours 1", and "If you can't carry a gun, you can use a hoe".

Loss i:n humrun life.
T'h e big sacrifice which Iowa made was the loss in life. In
1919 the Adjutant-General estimated this loss to be about 3,300
Iowans who were either killed in battle or died of wounds or
~ase. Thi; was out of a total from Iowa of nearly 110,000 officers and men serving 1im the army, navy, and marine corps
(soldiers on battleships but not serving directly in the navy).

Herrbert Hoover.
The night brings out the stars and the World War brought
forth its heroes-nurses, privates, and officers. Curiously enough,
the most popular Iowa war hero was a civilian, Herbert Hoover,
a man of Quaker parentage, born in the cozy little Quaker town,
West Branch, Iowa,. There "Bertie" is remembered as a clean,
studious boy who loved also the out-of-doors. In college he distinguisht himself as a hard-working student, and as a business
man he won the confidence of his associates for his uprightness
and efficiency. During the war he organized the Belgian Relief
Commission which prevented the starvation of the Belgians after
the German invasion; and later, after the United States had entered the war, he served as its Food Administrator saving food
for Europe by "wheatless" and "meatless" days under the slogan
of "Food will win the war", therefore "Hooverize" !

Wa-:r V:etemn:s.
Just as the Civil War soldiers after the war organized the
Grand Army of the Republic, and the soldiers of the SpanishAmerican War the Spanish War Veterans, so the World War
soldiers organized the American Legion to perpetuate the memories of camp and battlefield, to help the crippled soldiers, the
widows and orphans of the fallen, and to work for an adequate
military preparedness.

XXXVI.

Towns and Cities.
The pionee11S planned many towns and built some.
The earliest towns in Iowa were settled or founded as soon
as the settlers arrived. In the two following decades eastern and
southern Iowa ,vas thickly dotted with town names and wouldbe town names whose existence never got beyond the plot of
streets and lots on the surveyer's map . Almost every ambitious
settler wanted to be the founder of a town. In the race, perhaps
it would not be inaccurate to say craze, for locating and building
towns, rival towns sometimes arose close together. The successful
place might perhaps conquer by becoming the county seat or
founding and maintaining a college. In some cases one of the
rivals absorbed the other. Sometimes the two towns grew up as
twin cities, as for instance Lisbon and Mount Vernon, Tama and
Toledo and others.

.11

Sfoux City, Council Bluffs, Dubuque, and Des Moines.
The, earliest towns in Iowa were along the rivers-Mississippi, Iowa, Des Moines, and Missouri. Towns arose as the settlers
moved west and north. Boone was settled in 1848, but not incorporated until 1866. Sioux City was also settled in 1848 when
a certain William Thompson built a cabin there. In 1854 it was
platted and incorporated in 1857. At that time it had a population of four hundred. It was reacht by the railroad in 1868. In
a few years the first packing plants were built and a boom period
followed in the eighties.
Council Bluffs first called Kanesville, was a busy burg in the
late forties. It became the eastern terminus of the Union Pacific
which was opened for traffic to the Pacific in 1869. In spite of its
larger rival Omaha across the river in Nebraska, Council Bluffs
continued to be the leading city of southwestern Iowa.
The largest city in Iowa before the Civil War was Dubuque.,
beautifully situated on the bluffs commanding wonderful vistas
of the Mississippi to the east and the prairie to the west. N atur0

1
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ally it aspired to become the capital at the time of statehood,
but its location was against it, being too far from the center of the
State. In 1860 it had a population of 13,000. Many Catholic institutions were located there-elemen tary schools, academies, colleges, mother houses of sisterhoods, and churches. Dubuque became also the sent of a bishop and then of an archbishop.
~Moines grew up around :B7 ort Des Moines. It became the
~ 1857. After the turn ,of the century it took on a new
lease of growth under a commission form of government and has
become in many respects a real metropolis for Iowa and the Middle West.

Railroad towns.
The building of the railroads brought a new era in town
building. J\faii.y new towns literally sprang up along the railroads
·without much planning, exeept that Main Street or Broadway
was usual_ly much wider than the other streets. Realtors often
added haphazardly addition after addition. The railroad towns
simply gTew and grew-like Topsy. They soon outstript the towns
off the railroads, many of which sank into ruins •or were bodily
moved, houses and everything, to the new towns along the gleaming rails.
In the eighties and nineties small villages not infrequently
grew up around creameries. The latest species of such little
burgs are the bright and shining oil station towns along the paved
highways.

T'he city beautiful.
After the Civil '\Var the spirit of the better city grew. It
became the spirit of the city beautiful, a world dream intimately
connected with the progress of civilization. Streets were paved
and lig'hted; parks and boulevards were laid out; fire, police, and
sanitary departments were formed and improved. About the turn
of the century separate zones for homes, business houses, and factories were included in a more ambitious city planning system
having also provisions for park districts where streets wound in
and out contrary to the older checkerboard plan. Cedar Rapids,
D es Moines, and other Iowa t,o wns built civic centers.
The first incorporated towns were incorporated each by a
special act of the General Assembly. Davenport, Camanche, Muscatine, and Wapello are still operating under such charters. The
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special charters proved unsatisfactory and a general act for the
incorporation of towns and cities was passed by the General Assembly.
Iowa was one of the first states to begin the reform of the mayor-council form of ci}y government. Des Moines was the second city in the United States to adopt the commission form of
government. 'l'here are now (1930) eight Iowa. towns with commission form of government and twelve have the city manager
plan.
Cities with a population of 15,000 or over may organize as
cities of the first class. There are 16 cities of the first class and
94 of the second class. The latter must have a population of two
thousand or more. Of smaller incorporated places there are nearly a thousand, some having populations of less than one hundred.

What's in a name?
The names of Iowa towns are not without interest. That religious people, as many of the pioneers were, should have put such
names as Bethlehem, Bethesda, Paradise, T'a bor, Pella, Salem, and
David on the map is not hard to understand. That such European
names as Wales, Glasgow, Oxford. Holstein, Hanover, Luxemburg, Calmar, Norway, and Ringsted should be on the map is
also easy to understand since these were in most instances put
there by nationalities to whom these names have emotional values.
It is not so easy to account for such names as Tripoli, Peru, and
Brazil. A few noted Iowans have left their names on the map of
the State-Larrabee, Allison, Dolliver, and Grinnell. Of course
the map of Iowa has a liberal sprinkling of Indian town names.
The following names of Iowa towns seem especially fitted for a
prairie state with groves and streams: Woodland, Garden Grove,
Bloomfield, Greenfield, Gladbrook, Eagle Grove, Strawberry
Point, Plover, Gurlow, Clear Lake, Wheatland, and :Fruitland.
Some Iowa towns display signs indicating their pride and
Rspirations. One little burg asks outsideTs to watch it grow, another proclaims itself the biggest little town in that section of the
State. Several claim to be the cleanest town in Iowa. One larger
city in central Iowa proudly proclaims that it is the best city in
the world.

'

XXXVII.

Iowa in Art and Science.
Sciernce tells Why, Art shows How.
Science is classified knowledge which has been proved by
careful methods of study. It helps us to understand, protect, and
conserve life. Art helps us to enjoy life. Science is knowing, art
is doing.
Farmers helpt by scientists.
The first general demand for science in Iowa came from the
farmers when they began to study rotation of crops and the improvement of their stock. This led to the formation of agricultural
societies and later to the establishment of the State College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Ames. Several Ames professors
became scientists of note. Professor P. G. Holden at Ames wrote
scientific treatises on corn growing and Professor L. II. Pammel
on Iowa plants. Others wrote on scientific dairying and many
other subjects relating to farming.
With the establishment of colleges of liberal arts, especially
the State University (1847), there were further opportunities for
the development of natural science, such as physics, chemistry,
geology, botany, and zoology.
Geologists, botanists, zoolog·ists, psychologists, and sociologists.
The science of the rocks or geology has been developt in Iowa
to a greater extent than any other science. Professor Samuel
Calvin at the State University of Iowa began to study the rock
strata of the State in the seventies. The results of his: and his
co-workers' studies were publisht in some twenty volumes under
the title of the Geological Survey of Iowff, in which they have
related the wonderful story of Iowa rocks and soil. Other professors-Thomas H. Macbride and Bohumil Shimek-of the State
University have made contributions to the study of botany and
C. C. Nutting to our knowledge of zoology. Edwin D. Starbuck
and Carl E . Seashore are noted psychologists. For a number of
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years the sociologist, E. A. Steiner, has been a professor at Grinnell College. At the State University another sociologist, Dr. E.
B. Reuter, has made extensive studies of race problems, especially
of the mulattoes in the United States and the racial blends in
the Ha.w aiian Islands.

A w001derlM1d of interesting objects.
Such societies as the Iowa Academy of Science and the
Davenport Academy of Science support various kinds of scientific study. The latter has made public much valuable material
on the Mound Builders, and its museum in Davenport is a real
wonderland of all sorts of interesting objects.
Beautiful homes in Iowa.
More attention has been given to architecture in Iowa than
to any other part. The ;pioneers were not generally much interested in painting and sculpture, but some of the houses built before the Civil War were fine specimens of Colonial architecture
with artistic doorways, pretty multipaned windows, and ornamental eaves and gables. Quite a number of these ·b uildings are
still standing in southern and
eastern Iowa. These neat Colonial houses gave way to the
more massive houses of the
eight ies and nineties characterized by wide porches, large
window panes, and sometimes
towers, followed again by the
great variety of styles of the
present day.
Public buildings in beautiful
styles.
The first State capitol located in Iowa City and designed by }'ather Mazzuchelli
has recently been restored to
more than its original beauty.
Of the earliest frame school
buildings in Iowa, the one in
Springdale, Cedar County, still
standing and in use a few

Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department
of Iowa.
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years ago, was a fine example. Many courthouses and city
schools built of natural stone or brick in the latter half of the
last century, show that there was then much appreciation of
beauty in buildings. The present capitol overlooking the city of
Des Moines is one of the finest examples of nineteenth century
architecture in Iowa, both from the standpoint of outside and inside ornamentation. Its mural paintings surpass anything found
in Iowa. The widespread and growing interest in architecture is
today seen, not only in homes and public buildings, but even in
factories and farm buildings.

Newspapers, magazines, poems, and novels.
The art of fine writing such as we find exemplified in poetry
and other forms of literature first found an outlet in Iowa thru
the newspapers. T'wo of the first newspapers of Burlington are
still publisht. They are the Burlington Hawkeye and the B urlington Democrat. From 1894-1899 the Midland Monthly, an Iowa
magazine, was publisht by Johnson Brigham in Des Moines. Several of the noted Iowa
writers such as Miss
Aliee French, Hamlin
Garland, and Emerson
Hough wrote some of
the first contributions to
this magazine. Iowa has
long had some excellent
farm papers, really a
kind of magazine. Herbert Quick, another noted Iowa writer, first won
distinction as an editor
of an Iowa farm paper.
Of the popular patriotic
and religious songs written 1b y Iowans may be
mentioned '' Marching
thru Georgia", "There
is no Death", and "Little Brown Church".
Lately many new writers \ ave made their@" Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa .
~ 'l'he Midland, editHerbert Quick.
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cd by John T. Frederick, is now in its seventeenth year, but the
promising Iowa Magazine, which made its appearance after the
World War, has been discontinued.
History.
In old age the pioneers formed pioneer associations partly
for the preservation of historical material and the writing of
pioneer histories. A large number of county histories and biographies were written in the seventies and eighties. Aibout the
beginning of the present
century B. F. Gue 's four
volume history of Iowa appeared.
William Salter
wrote I owa, the First Free

State i:n the Loui~iana Purchase. Later Johnson Brigham and Cyrenus Cole
have also written extensive
histories of Iowa. Sabin's
The Making of I owa has
long delighted both young
and old. Aurner's I owa
Stories are popular with
lovers of Iowa's past. The
oldest historical Iowa Magazine, Annals of I owa, has
been publisht since 1863.
The Historical Soc,iety of
Iowa has publisht The Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa.
Iowa Jonrnal of History
B. F. Gue.
and Politics since 1902 and The Palimpsest since 1920. It has also
publisht many books on Iowa history, based on extensive investigations.
Piorn.eer singing ,s ocieties, German male choruses, church music.
The art of music was cultivated in pioneer days especially in
singing societies. The best of these were the German men's singing societies in Davenport, Burlington, Des Moines, and other
cities. During the later part of the century there were great improvements in church music. A large number of churches then
had choirs and some pipe organs. Some towns had bands. The
interest of Iowans in good music has never waned.
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Opera homes and art galleries.
The arts of painting and sculpture were fostered by the
academies and colleges. But the general interest in these arts
never seem to have· been very strong. There are, however, oil
paintings of famous Iowans and a few fine statues in the Historical Building in Des Moines and a private society exhibits
paintings in the city library of Des Moines, which is one of the
few places in the State where one may see really fine paintings.
Lately a municipal art gallery has been opened in Davenport.
In the eighties and nineties many opera houses were built in
which concerts were given and dramas presented. The opera
houses have largely been supplanted in the present century by
the moving picture theaters.

The most promising art.
Homemaking is an art which has been fostered by many
agencies not the least in the present century. It is the most promising of all arts because it is bringing the other arts into everyday
life where they are most needed.

,..

XXXVIII.

Greater Opportunities in Education.
Schools for life.
During the first fifty years (1830-1880) of the history of
Iowa it was thought suf:fie1ient if all children learnt to Tead, write
and "cipher". A little practical knowledge was thought enough.
Only those who expected to enter the learned professions-teaching, preaching, law or medicine-attended the higher schools.
During the following twenty-five years a change gradually occurred. Many bright boys and girls now went to high school and
some to college whether they expected to enter the learned professions or not. Thus the high schools and colleges became schools
for life in general rather than schools preparing for the professions. In the present century we have come to believe that since

Distribution of consolidated schools in Iowa in 1924.
In which counties arc there consolidated schools not :t'narkt by sbrs herd
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the elementary school, the high school, and the college are schools
preparing for better living, they should be made to fit the needs of
all the people, leaving the work of preparing for the professions
to special and graduate schools.
One con:soliidated school in 1896, ovier 400 in 1924.
This has been done by introducing new cours<-is, such as typcw,•iting, agriculture, manual training, home economic:s, gymnastics, and more courses dealing with social and ethical affairs
of life. It has also been done by improving the equipment of the
schools and by more comfortable and sanitary school buildings.
Finally the high schools have been brought within easier reach of
the people living in the country by consolidating the rural schools
and adding high school departments. Consolidation of the rural
schools began in Iowa in the, last decade of the nineteenth century. In 1924, Iowa had over 400 consolidated schools and the
number was then growing.
Over 900 high :schools.

The number of high schools has also been increasing fast in
the present century. There are now about 900 and some municipal junior colleges also. Of all the states only Illinois has more
high schools than Iowa. M'any city schools have evening classes
for mechanics and foreigners. Others have part time trade classes
for employed minors between 14 and 16; and some, during dull
seasons, have conducted extension classes for painters, paperhangers, and decorators.
Ovier 800 newsipape'l1s and periodicals.
Other means of education have multiplied in the present
century. Before 1901, Iowa had but few public libraries. There
are now about 250 besides the larger number of school libraries.
Some have special departments for children where the best
juvenile literature including juvenile maga.z ines a1e found. Newspapers and maga.zinesi are among the best means of continuing
one's education. Interest is growing in Iowa magazines and Iowa
publications of many kinds,. There were 845 newspapers and
periodicals publisht in Iowa in 1919. A few of these were foreign-language publications-German, Bohemian, Italian, Dutch,
Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish. Des Moines has a paper publisht especially for colored people. While the number of publica-
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tions has diminisht since 1909, t11e numib er of subscribers has
increast.
Moreover, museums, art galleries, fairs, and life in home,
field, workshop, and office furnish excellent means of education.

Little illiteracy in Iowa.
The compulsory school law requires the attendance of all
children between the ages of 7 and 14 at some private or public
school unless excust for valid reasons. But the increase in attendance and the reduction of the rate of illiteracy in Iowa appears to be due more to an increasing appreciation of education
than to this law. The rate of illiteracy fell from 1.5 per cent in 1905
to 1 per cent in 1915. In 1925 it was less than one half per cent.

Courtesy, Chamber of Commerce, Davenport.

City library in Davenport.

XXXI X.

Disappearance and Conservation of Wild Life
in Iowa.
No buffaloes rund elks 1since the Civil War.
Before the coming of t he white men, Iowa was inhabited by
a few Indians but numerous wild animals. The Indians left Iowa
in the forties and the larger game animals, such as, the panther,
the black bear, the buffalo, the elk, the deer, and the wild turkey
were pusht west and north or killed off as the line of settlers
advanced. The panther is not very often mentioned in the early
accounts of Iowa, but frequently the black bear. I n the twenties
and thirties, the explorers, Kearney and Lea, saw large herds of
buffaloes on the prairies of northwestern Iowa. J ohn Ferris of
Black Hawk County is said to have killed a buffalo in that county
as late as 1859.
The cold winteT of 1856-1857.
At that time elk and deer were also becoming scarce. Large
numbers of these noble animals perisht in the winter 1856-1857
when the cold was intense and the snow several feet thick on
level gTound. The poor animals would sometimes stray into farmyards in search of food. Thousands were slain because they could
not make their way thru the snow fast enough to escape pursuers.
A farmer discovered a fawn in his back yard, which he caught
with his bare hands. A fine buck could be bought on the street
for $2 50 with its hide on and the latter readily sold for a dollar.
Some people haq. so much venison that winter that they never
had a taste for it since. In 1864 there was another severe winter
and since then elk and deer have been rare, tho it is reported
that deer might still be seen in northwestern Iowa as late as in the
eighties.
No wild turkeys or passenger pig eons.
Wild turkeys were plentiful in Muscatine County in 1854 and
occurred in Linn and Johnson counties in the middle sixties. One
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is said to have been killed in Monroe County in 1904. The passenger pigeons were once numerous in the Mississippi Valley. In
Iowa heavy flights sometimes occurred in the seventies, but even
individual birds were rarely seen after 1880.

~

.

~ Courtesy, Hist., Mem. and Art Department of Iowa .

Wild turkeys once roamed thru Iowa .

.... .

Beavers and badgers have gone.
Many of the smaller furbearers gradually became extinct or
at least rare during the nineteenth century. Badgers, tho never
abundant, still occurred in the early eighties. Small colonies of
beavers were then found near F'airfax and Dysart in Tama County. Otters, minks, raccoons, and opossums became rare, 1but burrowing animals such as woodchu~ks, skunks, and muskrats held
their own better. The same may be said of climbing animals like
the squirrels.
Wolves and foxes are still hunted.
Of the beasts of prey-wild cats, red foxes, timber and prairie
wolves--the latter two were the most numerous and harmful.
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They frequently preyed on the farmers' stock and in cold winters
their howls were uncomfortably close to the farmsteads. Wolf
hunts were a favorite sport in pioneer days and long after. Wolves
and foxes are still found in isolated woodlands along the streams.

ExtinctiOIIl of prairie chickens prevented by law.
Aquatic birds continued to be numerous during the nineteenth century and arc still more plentiful than any other game
birds. Their nesting places were the swamps, especially in northwestern Iowa and along the Missouri and Mississippi rivers.
Prairie chickens fared worse. With the rapid settling of the
prairies they were in danger of complete extermination averted
only by protective legislation. Quails or bobwhites were never
threatened with extermination because they find hiding places in
the grass along fences, in groves and woodlands, as well as in the
open fields and meadows.

Some soog birds pe:rhaps more numerous than before.
The history of the birds in Iowa, which protect themselves
by annual migrations or by rapid flight is much more hopeful than that of other forms of wild life. True, some of these species,
too, have become extinct-the passenger pigeon and the Carolina
parakeet. But many of the sweet song·sters and bright colored
birds which are today seen in Iowa fields, woodlands, parks, and
gardens are perhaps even more numerous than ever before because it is easier for them to find both shelter and food. Their
song and color compare well with the birds of other continents.
The bobolink may not be so jubilant a songster as the sky lm~k,
but a fine singer, nevertheless; and the common robin, which
sings at night and early in the morning, is not an unworthy competitor of the far:famed nightingale. What is more cheerful than
the song of the wren and the rich notes of the Baltimore oriole
issuing from an apple tree in blossom 1 vVho has not been thrilled
by the song of the thrush, the catbird, the gold finch, the evehing the grosbeak, and many others 1 Such Iowa birds as the blue
jay, the humming bird, the r : d-headed woodpecker, the scarlet
tanager, the blue bird, the cardinal, and even the redwinged
blackbird compare not unfavorably with the more gorgeously
colored birds of the tropics.
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Saving the '' finny tribe ' '.
Protests against the wanton destruction of game animals
wer e heard in the seventies with the result that the office of fish
commissioner was created. This prevented the extermination of
the basses, the perches, the pikes, the brook trout, and other food
fish_ with which the streams in the early days of Iowa abounded.
Seining and dynamiting of lakes and streams were forbidden. The
fish commissioner caught the fish in lakes, which were being
drained or in danger of drying out, and distributed them among
other lakes with more abundant water.
From protection to propagatioo of wi1d life.
Laws were also passed to protect other animals, usually by
limiting the season during which they might be killed and by requiring hunters and trappers to obtain licenses. In 1897, the office of game warden was created. Furthermore, the State establisht a game farm and a fish hatchery, from which game birds
(pheasants) and fish fry are distributed, a work in which the
United States also cooperates.
The Backbone Park, a hramd-new institution.
The establishment of State parks combines the protection of
wild life with human recreation. Unlike some other states Iowa
had no, State parks until after the World War. Then: a State
Board of Conservation was formed which accepted the Backbone Park in Delaware County as the first State park in 1919,
tho not dedicated until May 22, 1922. Long before, however, this
picturesque tract had been known to nature lovers and tourists
to whom '' its weather-beaten cliffs, its lonely and difficult paths
and its odorous pines-so rare in Iowa-had made a strong appeal.''
Beautiful McGregor.
Many areas for the double purpose of wild life protecition
and recreation have since been purchast or accepted as gifts for
State parks, located in various parts of the State. The interest
is strong and constantly growing. It is also hoped that a part of
the picturesque country around McGregor will be set apart as a
National park by Congress. McGregor is situated in the so-called
driftless area of Iowa, a region of great natural beauty and so
rugged that it has been called the Switzerland of Iowa.
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Good roa;ds, at last.
With the rapid development of better means of transportation these parks will be more frequently visited by Iowans and
people from other states. Bus lines are being operated everywhere. State or Primary roads are being hard-surfaced with
gravel, crusht rock, or ,c.oncrete, and the county and tmvnshi<p roads are being improved by grading, draining, and frequent dragging. With good roads the call of the out-of-doors will
hecome more urgent.

Man can't change the weather, butThe pleasure one derives from the out-of-doors depends
:inuch on the weather. On the whole Iowa weather is healthful
and enjoya;ble. E,x treme heat and cold are usually of short duration. Thruout its history Iowa has had but few very destructive
tornadoes and no droughts so severe as to cause complete crop
failure.
From the studies made by observers it has been found that
the weather does not differ greatly from decade to decade and
possibly not during a much longer period. The total rainfall (rain
and snow) per year in Iowa has long been on an average about
30 inches. In some years it has been down to about 20 inches and
in other years above 40 inches. T'he temperature in summer is
rarely above 95 degrees Fahrenheit tho in instances above 100
degrees. Twenty degrees below zero is considered extremely cold
tho the weather records show that Iowa at times has had
much colder weather.
Among the pioneers there were observers who kept local
records, later they maintained a private weather bureau for the
State. Finally a State weather bureau appeared in 1875. It is
called the Iowa Weather and Crop Service. No amount of study,
perhaps, will enable man to change or control the weather, but it
will enable him to protect himself better against it.

XL.

Problems of Tomorrow.
How history helps.
A study of the past should help us to understand the present
and to plan for the future. Statesmen, legislators, voters, and all
public-spirited people therefore study history and its kindred
subject&--economics, political science, and sociology. Tho definite
solutions for modern social problems cannot always be found in
books on these subjects, valuable aid is frequently obtained from
such studies.
Problems which are both of State and National concern.
The present social problems of Iowa are both State and National. Farm relief may come partly thru changes in the
tariff laws and the Federal banking laws, but also thru State
banking legislation, thru improvements in agriculture made by
the £armers themselves, and thru other changes in industry. TJie
banks in fowa may be strengthened by the Federal administration of the Federal Reserve banks and the National banks, by
State banking laws, and by the encouragement of thrift and
economy on the part of the people.

A modern school building.
Shall we call it a school palace 1
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Special State I»"Oiblems.
Iowa needs, and her people want, more good roads, more
State parks and State forests. More hospitals are needed. In the
building and maintenance of hospitals the churches and the cities are doing their part, but the State maintains hospitals for
the mentally sick and some for the physically sick, notably the
large hospitals in connection with the State University, among
which is an excellent children's hospital. S,i nce 1880, the State
Board of Health has been the guardian of general health conditions in the State, and it has functioned with increasing efficiency.
Iowa already has a fine school system, consisting of the kindergarten, the elementary school, the junior high school, the
senior high school, and the college. At Iowa City, the Iowa Child
Welfare Research Station maintains a pre-school for children between the ages of two and four. Tho still in the experimental
stage it is very popular with :parents and kiddies. At the other
end of the public school system the State University has had a
Graduate School which since 1900 has offered both the degree of
Master of Art (M. A.) and the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
(Ph. D.). The latter degree is becoming a prerequisite for college
teachers.
Iowa has had several codes since it became a State. A code
is a collection of laws and court decisions. To make them clear
and uptodate, frequent codifications are necessary. The last was.
made in 1927.

A farm with modern improvements.
In spite of the depression the Iowa farmer carries on with faith in the future ..
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The assessing and levying of taxes will always be a matter
requiring a clear understanding of property and the relation of
the individual to the State. The State now collects annually over
twenty million dollars in taxes from its property holders for State
purposes. The existing tax laws date from 1853 and 1858, when
Iowa was largely an agricultural State. Large industries have
since grown up and a reform of the tax laws is being considered.
There are more officers now than ever before-in school districts, counties, cities, and in the departments of the State government. What are the proper qualifications, salaries, length of
term, age of retirement, and pension arrangements for such public
servants 7 These are questions that may have to be answered
again and again.

' 'A benediction of uniderstamding' '.
By intelligent cooperation the people of Iowa will be able to
direct their public affairs for the benefit of all. Cooperation requires the understanding of human relationships and willingness
to work for common ends. Iowa has shown her ability to do this
in the past, and bids fair to do so in the future.
Iowa, the, United States, anid the busy world today.
Beyond local and State affairs are the National and inter1rntional problems. Thru her representatives and senators in Washington, D. C., Iowa cooperates with her sister states in whatever
concerns the United States as a whole and in maintaining the
position of the Great Republic in the busy world of today.

XLI.

Some Tables and Figures.
TERRITORIAL GOVERNORS.
Robert Lucas, appointed 1838.
John Chambers, appointed 1841.
James Clarke, appointed November, 1845.
STATE GOVERNORS.

-

Date of first
Years
County from
election or
Name
which chosen
appointment
served
Ansel Briggs ......... Jackson ....... October 26, 1846 ........ 1846-1850
Stephen Hemstead .... Dubuque ...... August 5, 1850 ....... ... 1850-1854
James W. Grimes ..... Des Moines .... August 3, 1854 .......... 1854-1858
Ralph P. Lowe ........ Lee ........... October 13, 1857 ........ 1858-1860
Samuel J. Kirkwood ... Johnson ....... October 11, 1859 ........ 1860-1864
William M. Steine ..... Marion ........ October 13, 1863 ........ 1864-1868
Samuel Merrill ........ Clayton ....... October 8, 1867 .... ..... 1868-1872
Cyrus C. Carpenter .... Webster ....... October 10, 1871 ........ 1872-1876
Samuel J. Kirkwood ... Johnson ... .... October 12, 1875 ........ 1876-1877
Joshua G. Newbold .... Henry ........ February 1, 1877 ........ 1877-1878
John H. Gear .. ...... Des Moines .... October 9, 1877 ......... 1878-1882
Buren R. Sherman .... Benton ........ October 11, 1881 ........ 1882-1886
William Larrabee .... Fayette ... .... November 3, 1885 ....... 1886-1890
Horace Boies .......... Black Hawk ... November 5, 1889 ....... 1890-1894
Frank D. Jackson ..... Polk .......... November 7, 1893 ....... 1894-1896
Francis M. Drake .. . .. Appanoose ..... November 5, 1895 ...... :1896-1898
Leslie M. Shaw ....... Crawford ...... November ' 2, 1897 ....... 1898-1902
Albert B. Cummins .... Polk .......... November 5, 1901 ....... 1902-1908
Warren Garst ........ Carroll ........ November 24, 1908 ...... 1908-1909
Beryl J. Carroll ...... Davis ......... November 3, 1908 . .... .. 1909-1913
George W. Clarke ..... Dallas ..... ... November 5, 1912 ....... 1913-1917
William Harding ... . .. Woodbury ..... November 7, 1916 ....... 1917-1921
Nathan E .Kendall .... Monroe ........ November 2, 1920 ....... 1921-1925
John Hammill ........ Hancock ....... November 4, 1924 ....... 1925-1931
Dan W. Turner ....................... .November 4, 1930 ....... 1931-
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STATISTICAL TABLES.
From the Federal and State Censuses.

Population, Dwellings, amid Draft Animals.
Year
1836
1838
1840
1846
1850
1856
1860
1865
1870
1875
1880
1885
1890
1895
1900
1905
1910
1915
1920
1925
1930

P opu lation No. of Dwellings
10,531
22,859
43,112
102,388
192,214
517,875
674,91::l
756,209
1,194,020
1,350,544
1,624,615
1,753,980
1,911,896
2,058,069
2,231,853
2,210,056
2,224,771
2,358,000
2,404,021
2,419,927 2,470,939

Oxen

Mules

38,536

21,992

754

175,088
316,702
433,642
698,205
792,322
843,667
1,312,079
1,383,302
1,392,573

56,964
37,717
22,058
12,712
2,506
6,769
2,367
460

5,734

Horses

10,794

59,629
114,351
219,846
221,568
301,507
345,404
379,318
441,063

498,943
559,188

25,485
44,424
41,424
57,579

1,492,226
1,397,775

Mules and asses 66,622
55,524
Mules and asses 81,065
1,083,764
1,067,000 ( 1929)
103,000 ( 1929)

Farm Statistics.
Year
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1925

Number of Farms
14,805
61,163
116,292
185,351
201,903
228,622
217,044
213,439

Value of F arms
$
16,657,567
119,899,547
392,662,441
567,430,227
857,581,022
1,497,554,790
3,745,860,544
8,524,870,956
4,519,330,170

Average Size
in Acres
185
165
133
133
151
151
156.3
156.8
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Farm Products and Live Stock.
Year
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1925
1929

1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1925
1929

Value of Live Stock
$ 3,689,275
22,476,293
82,987,133
124,715,103
206,436,242
278,830,096
398,131,193
585,489,568
309,887,090

Bushels of Com
1,406,241
8,656,799
42,410,686
68,935,065
275,024,247
313,130,782
383,453,190
341,750,460
371,362,393
245,109,992
437,760,000

No. of Hogs
323,247
934,820
1,153,908
6,034,316
8,266,779
9,723,791
7,545,853
7,864,304
8,332,132
10,650,000

Bu. of Wheat
154,693
1,530,581
8,449,403
29,435,692
31,154,205
18,249,786
22,769,440
8,055,944
21,591,928
8,158,244
27,723,000

Tons of Hay
89,045
813,173
1,777,339
3,613,941
7,264,700
6,851,771
9,327,772
7,827,696
1,438,098
6,720,000

Bu. of Oats
216,385
1,524,345
5,887,645
21,005,142
50,610,591
146,679,289
168,364,170
128,198,055
187,045,705
229,426,470
219,928,000

Butter lbs.
produced
2,171,188
11,953,666
27,512,179
55,481,958
72,893,079
80,000,000
102,000,000
91,000,000
170,000,000
196,068,000
Bu. of
Potatoes
234,063
276,120
2,806,720
5,914,620
9,962,537
18,068,311
17,305,919
14,710,247
4,438,515
8,370,164
7,650,000

The Foreigners in Iowa, 1860.
U. S. Census.
Number born inBelgium
British America
China
Denmark
England
France
German States
Austria
Bavaria
Baden
Hessen
Nassau
Prussia
vVurtemburg
Other German States
Greece
Holland
Ireland

91
8,313
3

661
11,522
2,421
38,555
2,709
3,150
2,701
2,017
210
7,797
1,58]
18,390
1
2,615
28,072

Italy
Mexico
Norway
Portugal
Poland
Russia
Scotland
Spain
Sweden
SardiU:ia
Switzerland
Turkey
Wost Indies
Wales
Other countries
Aggregate foreign
Aggregate native

26
6

5,688
3

100
40
2,895
13
1,465
4

2,519
2

60
913
1
106,081
568,832
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The Foreigners in Iowa, 1880.
U.S. Census.
Number born inAustria proper
Belgium
British America
Bohemia
China
Denmark
England
France
German Empire
Austria
Bavaria
Baden
Brunswick
Hanover
Hamburg
Hessen
Mecklenburg
Nassau
Oldenburg
Prussia
Weimar

1,473
357
21,097
10,554
37
6,901
22,519
2,675
88,268
3,863
4,556
3,863
2,225
6,395
308
1,966
50
263
217
32,801
11

Wurtemburg
Saxony
Greece
Holland
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Luxemburg
Mexico
Norway
Portugal
Poland
Russia
Scotland
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
West Indies
Wales
Aggregate foreign

2,887
1,634
4
4,743
244
44,061
122
3,10418
21,586
22
403
535
6,885
38
17,559
/ '\87

26

79
.,,031
261,650

The Poreigners in Iowa, 1920.
U.S. Census.
Born inAustria
Belgium
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
England
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Jugoslavia

4,334
1,232
8,929
9,150
18,020
13,036
2,125
70,642
2,884
10,686
4,956
1,603

Luxemburg
Mexico
Nether lands
Norway
Poland
Russia
Scotland
Sweden
Switzerland
Wales
All other countries
Total numb er

630
2,560
12,471
17,344
2,028
7,319
3,967
22,493
2,871
1,753
3,614
225,647
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The Number of Negroes in Iowa.
Year
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
.i!JOO
J::)10

1.,15
Hlf:'i
Over G,000 in Des Moines.

Number
188
333
1,069
5,762
9,516
10,685
12,693
14,973
16,74l
21,063

Of these 16 were slaves

Increas1e :i!n the average value of improved farm land in Iowa
from 1850 to March 1, 1920.
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bulletin No . 874, p. 4. Aug. 23, 1920.
Based on the statistics for the years 1850 to 1910, inclusive, of the
F'ederal census. The statistics for 1915 to 1920, inclusive, are from unpublisht data furnisht by the Bureau of Crop Estimates, United States
Department of Agriculture.

Year
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1915
1916
1917
1918
1920
1930

Value per Acre
$6.09
$11.91
$20.21
$22.92
:/',28.13
$43.31
$96.00
$134.00
$153.00
$156.00
$192.00
$255.00
$119.28
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THE EXPENSES OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT OF IOWA,
1846-1926.
From the Auditor''S Reports in Iowa Documents, 1917-1927.
Years
Disbursements
1845-6
$20,718.25
1847-8
f ,29,616.91
1849-50
$75,409.90
1851-2
$131,631.49
1853-4
$118,542.90
1855-6
$249,150 .80
1857-1 year
$371,907.03
1858-9
$551,403.13
1860-1
$559,825.19
1862-3
$695,097.51
1864-5
$952,739.42
1866-7
f ,1,314,654. 74
1868-9
$2,051,971,22
1870-1
$2,413,586.93
1872-3
$2,446,680.08
1874-5
$2,117,344.70
1876-7
$2,122,470.78
1878-9
$2,259,886.56
1880-1
$2,409,897.71
1882-3
$2,286,738.19
1884-5
$2,587,831.98
1886- 7
f.3,511,499. 76

Disbursement s
Years
1888-9
$3,422,406.74
1890-1
$3,415,172.04
1892-3
$4,013,004.17
1894-5
$3,758,004.17
1896-7
$4,440,148.50
1898-9
$4,795,103.43
1900-1
$5,040,713.72
1902-3
$6,308,966.42
1904-5
$7,611,089.34
f4,165,639.81
1906-1 year
1907-8
$8,533,fi51 .37
1909-10
$8,682,888.30
1911-2
$9,982,754.20
1913-4
$13,546,607.56
1915-6
$17,818,100.33
1917-8
$20,517,230.71
1919-20
$25,497,393.08
1921-2
$52,766,972.25
Largo increase duo to tho
building of State road s.
f,59,40-! ,0ll .87
1923-4
1925-1926
$56, 760,066.32

Less than half of the income of the State is now derived
from the State tax levy. Much comes from fees and licenses, insura nce and other corporation taxes, inheritance taxes, federal
aid for yarious purposes, payments from counties for inmates in
Stat e institutions, and minor items. The total expenses of townships, school districts, cities, and counties are larger than those
of t he State.
Iowa today has a State debt of $16,500,000. This was horrnwed to pay the soldiers' bonw,. Several million dollars of the
original debt has already been paid.

XLII.

Bits of Sources.
Sources are the material which historians use in writing history.

How the JjnJdian Boys Played War.
Common School Journal, IV, 176.
"During the pleasant mornings of the summer, the little
boys between the ages of seven and fifteen are called out, to the
number of several hundred, and, being divided into, two companies, each of which is headed by some experienced warrior, who
leads them on in ~he character of a teacher, they are led out into
the prairie at sunrise, where this curious discipline is regularly
taught them. Their bodies are naked, and each one has a little
bow in hi left hand, and a number of arrows, made of large
spears of grass, which are harmless in their effects. Each one
has, also, a little belt or girdle around his waist, in which he
carries a knife made of a piece of wood, and equally harmless;
on the tops of their heads are slightly attached small tufts of
grass, which answer as scalps, and in this plight they follow the
dictates of their experienced leaders, who lead them through
the judicious evolutions of Indian warfare,-of feints,-of retreats,-of attacks, and at last to a general fig·ht. Many manoeuvers are gone through, and eventually they are brought up
face to face, within: fifteen or twenty feet of each other, with
their leaders at their hcaJ stimulating them on. '!'heir bows arc
bent upon each other, and their missiles flying, whilst they are
dodging and fending them off.
If any one is struck with an arrow on any vital part of his
1Jody, he is obliged to fall, and his adversary rushes up to him,
places his foot upon him, and snatching from his belt his wooden
knife, grasps hold of his victim's scalplock of grass, and, making a feint at it with his wooden knife, twitches it off, and puts
in into his belt, and enters again into the ranks and front of
battle.''
This training is performed on an empty stomach and generally lasts an hour or more. When returning home, the boys dance
1.he scalp dance to the great amazement of the girls.''
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Dance in Honor of the Slain Warrior.
George Catlin's Lette1's and Notes on Fhe Manners, Cusl01ns,
and Conditions of the North Anie1'ican Indians, II, 717.
·'This is a custom well worth recording, for the beautifol
rnon1l which is contained in it. In this dance party a party of
Sac warriors who have returned victorious from battle with the
scalps they have taken from their enemies; but having lost one
of their own party, they appear and dance in front of his wigwam. fifteen days in succession, about an hour on each day, when
the widow hangs his medicine-bag on a green bush which she
erects before her door under which she sits and cries whilst the
warriors dance and brandish the scalps they have taken and at
the same time recount the deeds of bravery of their deceased
t·omrade in arms, whilst they are throwing presents to the widow
to he~ll her grief and afford her the means of a living."
Early Descriptioo of Northwestern Iowa. .
Annals of Iowa, X (1911-13), 375, quoting The Boston W eefkl71 Messenger, August 24, 1820.
'' Arrived in town on Saturday, 19th, Col. Morgan, Captain
Kearny, and Captain Pentland, of the United States army. These
gentlemen, together with Captain Magee, left for Council Bluffs
about six weeks ago, and went to the Falls of St. Anthony. They
described the country between the Bluffs and the Falls as eminently beautiful, the prairie predominating, but covered with
grass and weeds, indicating a rich soil, the face of the country
undulating, the water clear and rapid, and occasionally lakes of
living water of several miles circumference, embosomed in groves
of timber, and edged with grass, and presenting the most delightful appearance in natu re. They saw immense herds of buffalo and
elks, sometimes several thousands in a gang. ''
Early Iowa Swarming With Wild Lifo.
S. I-I. M. Byers' Out lVcst in The Ji'orties in I owa Historical
Record, V (1889, 365.
'"!.'he noble elk was also seen frequently and sometimes the
brown bear made t he woods dangerous enough to smack of adventu re. There was no end to the prairie wolves, and wild cats
as big as dogs haunted the woods along the streams. Bees, the
pioneers of civilization, were there in astounding numbers, and
the vast quantities of honey secured by the settlers are almost
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beyond belief. It was colleicted by tubsful and barrelsful. One of
the settlers brought in three barrelsful in a single day, and it
served all the purposes of sugar."
'' As to snakes, there were plenty of them. The rattlesnake is
too noble to bite wrthout warning, and a sound of his rattle in
the grass at our feet would cause us to bound into the air as if
struck by a cyclone. We never neglected that rattle; but if unluckily, the deep-poisoned fangs: of the serpent struck a man or
boy, he was carried to the house, the wound sucked of its poison,
and washed with good strong whiskey-a. curative that was seldom failing in any well-regulated frontier home. The poor oxen
were bitten oftener than the men, and resulting death was not
uncommon.''

Prairie Fires.
"The farmers' fields, when inclosed at all, were universally
surrounded by rail fences, and these were in perpetual danger of
being burned by the raging prairie fires that came every autumn.''
"How often has the writer been called out of bed at midnight, to join his neighbors, men, women and children, to fight
the prairie fires surely making in our direction. Hurriedly we
would make firebrands and burn off narrow strips of prairie between ourselves and the coming fiend. Armed with brooms ma.de
of hazelbrush, we could control these little counterfires of our
own starting, and frequently turn the direction of the coming
wave.''

Breaking the Prairie.
'' Breaking prairie was a. labor, once performed, never to be
forgotten. The great strong plow, with its big sharp coulter; the
sturdy oxen, six and seven yokes of them in a. string, and sometimes a. yoke of cows, hitched to the seven-foot plow beam, made
a. team that it was a. _pride to handle. And the great long ox
whip, who of that day will ever forget it 1 The youth who could
swing that mighty whip, making ten great cracks in quick succession or cut the gad fly from off the leader, was a provisional
king of the prairie. Woe to the lad who handled thatthirty-foot
whip for the first time. The laugh was sure to be on him, for,
with the first swing, the stalk would bend, the buckskin cracker
fly in a knot and the lash encircle his neck like an anaconda.''
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The First Steamboat on the Des Moines.
Tacitus Hussey 's History of Steamboating on the Des Moines
River, from 1837 to 1862 in Annals of Iowa, IV ( ThiTd Series),
323.
The first authentic record of a steamboat going· as far as
Keosauqua was in the autumn of 1837. It brought a cargo of
flour, meal , pork, and groceries including perhaps whiskey.
"Probably there never was so warm a welcome extended to
any captain. The people literally swarmed over his boat, and
there was not a nook nor corner which did not receive the attention of these hungry and thirsty settlers.''
The S,teamboat Ripple arrives at Iowa City.
H. W. Lathrop's Early Sleamboating on the I owa Ri·ver in
Iowa Hisiorical Record, XIII, 44.
"Steamboat Ripple, Capt. D. Jones master arrived 20 June,
1841."
'' The next day after its arrival the joy of our citizens found
expression in a public dinner given Capt. Jones and his officers
and crew, which was supplemented by toasts and speeches suitable to the occasion.''
A F'orurth of July Celebration in 1838.

The, Fort Madtism Patriot, July 9, 1838.
"I wished to tell you of the meeting on the 4th.-Most of
the settlement around [Denmark, Lee County] are the sons of
the Pilgrims, and they wished to commemorate the birth day of
their country, and it occurred to them that no way could they
do it more appropriately than by organizing themselves into a
Temperance society; believing that our liberty is more endangered by the use of intoxicating drink than all foreign enemies;
accordingly they invited Mr. J . P. Stewart, A. B. of Burlington,
to address them on the occasion. It was a time of interest; the
Rev. Asa Turner of Quincy, Illinois, was present and opened the
meeting with prayer and reading the declaration of Indep endence. The choir performed several set pieces and closed with the
t emperance hymn-the attention given to singing and the life
and animation with which they perform this part of worship is
worthy of praise. After an impressive address by Mr. Stewart,
the total pledge was read, to which fifty-three gave their names
and a teetotal temperance society was organized ;-others since
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have subscribed the pledge, making now in all, in this infant settlement, eighty-five, who taste not, handle not, the accurseil thing.
F'rom the school house the audience were invited to Messrs. Epps
and Shedd 's where we found a table spread with the bounties of
Providence. The dinner was served up in an admirable style.Eighty surrounded this festal board; it seemed to all a season of
joy.-From different parts of our country they had pitched their
tents in the far west ;-the ties of sympathy and affection already
had bound them to each other, but no similar occurrence had
brought them together; as neighbors and friends they now joined
to celebrate the birth day of their country and their Territory
[Iowa] and form themselves into a temperance society. After
dinner several toasts were voluntered and drank in cold water;I should be happy to repeat them here, Mr. Editor, if my memory
would serve me and did time allow, but I can assure you there is
no need of brandy and wine to aid the tongue and mind on such
occasions.''

Sod Houses rund Wooden Shoes.
From a description of a trip in 1853 in Annals of Iowa, VI
(Third Series), 379.
'' The next place on our route was the Holland town of
Pella. Here for the first time in our lives we saw people wearing
wooden shoes; here tooi for the first time we saw stove pipes extending through thatched grass-roofed houses. From this place
on to the end of our journey [Des Moines] sod houses were frequently seen; while they did not look inviting on the outside,
they were very comfortable on the inside during the storms of
winter. There is no better or more fertile country than that
around Pella."

An Early Sunday School.
Annals of Iowa, VI (Third Series) 449.
"I think the first Sunday school in the county [Madison]
was organized in the summer of 1848 at the house of Levi Bishop
in Scott township. Sam Fleener was superintendent and Mrs.
Bishop teacher. They did not confine their instruction to the
scriptures alone, but taught the little folks their letters, spelling
and reading. The books used were the spelling book and testament.''

-
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The Germaros in Scott County.
From Fifty Years in Iowa., being the Personal Reminiscences
of J.M. D. Burrows (1888), 69-70.
"About this time [in the forties] there was a prospect of
brighter days. Our German fellow-citizens began to come to
Davenport in large numbers, and many of them possessed a good
deal of money, which the country sadly needed. They entered
large tracts of land which they immediately improved.''
"I always have had a warm feeling for the Germans for
their help in settling up Scott County, when help was so much
needed. It is astonishing to see what they have accomplished.
You can scarcely find a German farmer who is not wealthy. The
banks of Davenport contain about six millions of deposits (which,
I believe, is as much as all the rest of the State claims to have),
and half of the money is owned by Germans. ''

.

Keokuk in 1851.
Daniel S. Curtis, Western Portraiture, and Emigrants'
Guide, 229-230.
'' A day spent at Keokuk was not lost nor regretted, for it
gave me opportunity of seeing one of the most promising young
<-ities of the West, in the first impulse of its growth and prosperity.
Keokuk is finely situated in the southeastern extremity of Iowa,
at the foot of the Mississippi rapids, where it must always be a
principal depot of trade between the river and the interior. Having one broad street on the river slope, the main body of the
town is built back upon the bluff, whence is enjoyed a fine prospect of the river and its bends above and below. A few years
since this place was the rendesvouz of gamblers, horse-thieves,
and all sorts of miscreants. Its very name was a terror, and the
lives of immigrants and strangers were never secure there for
a single night. But the owners of the soil, and others who saw
the fitness of the place for trade, entered into a combination to
oust these nefarious characters, and now all trace of them is
gone, e~cept here and there a gambling-saloon, which you will see
undisguised in almost every Mississippi town. Religious influenees came in to aid this reform, and the result is that the wJ10le
character of the place is changed, and it offers the highest inducements to settlers. T'o be sure its growth has been somewhat impeded by the Half-Breed difficulties, and dispute about titles (the
Half-breeds to whom this land was ceded, having sold their in-
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terest over and over again, and thus created a variety of claimants); but notwithstanding this, its natural advantages and the
enterprise of its business men have put it quite in the foreground
as the commercial town.
At present the Presbyterian Church is without a pastor, but
Rev. Mr. Williams, who is engaged in teaching, supplies its pulpit
very acceptably. Mr. W. is building a fine stone mansion, after
the plan of Downing's octagon, in connection with which he will
have a Seminary for young ladies, of the highest order. I found
an excellent teacher from the Ladies' Society of Boston, engaged
here in a prosperous school, herself and her labors being held in
much esteem.
There is a grant of forty acres of valuable land in this place
for the use of a Congregational church, whenever one shall be established; but the time for a second church does not yet seem to
have arrived.
It was interesting to observe how the trade of this region is
setting toward New York. While Keokuk is increasing its trade
with the interior by plankroads, it is looking forward to the completion of railroad enterprises that shall bring it within a few
days of this metropolis. The same is true generally of Iowa, Wisconsin, and Illinois. An intelligent merchant was one day commenting, in my hearing, on the foolish and suicidal subserviency
of the St. Louis press to the slave-holding interest. I rejoined,
that I supposed St. Louis wRs sure of her Western trade, and was
bidding for the Southern. 'Not so', said he; 'it is exactly the reverse. She is sure of some southern trade, but we are only wait- •
ing for railroads to be completed that we may deal with New
York'. There is some moral here for New York merchants.
The geology of Keokuk is interesting. There is a rich quarry
near by, where geodes and trilobites are found in abundance, and
of remarkable beauty.''

Early Days. By Levi S. Jones.
From History of F'ranklin and Cerro Gordo Counties (1883),
210-11.
'' On the 12th of September, 1854, myself and family left
Indiana to come to Iowa. We came through with horse teams,
also bringing several head of cattle, and were twenty-two days on
the road. The trip was a long one, and the roads were so bad on
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account of much rain that we had a hard time getting here. We
located first in Buchanan County, where we spent the winter.
During the winter I hunted for a permanent location and finally
found my way to Frankin county, where in Reeve township,
we found just the location we desired. On the 1st of March, 1855,
we left Buchanan county, and after a week's hard driving
through mud and slush, we reached our destination. About this
time hay was very scarce, and we had to go to Hardin county
to get hay for the horses and cattle. Hay was high, and for a
small wagon box full we had to pay five dollars. Grass soon
came, however, and we had no more hay to buy. Market was a
long way from us. For provisions we had to go to Waterloo and
Cedar Rapids, and thought we were living in fine style if we had
plenty of corn cakes. During our first winter here a great amount
of snow fell, making it almost impossible to get about with horses,
so everything had to be hauled on hand sleds. This same winter
we had the good fortune to kill a large elk that furnished us with
the finest steaks and broils all winter. Our dog, a great strong
fellow, chased the elk about five miles and finally got it down and
stood guard until we came up. Our first crop was a lot of sod
corn. We broke twelve acres of our land and chopped in the
seed. We had a g'Ood crop, and some s&id the coin was as sound
and firm as any they had ever seen in the east. We first lived in a
rude cabin made of rough logs, and I have often said that that old
log cabin was just as good as a mansion. In 1860, I built a more
modern house in which I now live.''

The Short Dress. By a Pioneer Woman.
F'rom History of Franklin and Cerro Gordo Connties (1883),
214.

"The summer we were married three years, our cow died.
It was a great loss to us, for we had neither butter to eat nor
sell; however, we had a pig to kill, and as calico dresses had got
pretty scarce, I sold the lard at the store of Clark & Wheeler.
There was only enough to pay for seven yards. I made it up and
it was rather short. One of the neighbors came to S€e me and she
said 'your dress is too short', but I said 'it will be long enough
before I g·et another'. Thus, you see, though we were poor, we
were happy.''
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E xcerpts from a Speech by Stephen A. Douglas at Iowa City,
Oct. 9, 1860.
The Iowa Valley Democrat, Oct. 17, 1860.
'' I never knew a more intelligent, industrious, energetic
people in my life, and my conscientious belief is, that you were
just as capable of self-government when a territory as you have
been since you became a State.''
'' The Republicans of the North, under the lead of Mr. Li11-coln; demand that Congress shall prohibit slavery wherever the
people want it. The SecessiQnists of the South under the lead of
Mr. Breckinridge, demand that Congt·ess shall maintain and protest slavery wherever the people do not want it."

Marengo Proud of its Public Schools.
Marengo Repnblican, :M arch 8, 1872.
The following is indicative of the spirit of Iowa towards edu-cation in the seventies when there was much educational progress
thruout the State.
'' Our Public School is a source of pride to all. Scarcely any
one visits it who does not express gratification and pleasure from
such a visit. Its reputation is extending, not only at home but
throughout the entire State. Indeed it is about the only public
interest in which our town can justly claim superiority over other
towns of equal size about us.''

Sui,.an B. Anthony in Iowa.
Between 1872 and 1880 Miss Anthony lectured several times
in Iowa. Once it seems she failed to keep her appointment and
.a wag wrote the following which was printed in the Marengo
Repiiblican, March 29, 1876:
"Lines to Jake.
Susan B.
Anthony she
Failed to come
And Lecturee.

Up and down
Through the town
He posted bills
All around.

Mr. See
With a horn
Wished that he
Had never been born.

But Susan B.
'iVhC'rC was she i
Echo answers
Where was she f
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And the man who wished
He'd never been born
W' as around the corner
Taking a horn.

From his breast there thrills
While his stomach he fills,
A query that who
Will pay for those bills f

And consoling his heart
For the very poor part
'l'hat Susan had played him
From the start.

For, says he,
Susan B.
Has played a scurvy
Trick on me.''

A Little Girl 's Fear of Doomsday.
A lady living in southern Iowa rela,tes the following:
"Wnen I was a little girl a fear haunted me that the world
would soon come to an end. The fear came to me thru certain
religious people in the neighborhood, where I lived with my parents, who were soberly warning everybody that the end of the
world was at hand. So sincere were they that I was more than
half convinced and at t imes scanned the sky for signs of the
flames that it was said would consume everything.
I had to bear this burden of fear alone. No one realized that.
it was weighing heavily on my mind, not even my dear mother.
I was shy and dared not confide myself to anybody, fearing to
be laughed at. There seemed nothing else to do 'but to go one's
sad way alone.
One day smoke filled the air and flames did shoot across the
sky. Was this the final catastrophe 1 People were gathering. I
heard them talk. The word passed around that the court house
was on fire.
What a relief! The flames that burnt up the court house scattered a gloom that had caused me agony many a moment of my
girlhood days.''

Danish Settlers in Shelby County.
From H. F. Andrews' History of Aildubon County, Iowa,
613-614.
"The writer [Andrews] well recalls their first coming, and
.sold land to some of them. Many at first purchased but forty
acres-usually paying down about seventy dollars-upon which
they built a board shanty, ten feet square, barely sufficient to
hold a bed, table and a few necessary household articles. The
cooking stove was set up outside under a board shed, next to theliving room. Then they obtained a cheap team, wagon and plow,
a cow, an old sow and some chickens and proceeded to break out.
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the farm. Sometimes they planted sod corn the first year and
prepared for a ,crop the next year .... By industry and patient perseverance they worked and paid for their homes and increased
their possessions. Their financial integrity as compared with that
of the average western man was remarkable from the start. There
were very few rogues among them. The writer found that when a
Dane was given credit for any kind of purchase that he usually
met his obligations promptly to the day, which was not true of
many other people in the community.''
Herbert Hoov,er Viisitsi His Home To,•.vn..

The West Branch Times, April 1, 1897.
"Herbert Hoover, from San Francisco; Cal., arrived here on
the early train Sunday morning. He is a son of Jesse and Huldah
Hoover, who died in this city a number of years ago, leaving
three small children of whom the above is second in age, being
now about 22. His stay here with his relatives was very brief,
leaving the same night for the east, as he is in the employ of the
house of the Rotchild as mining engineer to take charge of the
Rotchild gold mines in Australia, at a salary of $6,000 a year
and expenses. He goes from here direct to London, Eng.''
Theodore Roosevelt in Des Moines.
A reminiscence.
During a speaking tour in the early spring of 1903, President
Theodore Roosevelt visited Des Moines where he was given a
grand reception. From a platform erected in front of the St ate
House, he spoke to throngs of people, young and old. Amid
cheers of "Hey, Teddy!" he complimented them upon not ·needing to be told what good citizenship is because they were prac- _ "
tising it in such a fine way. In turning to a group of children he
said: '' But what I admire you Iowans the _most for is your children." Speaking directly to the children he gave them this bit of
advice: "When you play, play; and when you work, work!"
,
1
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